USING CISPRO (Version 14.2)
This section deals with the basics of CISPro, how to implement it, important files, hotkeys and the visual
aspects of the program.

Introduction To CISPro
Welcome to the CISPro Point of Sale System!
CISPro is a comprehensive set of modules designed to automate and keep track of the entire sales cycle.
From the Quotation module to the Point of Sale Module, CISPro keeps tab on who's ordering what and
where it is.
Valuable information about each quote, sales order and invoice is kept online for easy access. Historical
customer sales information and inventory sales and purchase information is easily obtained by a
keystroke. Categorization of the customer database can be used for target marketing and categorization of
the inventory database can be used for accurate analysis of stock efficiency.
Inventory stock levels can be kept to a minimum with constant monitoring using minimum set levels and
reorder quantities to encourage systematic re-ordering to avoid out-of-stock situations while at the same
time minimizing total investment in inventory. Tracking of each inventory item from ordering through
receiving, sales and returns is possible through easy to read historical screens and printouts.
Features:
Easy to use, easy to learn Windows screens - looks like a familiar form with menus, toolbars and
windows.
Uses the Enter Key, Function Keys, HotKeys (CTL-S, etc)
Wildcard (in text) searches on many fields/files
Information on most other systems can be imported to the new files.
All reports are available on screen preview as well as directed to various printers.
BARCODING option on all points of the system including: receiving stock (with serial#'s), selling,
renting, loaning product.
Unlimited entry of customers and inventory items.
Fast operation for simple transactions, yet has built-in features for different bill-to's, ship-to's,
purchase orders, shipping instructions, etc.
Split sales by salesperson for commissions.
40 Column receipt printout, as well as many different formats for 7 inch and 11 inch forms on both
dot matrix and laser printers
Modify your own forms to your specifications.
Split payments on any invoice by Cash, Cheque, Visa, MasterCard, Debit Card, American Express,
Your own Credit Card, Gift Certificate or use Store Credit on file.
Up to 2 Billion records can be recorded for instant lookup by many different fields including
Customer Name, Invoice Number, Invoice Date, Account ID, Sales ID and more.
Customer Scheduling system for repetitive invoicing - rentals, deliveries, etc.
"Return To Supplier" System keeps track of defective or overstocked product sent back to suppliers.
Inventory Kit items allows bundled items to show on invoices by accessing bundled SKU.
Full security matrix to permit/prevent access to various functions within the system.
Hotkeys for virtually all functions. (i.e. CTL-H for sales history on inventory items or customers)
Stock status/Customer information displayed in instant lookup screens with Hotkey.
Tracks serial numbers.
Rentals, Loaners, Stock Transfers allowed as transaction types.
Convert Quotes to Sales Orders to Invoices - no re-typing necessary.

Profit margins/costing are easily displayed. Price matrix form accessed at any time for adjusting
price based on margin.
Reprint any transaction to laserprinter or fax modem.
ABCD discount levels in customer file tied to Inventory ABCD levels for pricing schemes.
Customer reports included Overdue listings, Credit Limits Exceeded and Scheduling.
Sales Orders generate suggested buys for Purchase system for automatic purchase orders.
Many search fields allow wildcard search (search for text within text) for those hard to find
customer names or stock items.
Copy previous invoice information to new order to save time on repeat orders.
Payments on account uses fast and easy keystrokes to apply payments to invoices and or use credits.
Reminder popups for serial numbers not entered, customer addresses not entered, etc.
Unlimited customer notes for account information or general information
Inventory description is lengthy 100 character width, plus unlimited specifications for output to
quotes.

Quickstart Guide
Some quick notes on keys and mouse actions:
Point your mouse (if you are using one) to any of the toolbar buttons to get information on what each of
them is used for. All toolbar buttons have menu items that do the same thing. Note the HotKey
combinations in the description of each for quick access.
The ENTER key will move you from one field to the next except in some cases, where the TAB key must
be used. The F2 key is used extensively, usually to "Process" information or to move onto the next
section. In most cases, it is used to Save information.
Buttons can be activated by clicking on them with the mouse, or pressing the ENTER key when they are
highlighted. Sometimes it's hard to see the highlight as it appears as a dotted line.
On multiple choice (Drop Down) fields (the ones with a little arrow on the right hand side), you can use
the SPACE key to view all of the choices. Use the UP ARROW or DOWN ARROW keys to toggle
between choices, or alternatively press the first character of the item to select.
On Tabbed forms, simply CLICK on the TAB to select the page or use the CTL-PageUp to move to the
NEXT page, CTL-PageDown to move to the PREVIOUS page.
Add new customers to your system through the Customers Menu, Customer Maintenance item, or through
the Point of Sale Entry under the Sales/Service Menu.
The F3 Key is used to toggle the visibility of the cost column on the Point of Sale Entry Form. Toggle it
to make the column invisible when you have a customer looking over your shoulder!
This option is only available if selected for each user in the User Profile Setup Form.
On all grids displaying columns of data, each Column Header that is coloured is "Sortable". Just click
on the heading and it will sort all of the information by that column. Click again on the same heading and
it will reverse the sort.
If you see any items that are colored and underlined, they are hyperlinks (much like web links). Click on
them to bring up the invoice, service work order, etc in another form.
The following steps should be taken in sequence to get you up and running on CISPro as quickly as
possible.
Select the Utilities Menu, System Setup item to open up the System Setup Form. Enter your
company data and select the defaults for your company and users.
Select the Utilities Menu, User Profile item to open up the User Profile Maintenance Form. Use
the
button to add new user/salesperson IDs, Passwords, First and Last names. Security levels are
determined by the number you enter here. On each menu item there is a security level in brackets.
This is the minimum security you need to access the menu item.

Select the Inventory Menu, Inventory Maintenance item to open up the Inventory Maintenance
Form. You can start adding inventory items here. To get a quick start, enter some simple ones for
speedy processing; for example "1" for Department 1, leaving the cost and price blank.
Importing Your Data - Select the File Import Option from the Utilities Menu. You can import
customers, inventory and vendors using standard excel sheets that have your present data in
them.

Implementing CISPro
Hardware/Software Implementation:
For reports going to the laserprinter (or inkjet), the system will always prompt you and default to
whatever default printer each computer is setup for under Windows. For invoices or work orders, the
system will print to the default printer automatically.
For any invoices printing out on Dot Matrix or Reciept printers, you must setup a printer called Invoices.
This printer must use the Generic / Text Only driver under Windows. Make sure you alter the option for
it to print continuous forms only, no skip over.It can be anywhere on the network, as long as the local
name of the printer is Invoices. Setup the port in System Setup to match the port (LPT1 is default) that you
have directed the printing to go to.
Windows 2000/XP Users: Naming the dot matrix printer "Invoices" no longer works. It will feed an extra
page. Therefore, designate the printer's port # in the System Setup Defaults and use the Receipt Printer
with LPT option for your printer type.
Files required by CISPro for Version 14. are to be in the main CISPro folder. They are:
CISPRO.chm
CISPro.exe
commandwindow.exe
foxtools.fll
foxhhelpps8.dll
gdiplus.dll
hndlib.dll
iSEDQuickPDF.dll
MSCOMCT2.OCX
mscomm32.ocx
msmapi32.ocx
msvcr71.dll
msvcrt20.dll
prcleanup.exe
PRRegister.bat
REGSVR32.EXE
reindexp.exe
ReportBuilder.app
ReportOutput.app
ReportPreview.app
see16.dll
see32.dll
vfp9r.dll
VFP9RENU.dll
vfp9t.dll
xfrx.fxp
xfrxlib.fll

zlib.dll
prdata directory (with all data files within)
Reports directory (with all report files within)
TrainingFiles directory (with all VideoTraining files within)
Please do the following in sequence, even if you have already imported or transferred your
information from a previous software package.
1. Select the Utilities Menu, System Setup to open up the System Setup Form.
Important Notes: You should make sure the following fields are filled in:
PST & GST Rates
Current Document Number (and Current Quote Number if you have the Quotation System)
Invoice & Sales Order Default Printers
Ship Via Descriptions (If you are going to be using them)
2. Select the Utilities Menu, User Profile to open up the User Profile Maintenance Form. Use the
New button or menu item under the File Menu to add new user/salesperson IDs, Passwords, First
and Last names. You can also edit previous entries in here. As well, setup the levels of security.
Important Notes: Make sure you have at least one ID/Password that is authorized for Level 1
Security. You need Level 1 Security to get into here!
3. Select the Inventory Menu, Dept # Maintenance to open up the Dept# Maintenance Form. You
should enter at least the default department number and it's description so that you can enter
inventory items later on.
4. Select the Purchasing Menu, Vendor Maintenance to open up the Vendor Maintenance Form.
You should enter at least the main Vendors you deal with. When entering the manufacturer and vendor
codes in the inventory maintenance file, if it is not on the Vendor file, you won't be allowed to enter
it at all.
5. Select the Inventory Menu, Inventory Maintenance to open up the Inventory Maintenance
Form. Add a few main items so that basic transactions will work.
Important Notes: Add an item with a stock number of M and a description of Miscellaneous Item
(or something to that effect). You can use this stock number for all those items that don't have
numbers yet. Set the item type to Service so that it won't affect your inventory value
Another stock number to add is F and a description of Freight. Set this item to Non Inventory so
that the cost and sell price are the same.
If you intend to fill in warranty information, then create an
Inventory item called WARRANTY (non-inventory type).
6. Select the Customer Menu, Customer Maintenance to open up the Customer Maintenance
Form. Add a customer called Cash Customer (in the Company/Org field) with an Account ID called
CASH for all your transactions that aren't recorded under customer names.

At this point, you can enter a transaction to Cash with a miscellaneous inventory item and print
to the default printer.

Installing on a Network
Network Implementation:
CISPro has been implemented on various networks including peer to peer Windows 98, 2000, XP and 7,
Novell 4.11 > Novell 6, Windows NT > Windows 2008 servers.
All files required by CISPro are kept in the CISPro directory. They are the following:
CISPRO.chm
CISPro.exe
commandwindow.exe
foxtools.fll
foxhhelpps8.dll
gdiplus.dll
hndlib.dll
iSEDQuickPDF.dll
MSCOMCT2.OCX
mscomm32.ocx
msmapi32.ocx
msvcr71.dll
msvcrt20.dll
prcleanup.exe
PRRegister.bat
REGSVR32.EXE
reindexp.exe
ReportBuilder.app
ReportOutput.app
ReportPreview.app
see16.dll
see32.dll
vfp9r.dll
VFP9RENU.dll
vfp9t.dll
xfrx.fxp
xfrxlib.fll
zlib.dll
prdata directory (with all data files within)
Reports directory (with all report files within)
TrainingFiles directory (with all VideoTraining files within)
To implement CISPro on a network, install CISPro to the server in a shared directory. (Note: if
you install to a local drive and then move to the server later on, it will all still work)
On each of the systems that access that directory, map a network drive to the directory. On most
systems this is implemented by using Windows Explorer and the Tools menu/Map Network
Drive option.

Then create a shortcut that utilizes the mapped drive designation to CISPro.exe. The shortcut
properties should look like this:

Multi-Branch Procedures
Setup:
Store/Warehouse Location:
Each location needs to have a corresponding customer Account ID setup, for stock transfers and
address information on purchase orders, etc. Once you have established Account IDs and Customer
Names in the Customer File (see Customer Maintenance), then set these up in Location Setup. You
can also setup more then one register within single or multi location under the Registers tab.
If you have a branch location that has two different divisions, but shares the same inventory, you can
split the divisions' sales by using the Register IDs. Use the Sales Reports to separate sales for each
register within the location.
Users:
Each user should then be setup with a default Location and Register ID in their User Profile , so that
when they open one of the specific forms, their normal Location and registerid will automatically
appear. If you also specify "Automatic Location ID", there will not be any prompt to change their
location ID.
Inventory Maintenance:
When adjusting inventory for the location (Any of the quantity/reorder analysis fields), use the
Inventory Location Info tab in Inventory Maintenance. If you have to correct or adjust figures
between locations and Inventory totals, use the Inventory Location Maintenance form to accomplish
this.
Customer Maintenance:
You can specify the location for each customer - if creating a new customer, it will default to the
location ID that is the current default at that time. Customer Maintenance
Inventory Reports:
Inventory Reports contain valuation, physical inventory and other reports which have an option for
selecting Location IDs for specific analysis.
Sales Reports:
Sales Reports also contain options for location analysis for specific reports related to inventory
sales.

Hotkeys
Maintenance Forms:
CTL-PgUp
Goes to the next page
CTL-PgDown
Displays the previous page
CTL-F
Find a new record (Will switch to the Search Page)
CTL-F11
Display the first record in the file (sorted by the main field ie. Customer name if editing the customer
file)
CTL-UpArrow
Display the previous record
CTL-DnArrow
Display the next record
CTL-F12
Display the last record
CTL-N
Add new record
CTL-D
Delete current record (or in the case of POS - Void or cancel)
CTL-S
Save the current record with changes
CTL-U
Undo any changes made on the form.
CTL-H
Display any history information available. This varies according to the file you are currently
displaying.
CTL-I
Displays information relating to customer/vendor or inventory data in a read only format. Usually
accessible on POS, Quotations, Service, Purchase Orders, etc.
* Note * When in any of these forms, if you are positioned in the Stock Number column with no
stock number in the field you are on, pressing CTL-I will bring up the customer/vendor information.
If positioned on a line that has a Stock Number, then the inventory info will be displayed.

CTL-K
Displays Contact grid if a customer or vendor is selected. From this grid, the Contact detail form can
be accessed.
ESC
If Editing or Adding, Close this form (If any changes were made, you will be asked to confirm to
save them or not)
If Searching, and in the Grid - Go back to the Search Field entry. Anywhere else in the Search Page
will take you back to the Edit Page.

POS Entry Form:
F2
Moves you to the tender options and when finished will move you to the print button.
F3 (The Secret KEY!!)
This key will turn the costing column invisible so that if you have a customer looking over your
shoulder, you can turn this off. Make it visible by pressing F3 again. Note: This option is only
available for authorized users.
F4 This key combination will invoke the Price Matrix Form. Use this to calculate the price based on
cost and margin, discount and rounding parameters. This is only available if you are authorized for
it.
F5
This key will invoke the Calculator. Use this as a regular calculator. Whatever you have as a value in
the field that you were in is entered initially and you can perform calculations on it - Press ENTER
to save the result to the same field or ESC to cancel the result and not save it to the field.
F6
This key, when pressed while you are in the quantity field, will allow you to enter serial numbers.
F8
Allows entry of a salesperson split. This is used for commission calculations. A form will come up
with the salesperson ID and you can enter another salesperson ID and their commission split on this
document.
F9
Used to invoke AUTOSALE mode. This allows you to enter a stocknum number and automatically go
to the next line showing a quantity of 1 and default list price A. Used mainly for goods scanned in
with UPC codes.
DEL
If you are in the Stock Number field , this key will delete the current line, and move the lines below
upwards to fill the space.

INS
If you are in the Stock Number field (and also in some non-stock number columns that are the first
column in the grid), this key will insert a blank line above the line that you are on and shift all lines
down one.
ESC
Will move backwards from the Tender section to the detail section to the header section and finally
to the SalesID. Pressing ESC on the SalesID will allow you to reset the form to a new, blank form or
simply exit the form.

Search Forms/Pages:
ENTER
Pressing ENTER in the detail section when you have selected a record will select that record to
bring back to display on the page that you were working on before bringing up this search page with
CTL-F or the toolbar button.
ESC
If you are in the detail section, you will move back to the field selection entry. Another ESC will
exit the form.

Maintenance Buttons

Most of these buttons can be accessed through either the File Menu or Edit Menu with shortcut keys. Point
your mouse to any one of them to get a quick explanation (a ToolTip!) on what their function is.
On some forms, some of the buttons are not enabled. On others, there are additional buttons.
The button actions are:
Find an item: This will display the Search Form that will automatically search the file that you are
displaying, and search by the most common field. When you have selected a record on the Search Form, it
will bring that record back to the maintenance form and display it for editing purposes.
If you use the mouse, you can click on the tab that says "SEARCH FOR..." to bring up this page.
Navigate through the records:
The record displayed after clicking on the first button will be the first record in the file according to the
index it is based on. The record displayed after clicking on the middle buttons is the record before or
after the current displayed record in the file. Again, this is based on the index that is currently used.
Clicking on the last button will display the last record in the file.
Add New Record:
The form will be cleared and some default values will be entered on some forms (city, province, tax
codes, etc) and your cursor will be placed at the first field on the form for entry. When you are done,
press the CTL-S or click on the Save button.
Delete This Record:
Just as it says - DELETE the current record. You will be asked if you are REALLY sure you want to
delete it. Once deleted, never again to be seen unless you add it all over again.
Save The Current Record:
Clicking on this will save all changes you have just made to this item - either in EDIT or ADD mode.
Print This Document:
If available, this will print out a one page sheet detailing all information for this document or record or in
the case of Point of Sale Entry, will reprint any document. The 2nd button is the Print Preview and shows
on some forms so that you can preview the output before printing.
Link Documents:
If available, this will allow you to link documents to this Point of Sale Entry, Quotation, Inventory,
Customer or other file via a file name and file path. Clicking this icon will bring up the Linked Documents
form, where you can edit, add and retrieve linked documents.

Report Form Layout

This is the standard layout for report listings/output. Some variations on this standard layout may occur.
Report Title:
Select report that you want to print by using the arrow keys or mouse to highlight it.
Range:
Select the field that you want to select by. The first and last value will default into the From and To
fields.
From/To:
Enter the range start and end that you want to report by.
If the second Range/From/To is not disabled, then you have the option of specifying another
range to narrow down the search even more. Enter the From and To information to process.
Send Report To
Printer You will be prompted to which printer you want to send the report to.
Screen will output the report to your display, allowing you to view it before printing on paper. You
will be given choices to flip through it page by page (use the arrow buttons), expand it, zoom in/out,
etc.
Excel File will save this information to a Microsoft Excel Version 5 format (*.XLS extension) which

can be read by many spreadsheets. You will be shown a standard dialog box whereby you will enter
the filename and where to save it to.
Formatted Excel will save the information to a Microsoft file in the same format as the printout,
including fonts, lines, etc. You must have Microsoft Excel on your machine for this to work. The
formatting could take a long time to do, but there is a progress meter and you can hit <ESC> to get
out of it.
MODIFY will open up the Report Designer and allow you to modify your reports and save the
modified report in your own personal directory or the company directory. See Using the Report
Designer to learn how to modify your reports successfully.
Title of Report:
This title will print on most reports. It is automatically made up of the range data, but can be changed
to anything you want. Usually printed at the top of the report.
Do Report:
Selecting this button (or Clicking with the mouse) will perform the report according to the
information and selection that you have entered.
Email PDF/Excel:
Selecting this button (or Clicking with the mouse) will either build a PDF of the report or an excel
output and then attach it to an email for you to send to either yourself (the default) or anyone else you
enter into the email TO: field. To produce the PDF, choose "Printer" and to produce the excel
attachment, choose "Excel" as your output choice.

MENUS
Each Menu item is listed in this section, with links pointing to the topic that explains it in detail.

File Menu

Add, Delete, Save, Undo, and Display History These items are all explained under Maintenance Buttons
on Page 12. (The buttons perform the same functions using the mouse as the menu items do)
Print Setup
This is the standard Printer Setup Dialog that is common to all Windows programs. Refer to your
Windows guide for instructions.
Cycle
This cycles between all CISPro Windows that are open.
Exit
This will close down all windows including forms and report screens and will prompt to save any forms
that are currently being edited.

Edit Menu

Find Record, Record Navigation Actions These items are all explained under Maintenance Buttons. The
buttons perform the same functions using the mouse as the menu items do)
Cut, Copy, Paste and Select All
These are the standard Windows shortcuts to copy and paste items from field to field.
For example: If you have a long description for an inventory item that is similar to another NEW item you
want to enter, highlight the first item, use the COPY command (or press CTL-C), then add a new record,
position yourself on the correct field and use the PASTE command (or press CTL-V) to paste the
original text into this new field.
Remember to Highlight the text or number that you want to cut, copy or paste onto!! If it is NOT
highlighted, it will not know what to cut or copy. Use SELECT ALL (or press CTL-A) to highlight all
text within the box or double/triple click on the field with your mouse.

Sales Menu

Point of Sale Simple Entry [Security Level 9]
A simpler form than below, with everything needed on one page. (Optional items still on second page)
Point of Sale Entry [Security Level 9]
This is where all main transactions for sale of goods takes place!
Point of Sale BIG SIZE Entry [Security Level 9]
A simpler form than above, with everything needed on one page. (Optional items still on second page)
Current Inventory Lookup [Security Level 9]
Allows you to look up current inventory ON SALE.
Recurring Sales Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Setup and Processing of recurring sales including rentals can be done here.
Quotation (*Optional Module) [Security Level 9]
Entry of quotations for customers are entered here
Quotation Status Quick Edit (*Optional Module) [Security Level 6]
You can edit the status (Open, Sold, Inactive, etc) of each of your quotes using this form.
Sales Logistics [Security Level 9]
One form that displays all quotes, sales orders and invoices for a single sales person at once. Links to
quotes and sales documents, as well as historical and current sales order information available.
Sales Reports [Security Level 8]
Customer, Inventory and Salesperson sales analysis reports
Cash Reconciliation [Security Level 6]

This will display the Cash Reconciliation Form, which allows you to print out the day-end reports and
reconcile the till.
Cash Reconciliation Summary [Security Level 9]
This will display the Cash Reconciliation Form, which allows any user to print the Receipts
Reconciliation Summary Report only, to view the tendered amounts only to reconcile the till.
Custom Form Report [Security Level 8]
Print out information stored in custom forms (an inventory linked form - see Custom Forms and How to
Use Them) in report analysis.
Monthend Reports [Security Level 2]
Reports to be performed at the end of the month for GL balancing.
Monthend Procedures [Security Level 2]
Period End procedures to follow for the end of the month (and Yearend) including Accounts cleanup after
statement runs.
Point of Sale Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Used to change certain parameters of a document that has been recorded already, such as salesid / sales
splits / purchase orders, costing etc.
Email Out [Security Level 2]
Mass emailing program. Setup the parameters in the System Setup. Inputs categorized customer contacts
with email addresses and allows a custom email message to be sent out. See the Marketing to Customers
procedure for further explanation.
Dashboard
Once the dashboard parameters are setup in Dashboard Maintenance, this dashboard will show the
specific user information pertaining to sales, service and other comparison figures.

Customer Menu

Customer Maintenance [Security Level 6 (Read Only) or Security Level 2]
Allows you to edit current customers, add new ones or delete them. Also a handy way to find a customer
that you are looking for.
Customer Contact Maintenance [Security Level 8]
Allows you to edit customer contacts connected to the customer file.
Customer Reports [Security Level 6]
A number of different reports that print out customer information.
Reward Program Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Allows you to add or delete Reward Program.
Reward Detail Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Allows you to add reward program to specific customer.
Customer Category Maintenance [Security Level 6]
Add/Edit category codes and their descriptions for the customer database.
Scheduling Item Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Add/Edit Scheduling items for customers in here.
Accounts Receivable Reports [Security Level 2]
A number of different reports pertaining directly to Accounts Receivable.
Apply Open Credits [Security Level 6]
You can apply any credits that are not already applied to documents. Credits can be payments on account,
credits, deposits, etc.
Charge Interest [Security Level 2]
Interest can be charged to delinquent A/R accounts.
Account Maintenance [Security Level 2]

This is a direct maintenance of the accounts file. Security is setup as the highest possible. Only to be used
if the system is out of balance or you are adding/deleting items in balance.
Customer Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Allows you to export your customer database with selected fields to excel, then quickly update them and
import back into CISPro.

Service Menu (*Optional Module)

Service Entry [Security Level 9]
Service/Repair orders entered here for the service department.
Job Entry (* Optional Module) [Security Level 6]
Job Costing sheets are entered here.
Time Card Entry [Security Level 6]
Enter technician time cards in a spreadsheet format.
Service Reports [Security Level 9]
A number of different reports that print out service information.
Job Reports [Security Level 6]
A number of different reports that print out job analysis information.
Work Code Maintenance [Security Level 9]
Add/Edit work codes and their descriptions for the service database.
Service Contract Maintenance [Security Level 6]
Add/Edit service contract information for the service database.
Service Contract Detail Maintenance [Security Level 6]
Add/Edit detail information (contract numbers/invoice numbers and amounts for the service contract
information in the contract database.
Service Documents Lookup [Security Level 9]
This grid based form shows all of the Service Documents on file for all customers and allows you to
view each one.
Service Setup Maintenance [Security Level 9]
All of your service department information including work order starting number, service and travel fees
setup, service module disclaimer, printer setup for service module, and many other defaults pertaining to
Service Module are maintained here.

Inventory Menu

Inventory Maintenance[Security Level 3]
Allows you to edit stock items, add new ones or delete them.
Inventory Location Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Allows you to edit pertinent information regarding quantities in each location.
Inventory Quick Edit - Quantities [Security Level 3]
A quick way (spreadsheet type of setup) to edit inventory for quantity changes. Usually used for physical
inventory updates.
Inventory Quick Edit - Prices [Security Level 3]
A quick way (spreadsheet type of setup) to edit inventory for pricing changes
Inventory Location Quick Edit - Quantities [Security Level 3]
A quick way (spreadsheet type of setup) to edit inventory for quantity changes.
Inventory Main and Additional Reports [Security Level 6]
All reports to do with inventory can be printed from here.
Print Custom Labels [Security Level 3]
Several different formats to allow printing of inventory labels for selected inventory stock items.
Serial # Maintenance [Security Level 9 (Read Only) or Security Level 3]
Edit and view all serial numbers that have been entered into the system.
Vendor Cross Reference [Security Level 3]

Maintain (edit/add/delete) your vendor cross reference file that ties into the inventory file.
Dept# Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) all inventory departments with descriptions.
Category Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) all inventory categories with descriptions.
Product Group Maintenance [Security Level 3]
* To be updated *
Price Code Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Create and edit price codes for efficient entry of inventory items and their costs and prices.
Matrix Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) all inventory that shares common description with sizes, weight, color being
the only differance.
Contract Pricing Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) contract pricing for individual clients and specific inventory items.
Internal Transfers [Security Level 3]
Tracking of internal transfers from one division to another - does not affect inventory fields. Used mainly
for stock cages and/or secure areas of inventory.
Internal Transfers (Quick Method) [Security Level 3]
Same as above, but utilizes some quicker links to work orders and sales orders.
Inventory Count Reconciliation [Security Level 3]
This is used to reconcile your inventory after a physical count is done. It provides the ability to take
physical inventory one day, and a week later - update it.
Inventory Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Lets you export your inventory with selected fields to an excel file. Then Change the data in the excel file
and import back in.
Inventory Location Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Lets you export your inventory with selected fields to an excel file. Then Change the data in the excel file
and import back in.

Purchasing Menu

Purchase Orders [Security Level 5]
Add/Edit/Delete purchase orders.
Purchase Order Detail Edit [Security Level 5]
Generate suggested buys and edit the detail lines of ALL purchase orders sorted by various fields.
Purchase Order Logistics [Security Level 5/8]
View all purchase order detail and be able to sort and filter by different parameters. Readonly with Level
6-8 security, Edit ETA dates with Level 1-5 security.
Receivings [Security Level 5]
Receive all product through this screen.
Receipts Maintenance [Security Level 2 (Read Only) or Security Level 6]
Used to reconcile receiving records with Accounts Payable and to adjust incorrect receipts.
RMA Entry [Security Level 5]
Enter all Return Merchandise Authorization forms/products through this form.
Purchasing/Receiving Reports [Security Level 5]
A number of different reports that print out vendor and purchasing information.
Vendor Maintenance [Security Level 8 (Read Only) or Security Level 5]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) your vendors and manufacturers.
Vendor Contact Maintenance [Security Level 8]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) Vendor contacts related to the vendor file.
Vendor Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Lets you export your vendors with selected fields to an excel file. Then Change the data in the excel file
and import back in.

Accounts Payable Menu (* Optional Module)

A/P Entry (Invoices/Manual Chqs) [Security Level 2]
Enter Accounts Payable entries including invoices, credit memos, manual cheques.
A/P Batch Reports/Posting [Security Level 2]
Print batch reports and post entries to accounts.
A/P Cheque Run [Security Level 2]
Generate the automatic cheque run using parameters. Print cheques.
A/P Reports (Analysis) [Security Level 2]
Various reports including G/L distribution.
Vendor Maintenance [Security Level 8]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) your vendors and manufacturers.
A/P Account Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Maintain/Edit/Delete account entries in the accounts file. Includes flagging for payment, blocking payment
and adjustments.
Apply Open Credits [Security Level 6]
You can apply any credits that are not already applied to documents. Credits can be payments on account
or credit memos.
A/P Entry Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) the master A/P Entry file (Only certain fields can be altered)
Bank ID Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Edit your bank IDs for your Accounts Payable payments

General Ledger Menu (* Optional Module)

G/L Journal Entry [Security Level 2]
Enter Journal entries into the General Ledger
Batch Reports and Posting [Security Level 2]
Print out the batch report, post the transactions and print out the posting reports
G/L Period Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Add and edit General ledger Periods. Used for General Ledger and Accounts Payable.
G/L Code Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Set up the Chart of Accounts for use in A/P, A/R, POS and G/L Distribution reports
G/L Setup [Security Level 1]
Setup all the parameters for the General Ledger System
Edit Budget Amounts [Security Level 1]
Edit and maintain budget amounts for Income type accounts
G/L General Reports [Security Level 1]
Ledger reports and other main reports for the General Ledger
Financial Reports [Security Level 1]
Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statements and custom report generation
Import G/L SubLedgers [Security Level 2]
Import transactions from the POS and A/P subledgers and export to Accpac/Simply accounting programs

Utilities Menu

In / Out Board [Security Level 9]
This is used for tracking which people are in the office and which are not.
Clock In / Out [Security Level 9]
This is used to track time a person spent at certain job or task.
File Cleanup [Security Level 3]
This is used for reconciling various parts of the database so that the different files, if they've become mismatched, will then get back into sync.
Utility Reports [Security Level 1]
Prints out system and user information.
System Setup [Security Level 1]
All of your company information including address, phone numbers, logo information and many other
defaults are maintained here. Default text for letters, faxes, and forms are also maintained here.
Taxes Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add and edit the 9 taxes allowed for names and rates.
Tax Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add, edit and delete tax codes that assign the different taxes per customers and inventory items.

Country Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add, edit and delete Country codes and names along with their country calling code.
Modify Reports [Security Level 3]
Modify any of the invoices, work orders, labels and other forms that are not already modifiable through
the Reports forms.
User Profile[Security Level 1]
Add, Delete and change User information for your staff that are using the system.
Change User Preferences[Security Level 1]
Change your own user preferences and defaults for printer choices, searching and changing your
password.
Dashboard Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add, Delete and change comparison parameters for all users for the dashboard display.
User Job Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
This form allows you to add, delete or edit different jobs, tasks or locations where work will be
performed
Time Keeping Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Edit the time keeping system - employees, times, etc.
Line Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
This form allow you to setup Default, Priority, Defect or Contract Codes.
Field Options Setup [Security Level 1]
Make Fields or Options Display as Mandatory, Bold or Invisible.
Field Lists Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Edit the list of options for all fields that are available to have optional selections.
Location Setup [Security Level 1]
Create and edit multiple store/warehouse/register locations.
Custom Form Defaults [Security Level 1]
Create and edit the custom form for your own usage. This is linked to inventory items. See section on
Custom Forms and How to Use Them.
Inventory Data Transfer [Security Level 1]
Transfer and receive inventory changes between two different operations.
File Import [Security Level 1]
Import excel or CSV files from other data sources into the customer, inventory and vendor files.
Error Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Only use this in conjunction with programming support. It contains all information relating to errors that
are critical to the operation of the program. Registration Enter Registration / Activation Code.

Registration [Security Level 1]
Enter the Registration Code from the Packaging or your registration card.
Payroll Setup [Security Level 1]
Sets up payroll user information (used for Job Costing and future payroll system).
Employee Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Setup and maintain your employee records (for payroll only) in here
Payroll Entry [Security Level 1]
Enter each payroll period using this menu item.
Payroll Reports [Security Level 1]
Print your yearend reports for T4 purposes

Custom Reports and Forms

If you have special custom report forms or customized forms for your specific use (Talk to CISPro
Systems Programming for examples), they will appear under this menu.

Window Menu

This menu will display any windows (forms) that are open on the desktop and allow you to switch
between them. For instance, you could keep the Customer Maintenance Form open underneath the Point of
Sale Entry Form, and whenever you wanted to enter Customer information, you could simply use this
menu to switch between forms. Its preferable to using the mouse to move the forms around to find the one
you are looking for!
Cascade This will cascade the windows from the top left to the bottom right allowing you to see all the
tops of the windows so that you can select each one easily.
Close All
This will close all windows that are open.

Help Menu

Training Videos A selection of training videos driven by Flash in a browser environment, so they are
able to run on almost any computer.
Local Help File
This will pull up the Help Screen, and position you at the Contents page, giving you an overview of the
whole Help File. This local file will allow you to search by any topic and is updated with each major
version
Web Help (cispro.ca/help)
There are some instances where the local help file will not work (on networks). You can refer to the
online Help file which is updated as often as necessary.
Run Help File from HELP.BAT
In some cases, you'll be able to run the Help file from this batch file (if you cannot access it with the
Local Help File option)

Data Entry Forms
Data Entry forms enable the entry of transactions into CISPro and to allow maintenance of the database
through easy to use interfaces.
Most data entry forms consist of a Search page and editing pages designated by tabs along the top of the
form. A detailed explanation of how to search can be found in the topic titled: Using the Search Screen.
Some forms also have an Advanced Search Screen.
The ENTER key or TAB key usually perform the same function - to move from field to field. The F2 key
usually moves from group to group in a logical manner.

Sales

This Menu includes the Point of Sale entry and maintenance screens, Cash reconciliation, Quotation entry,
Quotation maintenance forms as well as Email Campaign tools.
Point of Sale Simple Entry [Security Level 9]
A simpler form than below, with everything needed on one page. (Optional items still on second page)
Point of Sale Entry [Security Level 9]
This is where all main transactions for sale of goods takes place!
Point of Sale BIG SIZE Entry [Security Level 9]
A simpler form than above, with everything needed on one page. (Optional items still on second page)
Current Inventory Lookup [Security Level 9]
Allows you to look up current inventory ON SALE.
Recurring Sales Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Setup and Processing of recurring sales including rentals can be done here.
Quotation (*Optional Module) [Security Level 9]
Entry of quotations for customers are entered here
Quotation Status Quick Edit (*Optional Module) [Security Level 6]
You can edit the status (Open, Sold, Inactive, etc) of each of your quotes using this form.
Sales Logistics [Security Level 9]
One form that displays all quotes, sales orders and invoices for a single sales person at once. Links to
quotes and sales documents, as well as historical and current sales order information available.
Sales Reports [Security Level 8]

Customer, Inventory and Salesperson sales analysis reports
Cash Reconciliation [Security Level 6]
This will display the Cash Reconciliation Form, which allows you to print out the day-end reports and
reconcile the till.
Cash Reconciliation Summary [Security Level 9]
This will display the Cash Reconciliation Form, which allows any user to print the Receipts
Reconciliation Summary Report only, to view the tendered amounts only to reconcile the till.
Custom Form Report [Security Level 8]
Print out information stored in custom forms (an inventory linked form - see Custom Forms and How to
Use Them) in report analysis.
Monthend Reports [Security Level 2]
Reports to be performed at the end of the month for GL balancing.
Monthend Procedures [Security Level 2]
Period End procedures to follow for the end of the month (and Yearend) including Accounts cleanup after
statement runs.
Point of Sale Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Used to change certain parameters of a document that has been recorded already, such as salesid / sales
splits / purchase orders, costing etc.
Email Out [Security Level 2]
Mass emailing program. Setup the parameters in the System Setup. Inputs categorized customer contacts
with email addresses and allows a custom email message to be sent out. See the Marketing to Customers
procedure for further explanation.
Dashboard
Once the dashboard parameters are setup in Dashboard Maintenance, this dashboard will show the
specific user information pertaining to sales, service and other comparison figures.

Point of Sale Simple Entry

This form simplifies the Point of Sale Entry - combining the tender options with a smaller detail grid on
the first page. All other options are still kept on the second page.
See Point of Sale Entry for more details on entry.

Point of Sale Entry

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for documents by Document Number, Customer
Name, Account ID, Purchase Order# and Location ID.
Main Entry For POS
All point of sale documents are entered in detail on this main entry page.
Line Item Entry For POS
This will explain the detail line fields and the options.
Billing Entry For POS
This second page is used for all billing information including PO#, freight, Ship To and Bill to addresses
and Tender options.
Buttons for Point of Sale Forms

Find Record:
Selecting this will search for past Point of Sale History. You will be able to search by either
Document #, Customer Name, Account ID, PO number or Location ID.
Use Template For New Document:
Selecting this will take exactly the same information that is on the screen right now and duplicate it
all onto a new document including serial numbers. You will notice that the document number is then
blank when you save it, CISPro will generate a new document number.
Void Document/Cancel S/O:

Selecting this will VOID the document if it has not already been marked "posted". You will be asked
to enter your UserID and password. This information is recorded on file and can be viewed on the
billing screen. It will also print out on the Cash Reconciliation report showing who voided the
invoice.
If this is a sales order, it will cancel the sales order. (If there was a deposit on the salesorder AND
it's not posted, it will cancel the deposit, unless the sales order has already been delivered. If it was
posted, then the deposit will stay on account.
For more information on how to re-do an invoice, see Voiding and Re-doing an Invoice.
Sales Notes:
[CTL-E] This will open a text box to put notes about the sales order into it. These notes are printed
out on the actual sales order. Enter supplier information, etc into this box. It can be retrieved and
altered at any time. G/L Coding is setup through Inventory Department Maintenance for the most part,
although Customer Maintenance can override the codes, as well as Service Work Codes. Please see
G/L Coding for the Service Module for more information.

Pricing/Margins
This will invoke the Price Matrix Form. Use this to calculate the price based on cost and margin,
discount and rounding parameters. This is only available if you are authorized for it. (must be in
price field)
Salesperson Split:
[F8] Selecting this will allow you to split the commission by percentage for two salespeople for this
transaction. You can do this at salesorder time, or at invoicing time.

AutoSale On/Off:

[F9] Upon selecting this, all entries in the detail grid are assumed to have a quantity of 1 and default
to the standard price. After each stock number is entered the cursor moves to the next blank stock
number field below. This is mainly used for items that are read in by barcode and have single
quantity.
Serial Number(s):
This button will allow you to enter serial numbers for items that are selected in the grid, or to view
serial numbers for historical documents.
Customer Information:
Shows the Customer Information screen - same as the EDIT button, but read only.
Customer History:
Shows the Customer History screen for complete sales history on the customer displayed on this
POS Entry form.
Customer Account Details:
Shows the Customer Account Information screen for the customer displayed on this POS Entry form.
All accounts receivable transactions both current and archived can be displayed.
Inventory Information:
Shows the Inventory Information screen for current quantity, pricing and other fields related to the
inventory item highlighted in the grid above.
Inventory History:
Shows the Inventory History screen for complete inventory history for the inventory item highlighted
in the grid above.
Vendor Xref:
[CTL-L] Selecting this opens the Vendor cross reference form. Selecting an item from the cross
reference form will insert it at the point where you were in the POS entry form with all relevant
information going into the sales order notes.

HOTKEYS:
F2
This key will move you to the Tender Section on the next page. To get back to the first page,
press ESC or
F3
This key will toggle the cost column on/off. At the bottom of the screen you will also see the
total cost of the invoice and the total margin calculated. This is only available to authorized
users.
F4
This key combination will invoke the Price Matrix Form. Use this to calculate the price based

on cost and margin, discount and rounding parameters. This is only available if you are
authorized for it. (must be in price field)
F5
This key will invoke the Calculator. Use this as a regular calculator. Whatever you have as a
value in the field that you were in is entered initially and you can perform calculations on it Press ENTER to save the result to the same field or ESC to cancel the result and not save it to
the field. (must be in price field)
F6
This key, when pressed while you are in the quantity field, will allow you to enter serial
numbers. It will also display serial numbers for items that have already been invoiced as long
as you position the cursor on the qty field.
F7
When this key is pressed while positioned on a detail line, it will invoke the Inventory Lookup
Form, where you can enter parameters to search for inventory items.
CTL-H
Pressing this will bring up historical information on either the current customer or current
inventory item. If your cursor is on an empty line or on the customer ID or Name, then customer
sales history is displayed. If it is on a line containing a valid stock number, then inventory
history is displayed.
Inventory History: Displays history of products sold including invoice number, customer,
pricing, purchase order number, and sales ID. Displayed at the bottom is the history for the past
12 months on the product.
Customer History: Includes all products sold to the current customer. By default, sales in the
current year are displayed, with the option at the bottom to show all sales and to show sales
orders.
CTL-I
Displays information relating to customer or inventory data in a read only format. Press this
combination while on top of customer acctid or name OR on an empty stocknum field and it
will bring up Customer Information. Press this when on a stocknum and it will bring up
Inventory Information, including serial numbers available and sales orders outstanding.
ESC
This key will take you back to the SalesID entry, just in case you want to change the type of
transaction, the customer or the sales ID.

POS Main Entry

SalesID: Enter your User/SalesID first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID
that was logged in. If you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Type:
Select the Document Type from the dropdown list. To open up the
list, click on the right down arrow or press the space bar. You can also select any of the items by
their first letter.

Invoice - Used for all regular transactions. You can also use it for a trade-in or refund with a
regular item on the same document. If the balance is negative, this document will turn into a
refund document after it is saved.
Refund - Used for items being returned for a credit. The net amount MUST be negative. On all
refunds you should obtain the client's name and address as required by law in most states and
provinces.
Sales Order - Use this document type for any customer orders that are not to be delivered right
now. You can receive deposits on these orders, and add notes to each line pertaining to the
order. If you have a laserprinter, the order will print out there if it is setup in System Setup.
Deliver/Edit Sales Orders - When the client's product has arrived and you want to invoice for
all or part of the order, use this type to deliver the sales order. You will be presented with a
lookup screen to select from. If you simply want to edit this sales order, choose the same
document type and answer NO to the next question. You can add, delete and change all of the
lines and save them.
Cancel Sales Order - Used to cancel/delete any sales order that you select from the popup list.
Quote>Sales Order (optional) - Used to convert a quotation into a sales order. You can also
then change the sales order into an invoice to deliver immediately.
Work Order >Invoice (optional) - Convert a work order created in the service entry module to
an invoice. You will be asked for the work order number with no lookup capabilities. Work
order codes will be converted to proper inventory codes as per how they were setup in Work
Code Maintenance.
Loan - Used for all no charge loaners. This is for product that has been loaned for some reason.

You will be asked for a return due date which will be inserted as the first line on the form and
recorded on file.
Rental - Used for rental of any product. You will be asked for a return due date which will be
inserted as the last line on the form and recorded on file.
Note: If you are charging an extension on a rental already established, use the invoice
document type Rental (Extension). This will ensure that the inventory is not changed.
Rental (Extension) - Used to extend Rental period on already created Rental order.
Return Loaner - Used when the product that was loaned out under a loaner form comes back.
You will be presented with a lookup form and you must return the entire loaner. If you are only
returning part of the loaner, return it all and generate a new document for the remainder still on
loan.
Return Rental - Used when the product that was rented out under a rental form comes back.
You will be presented with a lookup form and you must return the entire rental. If you are only
returning part of the rental, return it all and generate a new document for the remainder still on
rent.
Payment On Acct - Used for a customer payment on their account or a deposit in advance. No
detail is entered on this document, just the amount of money being paid. After saving it, you will
be presented with the Apply Open Credits screen in which you can apply the payment to
individual invoices.
Note: If you need to refund a payment, you can use a negative amount with this transaction
type - essentially a deposit refund.
Credit On Account - Essentially the same as a refund on account but does not affect sales. It
can be used to issue a straight credit to a customer that will show as a negative amount on their
account. Use an inventory item designated as a service type so as not to affect inventory
Gift Certificate - Used to record a gift certificate purchase, (NOT a purchase paid with a gift
certificate). There are no taxes involved here. You will be asked for the amount and how it was
paid by. The amount goes onto the GIFT account in accounts receivable as a negative amount
(the customer has given you money in advance) and will be used when the customer pays by gift
certificate later on.
Stock Transfer - Used for stock transfers between two locations. These stock transfer items do
NOT record as transactions on account or as sales on inventory. The inventory on hand will be
adjusted.
No Sale/Open Drawer - Select this to open the cash drawer IF you have a printer that is
hooked up to the drawer with the correct cable. The system sends a signal through the printer to
the drawer to open it.
AcctID/Phone#:
Enter either the Account ID (or close proximity) or the telephone number without the dash or the area
code to search for the customer. If the Account ID is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup
screen with the closest match at which time you can choose or cancel. If the telephone# is not on file,
you will get the same lookup field, but not sorted by telephone#.
Name:
Enter the customer's name. If it is a personal customer with just first name and last name, enter the
last name first! You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which time you
can choose or cancel.
Note: Use the "=" in front of a partial match to find all customers with that partial match

anywhere in their name.

Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Acct ID box, if not found, will bring up a screen that
displays all of the Account IDs available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Enter '7644733' in the AcctID/Phone# box, and it will search for a phone number
that matches that exactly. If it cannot find the EXACT match, then it will assume you entered an
Account ID and display the Account ID listing.
Note: Entering NOTHING in both boxes will default to the Cash Customer (AcctID=CASH)
and will proceed to the detail section.
EDIT
To edit a customer, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the ENTER
key on AcctID and Name accepts the customer information and continues to the detail part of the
form. This form is ONLY for editing and adding a customer. You cannot delete a customer in this
form. See Editing Customers
NEW
To ADD a new customer, TAB to the New button or use your mouse. See Creating New Customers
Customer Contacts:
Press CTL-K or click the customer contact icon
to bring up the window below to view, edit and
add customer contacts that are connected to this customer.

To EDIT one of the contacts, press the ENTER key when selected or double-click on the line. It will
bring up the Customer Contact Maintenance form, which allows you to edit individual contacts for
that company.

POS Line Item Entry

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest
match, allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER, or scan a barcode in to display all
information and move on to the quantity column to allow for quantity and price changes.
Enter a complete Stock Number, but press the DOWN ARROW to accept the information as
is with no changes to the quantity or price. This performs the same function as AUTOSALE.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key when in the Stock Number field. This will delete the
current line and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Stock Number field. This will insert a
blank line before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match starting
with the first letter entered (unless you use the = option for in text searches), allowing you to search
and find what you are looking for. Enter "=search1+search2" to search for items that have both
search1 and search2 partial matches in them. For example: "=apple+lcd" will only bring up Apple
LCD monitors, but not Apple Computers.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are selling, or, in the case of returns/refunds enter a negative amount
to reflect the return item. (Price is always positive, never negative).
Note: To show only units, no decimal places, refer to System Setup (Defaults) if you want to
change this.
If there is a serial number required for this item you will be asked for as many serial numbers as the
quantity entered. To lookup serial numbers that are in your inventory stocked items, use the CTL-L
key or click on the button beside each serial number box. Select from the lookup screen that presents
itself or cancel and enter it manually.
Cost:
If you have access to the F3 costing key, then you are able to alter the cost of each individual
item by entering the new cost in the cost column. This is only available when the cost is 0.
Otherwise, this column remains blank.

Price:
Enter the price, using the decimal point if needed. Pressing ENTER will take you to the beginning of
the next line.

Tax Code:
Pressing TAB will put you in the Tax Code column. Enter the proper tax code. If you enter a wrong
code, it will be rejected. If you have the proper security, you can also manually change the total taxes
below by clicking on the Tax field to bring up the tax fields.

Code:
Enter a designated code according to your line code list. The default is P (Priority) or N (Normal). If
designated as Priority, the entire line will turn blue and when read into the purchase orders (if this is
a sales order), will indicate to the purchasing person that this item is a priority or special order item,
as opposed to a normal order item. Edit the Line codes in Line Code Maintenance.

ADDONS:
If the stock number selected has designated addon products (See Inventory Maintenance) the Add
Ons Screen will be displayed, allowing a selection of products to be added to this document.

KITS:
If the stock number selected is designated as a KIT item (See Inventory Maintenance), then below
the master item will appear the kitted items with ">" in front of the description. The price of the kit is
all that shows as no costs or prices show for any of the kit items. If you change the quantity of a kit,
the items within that kit will also be changed. Maximum kit levels is 2. You can have a kit within a
kit. They will be shown with ">>" in front of the description.
Comments:
If the stock number is a "Comment" item type, the line will expand and allow you to enter 100
characters of comment, without quantity or price. (When printing out, it will not include the quantity
or price on the invoice).

POS Billing Entry

Purchase Order:
Enter a purchase order given to you for this customer or any notes you would want to show on their
account regarding this transaction. This field is indexed for future lookup as well.
Ship Via:
Select the type of shipping this transaction will go by. Shipping types are setup in the System Setup
Screen. If you ship to a specific customer the same way each time, you can setup a default ShipVia in
the Customer Maintenance form for this customer.
Ship Via Account#:
Enter the customer's shipping account# if you have one. This can be displayed on the invoice form if
it is customized to include the field. The field name is shipviaacctnum. If you ship to a specific
customer the same way each time with the same account number, you can setup a default ShipVia
Account Number in the Customer Maintenance form for this customer.

Linked INV/SO/WO/JOBS#:
If you have converted a Sales Order, Work Order or Job to this invoice, it will show in here. To
attach a Sales Order, Work Order or Job to this invoice, enter the appropriate document number in
here. It must be valid and if it is not for the same customer, there will be a warning message. Note
that on converted sales orders, it will show the invoice# converted to and on the invoice it will
show the sales order it came from. This order number can be clicked on to bring up the original
whether it's a work order, sales order or job.
LocID:
Location ID - shows which location was selected when this document was entered (or is being
entered)
RegID:
Register ID - shows which register was selected when this document was entered (or is being
entered)
Bill To ID and Address:
If this is to be billed to a customer other than the customer that this transaction is for, then enter their
account ID code here. You may change address information if needed.
Please Note: The sales history for the original customer will be kept with the original customer that

is entered on Page 1. The account for this bill to client will be updated with the charge if there is
one.
Ship To Address:
If there is a separate ship to address other than what the customers' address is, you can enter it here.
The transaction information gets posted to the account with this shipping information, although the
original customer account address information IS NOT updated. If you type in a separate name, the
customer history will STILL remain with the customer code on the first page, regardless.

Tax Code:
If there is a different tax code for this transaction other than the usual customer's tax code, enter it
here. The tax codes on the individual line items will be updated if this tax code overrides them.
Change ALL to Department:
You can change all detail lines to a single department, and thereby changing to the G/L codes
associated with that department. G/L codes can be viewed on the primary screen by double-clicking
on any line or clicking the Edit Sales Order Notes icon.
Date Due:
If this is a rental or loaner, the due date that was established will be shown here.
Entered By:
This will designate the user who actually produced this document, as opposed to the salesID on the
first page, if you have designated Force Entry of Clerk ID in the System Setup Defaults form.
Internal Notes
These notes will not be seen by the customer. When you click inside, it will show the date/time and
your initials. You can update these internal notes even AFTER the document has been posted.
Tendering Options:
Select a method or methods of payment by pressing ENTER or clicking on the type of payment. The
amount will default to whatever amount is left to pay. You may enter as many types of payments for
the same transaction as you wish. To add your own customized payment type, see System Setup
Defaults. The name that you designate for your own payment type will appear in between Amex and
Cheque.
IF YOU WANT TO PUT THIS ON ACCOUNT, PRESS F2 to skip this part, or click on the

Save/Print button.
Save/Print:
Click on the Save/Print Button to save this invoice, update the files (inventory, customer
history/account) and have the option to print it out using the Print Dialog Option screen.
If you are not tendering the entire transaction amount or not tendering at all, then you will be
prompted for confirmation that this customer is to be billed on their account if the amount exceeds
their credit limit.
If the customer's credit limit is exceeded, you will be warned about it, unless you are NOT allowed
to exceed credit limits in your User Profile. If you choose to ignore it, processing will continue. If
you do not want to exceed the credit limit, then select Cancel to exit before saving and printing.

Point of Sale BIG SIZE Entry

This form simplifies the Point of Sale Entry AND increases the font size for easier viewing - combining
the tender options with a smaller detail grid on the first page. All other options are still kept on the second
page.
See Point of Sale Entry for more details on entry.

Point of Sale Print Dialog Options

Preview?: Click this to simply show the printout on the screen instead of printing out.
PRINT/DO NOT PRINT:
By pressing the ENTER key, you will select PRINT and it will print out the document selected with
the options selected below. Press the ESC key or click on DO NOT PRINT and nothing will be
printed.
Invoice Printer Selections:
This applies to all document types except Rentals/Loaners. The defaults for these three copies are
setup in System Setup and User Profile. You have the ability to change the options including changing
to DO NOT PRINT.
Print with Full Detail?:
This will expand the printing to include the detailed description accessed through the sales order
notes or if this was a work order conversion, will include the technician's notes.
Suppress Kit Detail:
Any kit items will only print the primary line and ignore all kit items contained within (those that
would normally print with ">" in front of them.
Email/PDF options:
Select the recipient or type in an email address to send to. Rename the PDF file name if you want to then click on Email Document. The program will open an email in your email program (ONLY IF IT
IS RUNNING) and attach a PDF of the document. You will then have the option of adding comments
or attach other documents before sending.

Current Inventory Lookup

This screen lists all current inventory items on Sale, their location and stock status. To display
inventory items on this screen, use Inventory Maintenance to enter a sales start and end date that
encompasses the current day. Once the current date passes the end date, they will no longer show up
on this list.
To group by categories, enter a category for each inventory item.
To put an item in the "Top Products" group - enter "TOP" in the User Field 2. (If you have something
else in there, enter "TOP" first, so that it's triggered to end up in the Top Product grouping.
Enter specifications or special messages in the Detailed Description field of the inventory item to
show up in the Details column.
The price shown will be the Sales Price Level price. For instance, if you specified that the Price
Level for the Sales start/end period is Level B, then whatever is in Level B will be in this column.
Availability is Quantity on hand less any presold items.
You can change the price level for all items by using the Price Level dropdown at the top.
This entire sheet can be output to an excel file, so that you can reformat and send to your clients.

Recurring Sales Maintenance
This maintenance form allows you to setup recurring billing - based on your type of schedule you want to
setup. The program automatically sorts by the next due date coming up and recalculates the new due date
after processed. By selecting each item, it will template all information into a Point of Sale Entry screen
where all you have to do is verify visually that it is correct and Save/Print it.

Sales ID: Enter the sales ID that should appear on the rental or invoice when billing out. It can be
changed at the time of invoicing.
Acct ID:
Customers must have an Account ID to be selected. Enter the appropriate Account ID or a partial
match for the lookup screen.
Type:
Select either Invoice or Rental for this recurring sales document.
Payment Type:
Select the default payment type that will be automatically selected when processing this recurring
sale. You will be able to change it at the time of invoicing.
PO #:
Type in a default PO# that will appear on the invoice
Bill To ID:
Enter a default Bill To ID, similar to the default Bill to ID in Customer maintenance. This will
override any other defaults for this recurring invoice.
Sales1 Split/ SalesID2:
Enter the split that the Sales ID designated above will take. The remainder will be split to the sales
id entered into the Sales ID2 field.
Frequency:
You must have Frequency Types setup in the Scheduling Item Maintenance form. Select a frequency
here, which will determine the next due date for this recurring sale.
Last Posted / Next Due Date:
Although you can alter these two fields, they are automatically generated by the system when

processing a recurring sale. Setup your recurring sales ahead of the due dates and when you've met
the due date and processed the sale, it will record the date posted (sold) and calculate the next due
date.
Stock#, Description, Qty and Price:
Enter these fields exactly the same as you would in Point of Sale Entry. They will be transferred to
the POS Entry screen when processing and totals will be calculated at that time, including whatever
taxes are in place at that time.
Date Format Options - You can use the special Date format: ^DATE() or ^MONTH() to
automatically calculate the current date or month. Use ^DATE()+10 for 10 days ahead of the current
date, or ^MONTH()+1 for the next month. Insert a day of the month to show - for example
^MONTH(5) could show December 05, 2009.

Process Recurring Sale:
By clicking this button you will process the invoice or rental document - the system will open the
POS Entry screen with all the defaults as entered here, allowing you to change and process. The
Recurring Sales system will then increment to the next document ready to be processed, after
updating the present one with the last posted date and next due date.
Searching for Recurring Sales
You can search by Account ID or Customer Name to find recurring sale.

Quotation Entry

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for documents by Quote Number, Customer Name,
Account ID, Title and Date
Main Entry For Quotations
All Quotations are entered in detail on this main entry page.
Line Item Entry
This will explain the detail line fields and the many options.
Quotation Additional Details
Enter a different BillTo account and change the taxcode on this page.

Quotation Main Entry

SalesID: Enter your User/SalesID first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID
that was logged in. If you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Type:
Select the Document Type from the dropdown list. To open up the
list, click on the right down arrow or press the space bar. You can also select any of the items by
their first letter.

Open - This is the normal type of quote - open and available for conversion to a sale.
Duplicate - Used when multiple quotes are made to the same client for similar items or for
alternate options. This is used when you don't want to include duplicate quotes in the totals of
quotes outstanding in sales analysis reports.
Sold - Flag a quote as sold when you have converted it to a sale. If you do this automatically
through the Point of Sale Entry, the system will convert it for you.
Inactive - Flag a quote as inactive when the client has not responded after a reasonable amount
of time. It can be recalled at a later date, but doesn't appear on the reports.
Lost - Lost to a competitor.
Quote>Template - If the quote is designated as a template, then it cannot be edited. Instead,
you can call this template up, use the Template Quote button at the bottom to create a new quote
based on this template.
Convert Invoice>Quote - If you have a an invoiced sale that you would like to requote on or
use as a template, you can convert that invoice back to Quotation.
AcctID/Phone#:
Enter either the Account ID (or close proximity) or the telephone number without the dash or the area
code to search for the customer. If the Account ID is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup
screen with the closest match at which time you can choose or cancel. If the telephone# is not on file,
you will get the same lookup field, but not sorted by telephone#.
Name:
Enter the customer's name. If it is a personal customer with just first name and last name, enter the
last name first! You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which time you
can choose or cancel.

Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Acct ID box, if not found, will bring up a screen that
displays all of the Account IDs available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Enter '7644733' in the AcctID/Phone# box, and it will search for a phone number
that matches that exactly. If it cannot find the EXACT match, then it will assume you entered an
Account ID and display the Account ID listing.
Note: Entering NOTHING in both boxes will default to the Cash Customer (AcctID=CASH)
and will proceed to the detail section.
Customer Contact:
The main contact for the customer will be shown here. It can be changed for this quote only (will not
affect the main customer information).

Edit Customer Contacts:
To EDIT a customer contact, you can either press CTL-K or click on the contact button beside the
Acctid entry field as above. It will bring up the following lookup window:

To EDIT one of the contacts, press the ENTER key when selected or double-click on the line. It will
bring up the Customer Contact Maintenance form, which allows you to edit individual contacts for
that company.
Edit:
To EDIT a customer, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the
ENTER key on AcctID and Name accepts the customer information and continues to the detail part
of the form. This form is ONLY for editing and adding a customer. You cannot delete a customer in
this form. See Editing Customers
New:
To ADD a new customer, TAB to the New button or use your mouse. See Creating New Customers

Quotation Line Item Entry

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest
match, allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER, or scan a barcode in to display all
information and move on to the quantity column to allow for quantity and price changes.
Enter a complete Stock Number, but press the DOWN ARROW to accept the information as
is with no changes to the quantity or price. This performs the same function as AUTOSALE.
Enter any of the special codes ^H, ^P or ^S for special actions to take place. See How to create
a Professional Quote for ideas on how to use these special codes.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key when in the Stock Number field. This will delete the
current line and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Stock Number field. This will insert a
blank line before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match starting
with the first letter entered (unless you use the = option for in text searches), allowing you to search
and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are selling, or, in the case of returns/refunds enter a negative amount
to reflect the return item. (Price is always positive, never negative). Note: To show only units, no
decimal places, refer to System Setup (Defaults) if you want to change this.
If there is a serial number required for this item you will be asked for as many serial numbers as the
quantity entered. To lookup serial numbers that are in your inventory stocked items, use the CTL-L
key or click on the button beside each serial number box. Select from the lookup screen that presents
itself or cancel and enter it manually.
Cost:
If you have access to the F3 costing key, then you are able to alter the cost of each individual
item by entering the new cost in the cost column. This is only available when the cost is 0.
Otherwise, this column remains blank.
Price:
Enter the price, using the decimal point if needed. Pressing ENTER will take you to the beginning of

the next line.
Tax Code:
Pressing TAB will put you in the Tax Code column. Enter the proper tax code. If you enter a wrong
code, it will be rejected. If you have the proper security, you can also manually change the total taxes
below by clicking on the Tax field to bring up the tax fields.

Manufacturer Part #:
This column will show the Manufacturer part number as entered into Inventory Maintenance for the
line item. You can also put your own codes or info into this column.
List Price:
List Price is usually Price A and can be used on custom Quote printouts to show customers how
much of a discount they are getting. This field can be adjusted by the user.
Sales Notes:
[CTL-E] or Double-Click on the line item This will open a text box to put notes about the sales
order into it. The internal notes are printed out only on the Cost Quotation for internal use. Enter
supplier information, etc into this box. It can be retrieved and altered at any time. The detailed
description will initially display any detailed information from the inventory file - but can be altered
to print any information you wish. It has an unlimited length. Enter a line code to change priority or
other special situation. See Line Code Maintenance for full explanation.
G/L Coding is setup through System Setup for defaults, then Inventory Department Maintenance for
the most part, although Customer Maintenance can override the codes. You can override the codes
manually if you wish. They will then be transferred through to the Point of Sale Entry.
Enter Rebate Amount and description if there are rebates to be claimed when this quote becomes an
invoice.

HEADERS, SUBTOTALS and PAGEBREAKS
Some special characters are incorporated to make your quotes more readable for headers, subtotals
and page breaks.
To designate a header, type in ^H in the stock number field. This will produce a highlighted line in
which you can change the description and enter any detail information for a line that describes what
is underneath it.
To designate a subtotal, type in ^S in the stock number field. This will output the subtotal up to that
point from start or the last subtotal entry. On the printouts, it will also put lines underneath
For page breaks, type in ^P wherever you need a total page break. On the reports, this will jump to
the next page.
An example of a report that uses all of the above is shown here:

CUSTOMER INFORMATION:
When the customer name or AcctID is entered at the top, the default address is included on the quotation.
If there is a different address that this quotation is to be address to, it can be made here without changing
the customer account information.
SUMMARY INFORMATION:

Print Lease Information:
Check this box if you want to have approximate leasing information printed on your quote. Setup
Lease period and rate information in the System Setup form.
Title:
This is helpful especially with multiple quotes to the same client. Type in a title appropriate for this
specific quotation.
Estimated Close Date/ Percentage:
Enter the approximate closing date for this quote as well as the odds of winning the deal. This
information is used in reports for the sales manager.
Tax Code:
If there is a different tax code for this quote other than the usual customer's tax code, enter it here to
change the amounts.
Recover Deleted Items:
Occasionally you might have deleted or changed your quote, but want to bring back those deleted
lines. Select this button to search the file and "undelete" all those detail lines. Because of the way the
data is stored, you might get duplicates - which you can simply delete again.
HOTKEYS:
F3
This key will hide the cost column from prying eyes, and also bring it back when you want to know
the costing for the items. At the bottom of the screen you will also see the total cost of the invoice
and the total margin calculated. This is only available if you are authorized for it. After the cost is
shown, you will be allowed to change it.
F4
This key combination will invoke the Price Matrix Form. Use this to calculate the price based on
cost and margin, discount and rounding parameters. This is only available if you are authorized for
it. (must be in price field)

F5
This key will invoke the Calculator. Use this as a regular calculator. Whatever you have as a value in
the field that you were in is entered initially and you can perform calculations on it - Press ENTER
to save the result to the same field or ESC to cancel the result and not save it to the field.
CTL-H
Pressing this will bring up historical information on either the current customer or current inventory
item. If your cursor is on an empty line or on the customer ID or Name, then customer sales history is
displayed. If it is on a line containing a valid stock number, then inventory history is displayed.

CTL-I
Displays information relating to customer or inventory data in a read only format. Press this
combination while on top of customer acctid or name OR on an empty stocknum field and it will
bring up customer information. Press this when on a stocknum and it will bring up inventory
information, including serial numbers available and sales orders outstanding.
ESC
This key will take you back to the SalesID entry, just in case you want to change the type of
transaction, the customer or the sales ID.

Quotation Additional Details

Bill To ID and Address: If this is to be billed to a customer other than the customer that this quote is for,
then enter their account ID code here. You may change address information if needed.
Please Note: The sales history (when invoiced) for the original customer will be kept with the original
customer that is entered on Page 1. The account for this bill to client will be updated with the charge if
there is one.

Quotation Status Quick Edit

Use this maintenance form to quickly change the status of your quotations that you might have sold or lost,
by using the Status column and the one letter designator for each Status shown on the bottom of the page.

Sales Logistics

This screen will retrieve all quotations, sales orders and inventory items for a specific sales person.
Initial load is for 90 days, although an option to retrieve ALL data is also available.
Upon form display, either select your ID that will default, or another User ID and click the

button.

Select the following and click the Search button to filter all quotes, sales orders and invoices. All of
these options as well as others are available for each of the 3 tabs separately.
Summary Only
Click this to reduce the items to just the quote, sales, invoice header information without all the
detail lines.
All Data
All Quotes, open Sales Orders and all historical invoices will be retrieved with this option
Account ID, Customer Name, Stock Number, etc 'Contains'
Select the field you want to filter on and enter a value in the contains box to find all the items that
contain that data. Handy for looking at all quotes, sales orders and invoices for a particular customer
or single inventory item for analytical purposes.

Point of Sale Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Point of Sale documents by Document Number,
Customer Name and Account ID.

EDIT DOCUMENT Page
Certain fields in the Sales document can be altered on this page. Other fields (grayed out) are not allowed
to be altered.
Date:
You can change the date in here if it needs to be corrected or you need to back date an invoice. This
should be done with extreme caution, as reports and reconciliations might have been done and this
could change all of them.
Posted:
You can alter the status of this document by checking/unchecking. Be very careful - this is to be done
by the accounting department only - as it affects the ability of users to void the document and also
could throw out the imported G/L Sales Journal.
Posted:
You can alter the GL Posted status of this document by checking/unchecking. Be very careful - this is
to be done by the accounting department only - it is only to be used in conjunction with balancing or
reposting to the General Ledger Module.

Register ID:
Enter a new register ID here. This will affect your cash reports and Sales reports.
SalesID1 / SalesID2 and Sales1% Split
To alter the percentage between two salespeople, enter both user IDs and then enter the percentage
for the first salesperson only. The second salesperson will be assigned the remaining percentage of
the sale.
Ship Via:

Select the type of shipping this transaction will go by. Shipping types are setup in the System Setup
Screen.
Purchase Order:
Change the purchase order given to you for this customer or any notes you would want to show on
their account regarding this transaction. This field is indexed for future lookup as well.
Due Back:
You can alter the due back date for loaners and rentals. This will not affect any other transactions.
Internal Note:
Add more internal notes to the document or change what's in there.
DETAIL ENTRY
Only certain fields can be altered in the detail lines for this document. The others are here for reference
only and cannot be changed.
GL Cost Code / GL Sales Code:
You can change the cost or sales code for this line item by entering a new G/L code in these fields. It
must be a valid code and if not, a lookup screen for the G/L Code file will help you find it.
Rebate Info / Rebate Amt:
If the rebate information is missing or incorrect (It can be entered in the Sales Notes screen) - it can
be entered here. Refer to the Rebates and Reports topic for an explanation of rebates and how they
affect the costing.
Serial Number(s):
Click the Serial# button or press F6 to enter or change the serial# on this document. ** Note ** It
will NOT update the serial# file automatically. Please do that yourself using Serial Number
Maintenance

Email Out

Before using this, look at Marketing to Clients Using Categories to determine how to setup a Marketing
Campaign.
Mail Server/UserName/Password:
Defaults for these fields are setup in the System Setup screen. You can edit them as well in this
screen. The Mail Server can be a name or an IP Address with your logon ID and password (usually
your email address without the @ part).
Display Name
This will be the name of the user that has logged onto this machine. It can be changed to the default
email name setup in System Setup.
Subject:
Enter a subject line as per normal Email standards.
Categories:
To select categories, click on the open book icon button. You will be presented with the categories
that are setup in the Customer Category Maintenance file. Select more than one and it will filter only
those email addresses that have the combination of categories.
Emails:
The button with the two heads will show you what email addresses have been selected using the
category selection.

Attach:
Click this button to attach files as you would a normal email.
Plain Text / HTML:
Enter the message in plain text, or code it in HTML (while selecting the HTML radio button)
Append a File To Message Body:
You can attach a file to the actual message body, such as a picture which will show up inline with the
message instead of being an attachment to the email.
Send:
Click this button to send your email messages. The status message line to the left will show the
progress of the messages and the send status of each.

Customers

This menu includes all Customer, Category and Scheduling Maintenance forms as well as Accounts
Receivable maintenance forms. This menu also includes Reward program Maintenance and Reports.
Customer Maintenance [Security Level 6 (Read Only) or Security Level 2]
Allows you to edit current customers, add new ones or delete them. Also a handy way to find a customer
that you are looking for.
Customer Contact Maintenance [Security Level 8]
Allows you to edit customer contacts connected to the customer file.
Customer Reports [Security Level 6]
A number of different reports that print out customer information.
Reward Program Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Allows you to add or delete Reward Program.
Reward Detail Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Allows you to add reward program to specific customer.
Customer Category Maintenance [Security Level 6]
Add/Edit category codes and their descriptions for the customer database.
Scheduling Item Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Add/Edit Scheduling items for customers in here.
Accounts Receivable Reports [Security Level 2]
A number of different reports pertaining directly to Accounts Receivable.
Apply Open Credits [Security Level 6]
You can apply any credits that are not already applied to documents. Credits can be payments on account,
credits, deposits, etc.
Charge Interest [Security Level 2]

Interest can be charged to delinquent A/R accounts.
Account Maintenance [Security Level 2]
This is a direct maintenance of the accounts file. Security is setup as the highest possible. Only to be used
if the system is out of balance or you are adding/deleting items in balance.
Customer Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Allows you to export your customer database with selected fields to excel, then quickly update them and
import back into CISPro.

Customer Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for documents by Document Number, Customer
Name or Account ID.
Main Entry Page
Enter all relevant address, contact and options information on this page.
Account Details Page
All accounting details as well as notes are on this page.
User Defined Fields... Page
Once setup in the System Setup screen, your named custom fields will show on this screen allowing
you to enter information relating to this customer.

Customer Main Entry

First Name, Last Name, Company/Org: This is important! If the customer wishes to be invoiced
under a company or organization name, then enter a company or organization name. This field will
OVERRIDE the first name and last name fields. Put in their name as the main contact in the company.
If there is no company or organization, then the customer's last name is used to index the file, and
their first name and last name will appear on invoices.
Acct ID:
If you wish to keep an account open for this customer, enter an account ID in here. <B>Maximum
length </B>for Account ID's is 10, and can consist of any numeric/character combination.For
example: CND01 = Condon Computer.If there happens to be an Account ID that is the same for
someone else, you will be notified and allowed to enter another one (until you get it right!) Account
IDs are used in the accounts receivable system to allow payments, credits and other transactions to
be entered quickly and accurately.
Inactive:
If you flag the account as Inactive here, then it cannot be used to produce work orders or sales
orders. The user will see a grayed out line and get a warning that the customer is inactive and cannot
be used.
Status:
A single status code can be assigned to each customer (as opposed to multiple categories). These
status codes can be entered freeform, or selected from the drop down list (Setup in the Field Lists
Maintenance form) for more structured data sorting. By assigning a status to the customer, you are
able to filter by this status in Customer Reports.
Address and Phone#'s:
The computer will check for accuracy in entering the postal code (Format must be A9A 9A9 unless

all numerical which the computer assumes is a US Zip Code), the phone number (999-9999), fax
number and the area codes. Area codes will be skipped if there is a default area code in System
Setup. To put an area code in, either use the mouse or press<B> Shift-Tab</B>. When you are
entering the area code, it automatically skips to the phone number so that you can enter the entire
number quickly.

Cntry:
Enter the correct Country Code. Once this is entered, the Long Distance calling code will be
displayed when you move the mouse over this field. See Country Code Maintenance for more
information.
Phone2 Description:
Enter a 10 character description for the 2nd phone line. ie. Home / TollFree, etc.
Cell:
Enter Cell phone information including the Carrier if needed. The carrier dropdown list can be
created using Field Lists Maintenance. Any entry or changes will automatically update the Contacts
file. (See Customer Contact Maintenance for further information.)
SlsID1 and 2:
Sales ID 1 is the normal salesperson/user ID for this customer. If there is another person that takes
care of this account, enter their initials in SalesID2.
SrvID1 and 2:
Service ID 1 is the primary service person ID for this customer. If there is another person that backs
up the primary service person for this account, enter their initials in SrvID2. These ID's will be
displayed in the service module when this customer is entered on a work order.
Website:
Website of the company (or the individual) to be entered here.
Main Contact/Email/Ext:
This is the main contact person for the company. Their email and Main Phone Extension can also be
entered. Any entry or changes will automatically update the Contacts file. (See Customer Contact
Maintenance for further information.)
Acct Contact/Email:
This is the person that is the contact in the accounting department, or who takes care of paying the
account (if there is one). It could be the same as above, and if empty, assumes that it is the same as
above. Any entry or changes will automatically update the Contacts file. (See Customer Contact
Maintenance for further information.)
Category Description:
Press the INSERT key to bring up a customer category listing, and select a category (or categories)
which you can link to this customer for future target marketing purposes. To delete a category from
the customer, highlight the category you wish to delete and then press the DELETE key. Categories

can be setup in Customer Category Maintenance.

Credit Limit:
If you are authorized, enter a credit limit for the customer here. In the POS Entry Form, if their
balance exceeds the credit limit when entering an invoice, a warning will appear on the screen, and
depending on the options your company has chosen, you can either ignore it or enter an authorized
password to get by it. Credit limits are not allowed for customers without an Account ID setup first.
Terms Code:
Defaults to Cash. If you are setting up an account for this customer, enter the appropriate terms code
for the type of account.
Acct Balance:
This will show the present account balance for this customer if there is one. It is for display only. To
alter the balance, use the same field on the Accounts Detail Page.
Tax Code:
For new customers, this will default to the tax code default designated in System Setup. If the
customer is exempt from either or both taxes, switch to the appropriate tax code here.
PST Exempt#:
Enter the customers' PST Exempt Number, if they are exempt from Provincial Sales Taxes.
GST#:
Enter the customers' GST Number, if you require it to be displayed on documents.
Send Statement:
When sending statements for account customers, if this is checked off, no statement will be printed. It
is checked by default when a terms code of NET 10 or NET 30 is given to the customer.
Credit Hold:
If a customer has Credit Hold checked, no one is allowed to charge anything to their account. Any
charges will be denied at the point of sale.
Charge Interest:

When the Charge Interest procedure is run, this customer will be included if their invoices are over
the specified time period. The rate of interest is setup in the (System Setup Form) and the Interest is
charged with the (Charge Interest) form under the customer menu.

Aging Limit:
Enter a limit for the days from the original invoice date for aging purposes. If you set a limit other
than the default 999, then when any user tries to invoice the customer, it will warn them that they
have exceeded the aging limit on older invoices.
Foreign Currency:
By selecting this option, all invoices will be printed out in Foreign Currency. This will either be a
calculation determined by System Setup or the foreign currency price in Inventory Maintenance.
PO# Required:
Check this off to force entry of Purchase Order # in Point of Sale Entry.
No Refunds:
Use this option to prevent users from issuing a refund to this customer. This can be used with the
CASH customer so that clerks are prevented from putting a refund on account for a cash customer.
Instead, they should be putting the refund/credit on account under the customer's name to track better.
Sales Price Level:
Enter the price level that is appropriate for this customer.<B> Price level defaults to 'A'</B>. If the
customer has a price level other than 'A', and the inventory price level has a price entered, then the
customer will get that price automatically.For example: Customer has Price Level C Inventory item
has Price A= $99.99, Price B= $89.99, Price C= $79.99<BR>When entering the inventory on the
Point of Sale Form, the customer would automatically get the $79.99 price.
Service Price Level:
Enter the price level that is appropriate for this customer.<B> Price level defaults to 'A'</B>. If the
customer has a price level other than 'A', and the Work Code price level has a price entered, then the
customer will get that labour rate automatically when entering labour in Service Entry.
Alert Messages:
Any text typed into the General Alert here will come up as a warning alert message when the
customer is accessed in any of the entry screens like POS or Quotations. The Invoicing Alert occurs
when the customer is about to be invoiced (when the Save/Print button is pressed in Point of Sale
Entry). The Service W/O Alert appears when creating a Service Entry work order for this customer.
ABCPoints:
This refers to the Rewards Program (ABCPoints) established in System Setup. Refer to the Reward
Program Implementation and Usage
Customer ID:
This is a 15 character unique identifier code pertaining to each customer specifically. It is used to
link the files and will not be changed regardless of any name changes or Account ID changes.

Creation Date: The date on which this customer record was setup.
Last Changed On:
The last date someone changed this record using the customer maintenance form.
Order Status:
[CTL-I] Shows sales orders on file for this customer.
Customer Scheduling:
Click on this button to bring up the Customer Scheduling Form.

Customer Details

Acct Balance: The current balance of all transactions appears in this box. You can adjust the amount
if you need to, although if it is different from the detail total, it will appear on the Exception Report.
Any statements will reflect the detail total, not this total.
MTD/YTD Figures:
Information is kept on all customers that is changed on a monthly basis (see Monthend Procedures).
Any MTD information is a total of all transactions that occurred within the CURRENT month. Any
YTD information is a total of all transactions that occurred within the CURRENT year.
Customer Comments:
This box is used to store any comments you may wish to have on file for this customer. TAB to exit
this box. The current date and userID are automatically entered at the end of the edit box each time
you enter it.
Primary usage for this is to put in A/R tracking messages, such as the day and time that you have
contacted the customer for payment.
Default G/L Cost/Sales Codes:
By entering a G/L Code in here, you will override the General Ledger Codes that come into the Point
of Sale documents from the Inventory Department number setups. For instance, if you have a
customer that's treated as an internal customer (ie, you don't want the sales to affect your regular
margins), you can code this to a different costing and sales code, thereby separating internal sales
from external sales.
Default Bill To Account ID:
This is for customers who use different shipping address often but always have same billing address.
Branch offices would be setup separately, with another account that is just the Bill To headquarters
address.
Default Ship Via:

Enter shipping method this customer would like to use - the methods
Ship Via Account #:
Enter Courier Account# for the above Ship Via default vendor.
Default PO Number:
This is for customers who reuse the same PO number on all their orders or services.
Secure Information:
Use this field to enter Credit Card information and other personal information that should not be
easily accessible by anyone. Note that on the Customer Add/Edit screen in Point of Sale Entry, this
field is also available - but only if the access is granted through User Profile.

Customer Ship To Information

Ship To address information:
Enter Name and Address information that will go into Quotes and POS Entry as the ship to information,
and the Bill To information will be the original customer information. If you flag this as "Default to this
address...", then it will automatically put this into the shipto fields and the main address into the bill to
fields on quotes/invoices/work orders.
If it's NOT checked off, then you'll be asked to select the shipto address each time you create a new
document in the above forms.

Customer User Defined Fields
This form will be blank until you have setup the custom defined fields in Field Lists Maintenance. Enter
the labels you want to show here, as well as any standardized selections for the users.
To analyse the data entered into these custom fields, use the Customer Reports to export the information to
an excel file. Each field will be in a column and can be sorted for analysis.
An example of the custom fields setup is below:

Customer Contact Maintenance

Note: If you enter main and accounting contacts in the customer edit screen, they will be automatically
added into the contacts file with customer address information (and in some cases, categories if selected)
First Name, Last Name: Enter the contact's first and last name. When searching for a contact, the
system will search by FIRST name, not last name as is the case with normal customer names.
Address & Phone#'s:
The computer will check for accuracy in entering the postal code (Format must be A9A 9A9 unless
all numerical which the computer assumes is a US Zip Code), the phone number (999-9999), fax
number and the area codes. Area codes are skipped if there is a default area code in System Setup.
To put an area code in, either use the mouse or press Shift-Tab. When you are entering the area
code, it automatically skips to the phone number so that you can enter the entire number quickly. You
can also enter the cell phone Carrier if needed.
Cntry:
Enter the correct Country Code. Once this is entered, the Long Distance calling code will be
displayed when you move the mouse over this field. See Country Code Maintenance for more
information.
Email:
Enter the email address for this contact in the correct format (abc@company.com).
Department/Position:
Enter the department and position of this contact. These fields show up on the lookup screen for
contacts so it is important if you have many contacts to designate these fields correctly - for easy
lookup.
Category Description:
Press the INSERT key to bring up a contact category listing, and select a category (or categories)
which you can link to this contact for future target marketing purposes. To delete a category from the
contact, highlight the category you wish to delete and then press the DELETE key. Categories can be
setup in Customer Category Maintenance.

Notes:
This is an unlimited text field for internal notes on this contact. It is not searchable and is mainly to
keep miscellaneous information relevant to this contact.

Reward Program Maintenance

Although the system automatically generates Reward Program #'s, and assigns reward points, you might
have to initialize a client's account or correct. This is the form that you do that in. To setup the Reward
Points Program for your business - see Reward Program Implementation and Usage.
Reward Program Number: If it's already in the system, be careful not to change unless there is a
good reason to.
Account ID/Customer:
Enter partial characters to look up the customer by ID or name.
Reward Program Total Points:
Enter the total current points or adjust as necessary.

Reward Detail Maintenance

Although the system automatically generates Reward Program #'s, and assigns reward points, you might
have to initialize a client's account with an invoice previously or correct points information. This is the
form that you do that in. To setup the Reward Points Program for your business - see Reward Program
Implementation and Usage.
Reward Program Number: It must be in the system - to link up with the detail record here.
Account ID/Customer:
Enter partial characters to look up the customer by ID or name. If it's got a reward#, it will pull that
in and link to it. If not, you should assign a reward # BEFORE calling up the customer.
Document#:
Enter the invoice/refund document# that these points relate to or leave blank if just initializing
points. Use the Notes field below to explain.
Notes:
Enter any relevant information about this document/points detail item.

Customer Category Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Customer Categories by Category code or
Description.
Main Entry Page
The category code and description are entered on this page, allowing you to edit, delete or add new ones.

Category:
Enter up to 12 Alphanumeric characters to designate a reference code for lookup purposes.
Description:
Enter a description for this category.
Type:
Not used at this time. Defaults to character.
Color Code:
Click on the ... icon to select a color to show up when this categorized customer is selected in
Quotes, Point of Sale and Service Entry. For example, you might select a RED color to designate
delinquent accounts so that all employees know how to deal with any customer that has this category.
NOTE: The codes and descriptions you enter in here will be used as a list to pick from when inserting
category codes in either Customer Maintenance or Creating and Editing Customers through Edit/New
buttons on the various forms as well as customer contacts.

Scheduling Item Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Customer Scheduling Items by Reference Code
or Description.
Main Entry Page
The Scheduling setup is entered on this page, allowing you to edit, delete or add new ones.

Reference Code:
Enter up to 12 Alphanumeric characters to designate a reference code for lookup purposes
Description:
Enter a description for this scheduling item.
Frequency Selection:
Select the frequency that this scheduling item will be scheduled with. You can select each weekday
separately and if you want them to be scheduled every second week, check off BiWeekly as well.
If you select two frequencies that conflict, then the computer will clear the previous selected
frequency. (for example, if you had selected a day of the week, but then selected a day of the month,
the computer will clear all days of the week and set it up for the day of the month)
Start Next Time:
If this is selected, then the computer won't select today as one of the dates scheduled. It will skip
today and start with the next possible date. (For example, if you selected Quarterly, in a normal
situation, the first scheduled item would be today and then 3 months from now. Select Start Next
Time for it to NOT put today as one of the scheduled items)
Weeks/Months Ahead:
Starts the scheduling so many weeks or months ahead.
Every x weeks/months:
Schedules items on every x weeks or months. Same logic as bimonthly, etc.

Comments:
These scheduling items must be setup in this form first, before they can be used in the Customer
Scheduling form that is accessible from any Customer screen. Add these scheduling items to the
customers and then run reports on a schedule of your own design. Note: these scheduling items will
not automatically report to any user.

Apply Open Credits

AcctID: Enter either the Account ID (or close proximity) or the telephone number without the dash or the
area code to search for the customer. If the Account ID is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup
screen with the closest match at which time you can choose or cancel. If the telephone# is not on file, you
will get the same lookup field, but not sorted by telephone#.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Acct ID box, if not found, will bring up a screen that displays
all of the Account IDs available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Enter '7644733' in the AcctID/Phone# box, and it will search for a phone number that
matches that exactly. If it cannot find the EXACT match, then it will assume you entered an Account
ID and display the Account ID listing.
Name:
Enter the customer's name. If it is a personal customer with just first name and last name, enter the last
name first! You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which time you can
choose or cancel.
Applying Credits:
If there are no credits on file, or if there are credits on file but no invoices to apply to, then you will be
presented with a message and not allowed to go any further.
To apply the designated credit (which is the first one found in the file), press the ENTER key when you
are on the line of the item to apply it to. If you use the arrow keys to move around, no selection will take
place. To deselect, enter 0 and the ENTER key.
IMPORTANT NOTE: To use another credit or payment in the present distribution of this credit,
enter the amount as a negative. For instance, if you have a payment to apply and there is a refund on the
account for 84.00, then enter -84.00 on that line and press ENTER. The remaining amount to apply will be
increased by that amount and you can then apply it to the rest of the invoices. You should apply the
negative items first to build up the credit to apply to the rest. When the entire credit/payment is
used up, the screen will close, so it is good practice to use the credits on file first before paying
down the debits.
Process All Open Credits:

After selecting this option, you will be presented with each credit to apply for each customer. After
applying the credits as per the above instructions, the system will move to the next credit in line until
finished.

Charge Interest

This form is used to setup interest charges for those customer that have the Charge Interest option
checked. (See Customer Maintenance). Before you use this option, you must use Inventory Maintenance to
setup an inventory item with a stock number: INTEREST. The itemtype should be "Service" and no cost
or prices entered.
Calculate Interest
Enter the days overdue for each invoice that the interest is charged upon, then select the "Calculate
Interest" button.
Customers with overdue invoices will be displayed along with the total amount of invoice value
overdue and the calculated interest based on the percentage entered into the System Setup screen.
At this point you can reduce the interest or increase it.
Process Interest Invoices
Click this button to process all the invoices.
The invoices will be processed and will be able to be printed out from the Point of Sale screen. If
you have processed some incorrectly they can be voided.

Account Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for documents by Document Number, Customer
Name or Account ID.
Main Entry Page

*** CAUTION ****
This maintenance form is used to alter any accounting item that is open and available in the
accounts file. It is to be used with extreme caution. There is no balancing of accounts performed
here. It is mainly used to correct errors made or to create debits or credits that cannot be created
through the point of sale system.
Account ID:
Enter the account ID for this item. If it is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup screen to
select from.
Document Type:
Select a document type from the list presented.
Document #:
Enter the transaction#, or any reference number to go onto file. It doesn't have to be in sequence and
does not affect your current sequence of invoices.
Document Date/Due Date:
Enter the date of the transaction and a due date if you need to.
Original Amount/Balance:
The Original Amount is the amount the transaction was originally for. If it has been paid down or
used, then the Balance will reflect the current amount.
Description:
Enter as much detail as you can. Usually these fields refer to what the transaction was or how it was
paid.

PO Number:
Refers to the purchase order number entered at the time of sale.
Archived:
If this is checked, then this item has been archived - still in the file, but does not show on statements,
etc.
Note: To show archived records, you must first check the box on the Search Page to unfilter.
Last Date Changed/UserID Changed:
If someone changed anything on this item (not the system itself), then a date is recorded as well as
the userID.

Customer Export/Import

This form is used to export the customer database to excel so that you can easily update fields using the
spreadsheet method, and then import them back into CISPro. Examples would be to update price levels,
credit limits, etc.
Excel Spreadsheet Tips: 1. Do not change the format or order of columns in the spreadsheet.
2. Do not change the Account ID or cusID fields in the spreadsheet. These are used to synchronize
back to the CISPro database.
3. There should not be any $ signs - format the amounts to number only.

Selection of Fields:
Select the fields that you want to work with in the spreadsheet - some will be just for reference and
some that you'll want to be able to change. Either double click on the field on the left to move it right,
or select the field and use the > to move it. Click on the "Export to Excel" button and save your file.
When importing back in, make sure you select EXACTLY the same files in the SAME ORDER.
Although the program will check headings, etc - you don't want to mess up your database!

Service

This menu includes all Service and Job entry forms and maintenance forms associated with the service
centre.
Service Entry [Security Level 9]
Service/Repair orders entered here for the service department.
Job Entry (* Optional Module) [Security Level 6]
Job Costing sheets are entered here.
Time Card Entry [Security Level 6]
Enter technician time cards in a spreadsheet format.
Service Reports [Security Level 9]
A number of different reports that print out service information.
Job Reports [Security Level 6]
A number of different reports that print out job analysis information.
Work Code Maintenance [Security Level 9]
Add/Edit work codes and their descriptions for the service database.
Service Contract Maintenance [Security Level 6]
Add/Edit service contract information for the service database.
Service Contract Detail Maintenance [Security Level 6]
Add/Edit detail information (contract numbers/invoice numbers and amounts for the service contract
information in the contract database.
Service Documents Lookup [Security Level 9]
This grid based form shows all of the Service Documents on file for all customers and allows you to
view each one.
Service Setup Maintenance [Security Level 9]
All of your service department information including work order starting number, service and travel fees
setup, service module disclaimer, printer setup for service module, and many other defaults pertaining to

Service Module are maintained here.

Service Entry

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for work orders by various fields.
Customer Entry Page
The customer and problem/complaint information is entered on this page.
Labour Page
Technicians log their time and work performed.
Parts Page
Parts and costs associated with the service are entered here.
Billing Page
All Work Order billing is done on this page.

Service Customer Entry

User ID:
Enter your UserD first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID that was logged in. If
you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Type:
Select the Document Type from the dropdown list. To open up the list, click on the down arrow to the
right or press the space bar. You can also select any of the items by their first letter.
Work Order - Used for all regular Work Orders.
Config - Used for items being configured in-house. The net amount will be zero.
Estimate - Use this document type for any customer that requires a estimate of services.
Estimate >>WO - When a client has approved a estimate, use this to convert the estimate to a Work
Order.
Sales Order >>W/O - When configuration on a new product is required, use this to convert the
product information into a Work Order.
AcctID/Phone#:
To search for the customer, enter either the full or partial Account ID or the telephone number (without the
dash or the area code). If the Account ID is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup screen with
the closest match at which time you can choose or cancel. If the telephone# is not on file, you will get the
same lookup field, but not sorted by telephone#.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Acct ID box, if not found, will bring up a screen that displays
all of the Account IDs available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Enter '7644733' in the AcctID/Phone# box, and it will search for a phone number that
matches that exactly. If it cannot find the EXACT match, then it will assume you entered an Account
ID and display the Account ID listing or the closest match.
Name:
Enter the customer's name. If it is a personal customer with just first name and last name, enter the last
name first! You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which time you can
choose or cancel.
To search the database for a name within a name (ie. Search for all occurrences of 'Morgan' would bring
up Morgan, Donna and Smith, Morgan) use the wildcard character "=" in front of the entry.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Name box, will bring up a screen that displays all of the
customers available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Entering '=north' in the Name box will search for a all occurrences of "north", both upper

and lowercase, within the name field in the database. You will be presented with a screen that has
ONLY those matches and you
can choose one or cancel.
Entering NOTHING in both boxes will default to the Cash Customer (AcctID=CASH) and will proceed
to the detail section.
Edit/New:
To EDIT a customer, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the ENTER key
on AcctID and Name accepts the customer information and continues to the detail part of the form. See
Creating and Editing Customers for editing and adding a customer. You cannot delete a customer in this
form.
To ADD a new customer, TAB to the New button or use your mouse.
Customer Contacts:
Click the customer contact icon
to bring up Customer Contact Maintenance to view, edit and add
customer contacts that are connected to this customer.

Status:
New - When a work order is first created. It remains as New until such time as entries are made into
the technician repair logs.
In Progress - Work has started on this work order.
Parts On Order - Parts are in Order.
On Hold - Repair has been put on hold. (ie. Waiting for Other components from customer)
Repair Completed - Repair has been completed but not Billed.
Billing Completed - Repair has been paid for either by customer, warranty or contract. (This also
shows that the work order has been paid for through the POS Entry screen)
Cancelled - Repair has been cancelled.
Status Updated:
This shows the Date and Time of the last status change.
Date:
The Date that the work order is finished (Repair Complete)
Contract #:
If a Service Contract exists for the customer, their contract number will appear here. This contract# can
be changed as long as it is valid. Contracts can be registered to another client and used by this client. To
establish that this work order is using a contract, either enter the Contract# or the Account ID. (You can
enter another customer Account ID for this customer if this work order is being charged to that customer's
contract)

Display Customer Contract Information:
You can display the contract terms and conditions by clicking on the Contract button. It will also allow
you to print or view the contract details. This can also be viewed on screen.

Schedule:
Set the Date (First DropDown List) and TIME (second Drop Down List) of a scheduled repair.
Dates are shown for two months and Time is shown for 24 Hours in 30 min increments.
Assigned Tech:
Pick the UserID of the technician that this work order is assigned to. You can leave this blank if no
technician is assigned yet.
Promised:
Enter the date the repair has been promised to be started.
Priority:
Set either Low, Medium or High Priority for this repair.
S/O#:
Enter the corresponding sales order# if this is a work order connected to a sale.
Warranty:
Check here if repair is a warranty repair.
Vendor:
Enter the warranty vendor code here.
Warr Ref #:
Warranty Reference Number - enter any reference numbers that your warranty provider may require.
Remote:
If this is a remote controlled call out, not on site - check this.

On-Site:
Check if repair is on the clients site. (If you make a entry into Schedule, On-Site is automatically
checked on.)
RUSH: Check on if this repair is a rush.
RUSH:
Check off if this work order is very important.
PO #:

Enter a customer purchase order as required.

Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER, or scan a barcode in to display all information.
If this is NOT a product that you have sold to the customer, enter "M" or any miscellaneous stock
number that you have created in the inventory system.
Description:
If a stock number is entered, change the description to what it should be.
If the stock number is NOT entered, then enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form
will display at the nearest match, allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
Type:
Enter the type of the product you are repairing. Product Types are setup the Service Setup
Maintenance.
Serial Number:
Enter the serial number of the repair Item.
Note: If the Stock Number and Description fields are blank, entering a serial# here will pull in the
stock number and description if they have been entered into the serial number file.
Meter:
Enter the product meter number, if applicable. This can be kilometers, miles, printer copies, etc.
Code:
Select a problem code from the drop down list. To setup Problem Codes, enter them in Service
Setup Maintenance
Problem/Complaint:

Enter a description of the problem with the repair item. Unlimited field.
*** SEGMENT OPTION *** If you are using the Segment Option in Service Entry, You must
designate the segments in this area by numbers that relate to work order codes. For example:
1. Fix Brakes
2. Lube/Oil
3. Engine Wash
Additional Products:
Enter any additional products included with the main product here. Unlimited field.
Condition:
Enter a description of the condition of the product, if necessary. "scratched", "bent", "missing...." for
example.
Deposit:
Enter the deposit the client is putting down in advance of the repair. When this form closes, it will
automatically open the Point of Sale Entry screen and allow you to process the deposit - which will
put a credit on the customers' account.

Proof of Purchase:
Check here if you made a copy of warranty documentation or receipt of purchase.
ESTIMATE:
Enter an estimated time and rate per hour for the work requested.
REPAIR LOCATION:
Enter the repair location or ship to location for this repair.
SENT TO FOR REPAIR:
Enter the vendor, RMA# and date sent/received for any parts that needed to be sent out for repair.
CUSTOMER INFO:

Displays the Customers address and phone data. To alter them, use the EDIT button at the top.
HOTKEYS:
F2
This key will move you from the UserID field to the Product Grid. If pressed in the Product Grid you
will move to the Contact field in the Customer Data area. If pressed again, you will be moved to the
Customer Notes. The next press will save the data and move you on to the Technician Log Entry.
CTL-L
Pressing this while positioned on the inventory stock number or description will bring up a list of
any product with serial numbers that the customer has bought from you, allowing you to select the
correct one that is in for repair
CTL-H
Pressing this will bring up historical information on either the current customer or current inventory
item. If your cursor is on an empty line or on the customer ID or Name, then customer sales history is
displayed. If it is on a line containing a valid stock number, then inventory history is displayed.

Service Labour Entry
SERVICE LABOUR ENTRY SCREEN

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
TechID:
Enter the Technician's ID or use the drop down list to select the tech id. Using the down or up arrow
in this field will move up and down the detail lines (It won't allow you to move through the tech Ids use the mouse or type in the first letter or digit of the tech to move you through the list). Hit ENTER
to leave this field after ID selection.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key when in the Tech ID field. This will delete the current line
and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Tech ID field. This will insert a blank line
before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Date:
Enter the date of when the work was performed or use the drop down list to select the date. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Date selection. ( The list contains all the dates for the past 2 months)
Start:
Enter the time the repair was started or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
End:
Enter the time the repair was finished or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
WTyp:
Work Type - this designates the type of hourly cost (Regular, Overtime, special rates) for the
technician specified. To setup the work types, use the Payroll Setup / Wage Rates to setup these
codes.
Work Code:
Enter the work code that describes the repair or use the drop down lists to select the code. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of codes. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Time selection. The second column in the list shows the long definition of the work code.

Whatever is setup as the text for the work code is automatically entered into the work performed
box.
Work Performed:
Enter the explanation of the repair performed. This area expands when the cursor is inside the box
and is unlimited in size.
Rate:
The dollar amount of the hourly labour charge. This amount is entered by selection of a Work Code.
This value can be changed by typing over the amount.
Hours and Minutes:
Read-Only - Shows the amount of time to complete the repair.
Warranty:
Enter either Y or N. This field allows you to designate work orders that might have labour entries
that are warranty and labour entries that aren't. When billed out to the customer, Warranty designated
labour is not billed.
Tax Code:
Pressing TAB will put you in the Tax Code column. Enter the proper tax code. If you enter a wrong
code, it will be rejected. If you have the proper security, you can also manually change the total taxes
on the Service Billing Entry Page by clicking on the Tax field to bring up the tax fields.

SERVICE NOTES:
Enter any notes you wish to make on the repair. Notes are automatically tagged with the UserID and
date. This is for Internal Use Only and will not print out on any documents, except for the special
Internal Copy document used by your company.
PW:
Enter a password if required (for electronics/computer devices). Only users who have "Able to see
Client Password in Service" selected in their User Profile are able to see this password by clicking
the
button.
TRAVEL:
You can enter Travel Charges two ways, by an amount per kilometer or by a flat rate.
Shipping/Freight Charges:
Enter any shipping charges that occurred. They will be added to the Billing subtotal.
Complete Repair (Button):

When all information such as Technicians repair information and parts are entered, click this button
to complete the repair and proceed to bill the Work Order. This changes the status to Repair
Complete automatically.

Service Parts Entry
SERVICE PARTS ENTRY

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for. Enter a complete Stock Number and
press ENTER, or scan a barcode in to display all information and move on to the quantity column to
allow for quantity and price changes. Enter a complete Stock Number, but press the DOWN
ARROW to accept the information as is with no changes to the quantity or price. DELETE a line
by pressing the DEL Key when in the Stock Number field. This will delete the current line and shift
all lines below up one. INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Stock Number field.
This will insert a blank line before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are selling. (Price is always positive, never negative)
Work Code:
Enter the work code that corresponds to this part (Use the same as the labour work code if there is
one) or use the drop down lists to select the code. Using the down or up arrow in this field will
move you through the list of codes. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time selection. The second
column in the list shows the long definition of the work code.
NOTE: If you enter the corresponding work code for the repair that the labour was entered under, a
summary of each work code with parts and labour will print out on the repair printout.
Cost:
If you have access to the F3 costing key, then you are able to alter the cost of each individual item by
entering the new cost in the cost column. Otherwise, this column remains blank.

Price:
Enter the price, using the decimal point if needed. Pressing ENTER will take you to the beginning of
the next line.
Tax Code:
Pressing TAB will put you in the Tax Code column. Enter the proper tax code. If you enter a wrong
code, it will be rejected. If you have the proper security, you can also manually change the total taxes
on the Service Billing Entry Page by clicking on the Tax field to bring up the tax fields.
Code:
Enter a designated line code according to your line code list. The default is P (Priority) or N
(Normal). If designated as Priority, the entire line will turn blue and when read into the purchase
orders, will indicate to the purchasing person that this item is a priority or special order item, as
opposed to a normal order item. Edit the Line codes in Line Code Maintenance.
Warranty:
Enter either Y or N. This field allows you to designate work orders that might have parts that are
warranty and parts that aren't. When billed out to the customer, Warranty designated parts are not
billed.
Notes:
Available field to enter 30 characters of notes for this line item. Not printable, for internal use only.
UserID:
Enter the User ID for the person who entered the notes or is responsible for entering this line item.
Not printable, for internal use only.
HOTKEYS:
F2
This key will move you from the Part Entry to the Service Notes Section. To get back to the first
page, press ESC or click on desired tab.
F3
This key will toggle the cost column on/off. At the bottom of the screen you will also see the
total cost of the invoice and the total margin calculated. This is only available if you are
authorized for it.
F4
This key combination will invoke the Price Matrix Form. Use this to calculate the price based
on cost and margin, discount and rounding parameters. This is only available if you are
authorized for it. (must be in price field)
F5
This key will invoke the Calculator. Use this as a regular calculator. Whatever you have as a
value in the field that you were in is entered initially and you can perform calculations on it Press ENTER to save the result to the same field or ESC to cancel the result and not save it to
the field. (must be in price field)
CTL-L
Pressing this will bring up the vendor cross reference screen, allowing you to search for a stock
item that might or might not be on your inventory. (must be in stock number field)

CTL-H
Pressing this will bring up historical information on either the current customer or current
inventory item. If your cursor is on an empty line or on the customer ID or Name, then customer
sales history is displayed. If it is on a line containing a valid stock number, then inventory
history is displayed.
ESC
This key will take you back to the Status field.

Service Billing Entry

Cust Name:
Shows the name of the customer.
Status:
Shows status of Work Order. Use the Drop Down List to select or change status if required.
NOTE: If the status is BILLING COMPLETE, then only a user with security code level 6 or better
can change it back.
W/O Num:
Show the current work order document number.
Contract #:
Indicates the service contract, if applicable to the customer
Date:
Date service was completed
LocationID:
If there are more than one location for service, then this will show which location this work order
belongs to.
Bill to...:
If service billing is to be billed to an account other than that specified on the customer entry page,
enter the relevant information here. Please Note: The sales history for the original customer will be
kept WITH the original customer that is entered on Page 1. The account for this bill to client will be
updated with the charge if there is one.

Billings (W/O Taxes):
If this work order has been billed out through the Point of Sale system properly, then the invoice will
link back to this page and show the total amount billed without taxes. This can be compared to the
SubTotal for accuracy. An invoice # can also be typed in to link to the point of sale.
Called For Pickup/Picked Up:
Click on these to record the times you called and when the product was picked up. When you click
on either one, a secondary note will appear in the internal notes... so if you called on separate days,
unclick it the second time, and reclick... and it'll record the proper times for excellent tracking.

Billing Grid:
The Billing Grid is where both Labour Time and Labour Totals can be modified. All modifications
are done in the Billable section of the grid. The Actual section shows the times and totals entered
from the Technician Entry log.
Type: Enter type of Labour Charge. (L) Labour - Calculates based on time and rate. (ie. 3.2
Hrs * 75.00 = 240.00), (R) Rate - Flat rate calculation (ie. 3.2 Hrs * 29.95 flat rate = 29.95),
and (W) Warranty - Calculates the same a Labour but is not charged to the customer.
Hrs/Min: Enter the Billable time in here. (ie. 0.50 or 1/2 hour). If the labour entry is a FlatRate repair (type L), a 1.0 will be displayed in the billable time and cannot be changed.
Total: Total is calculated automatically on the Billable Time * Rate. If you wish you can
directly enter the total amount. This will change the Billable time to match based on Billable
Time = Total / Rate. Hit the TAB button to move to the Total.
Tax:
This field will display the total taxes calculated based on the line item tax codes entered. You
can also manually change the total taxes by clicking on the Tax field to bring up the tax fields.
Payee:
Designates how the bill is to be paid for. Defaults to Customer, but could be a contract, warranty or a
no charge. If a contract# is entered on page one, then this will default to Contract.
Parts:
Displays the total of all Parts entered into the grid. (Read-Only)
Labour:
Displays the total of Labour Charges as entered in the billable section of the Billing Grid. (ReadOnly)
Travel:
Displays the total charges for Travel. (Note: A entry into the Flat Rate section of Travel superceeds

any entries into amount per km area.) (Read-Only)
Shipping:
Enter any shipping charges to be billed against this work order.
Complete Billing (Button):
Pressing this button will complete the Work Order and set its status to Billing Complete. Changes
can no longer be made to the Work Order. You will be prompted to print out a repair order. If the
repair order is supposed to be charged to a service contract, you will be asked to make that decision
or not. (Payee = Contract)
Warranty Reimbursement
Vendor:
Vendor Code for the Manufacturer covering the warranty fee.
Fee Expected:
Enter the fee you expect to receive. This can be compared to the fee actually received.
Received:
When you get the fee, enter it here, along with Date Recvd and a reference number that you are able to track it with.
Reference:
This is the invoice # or reference that the warranty reimbursement is paid on.

Service Print Document

Preview?: Click this to simply show the printout on the screen instead of printing out.
Work Order Printout:
Select the default printout or dropdown to select an optional printout for the initial copy of the work
order - without labour/parts/billing information. Two copies can be printed out.
Repair Order Printout: Select the default printout or dropdown to select an optional printout for the
final copies of the work order including labour/parts/billing information. Two copies can be printed
out.
NOTE: Setup the defaults for both of the above through the Service Setup Maintenance Screen. Alter
the format of the printouts through the Modify Reports screen.
Produce Excel File?:
Click this to produce an excel file of the report output for your own use. The printout will occur first,
and then you will be asked to save a file name - which will automatically launch Excel (if you have
it on your machine) and display the report data.
Produce Excel File:
Check this box to produce an excel file with all the details of tech and parts on this work order. It
will ask for a file name to be saved, and bring up the Excel program or equivalent to display it right
after.
DO NOT PRINT:
Click this button to not print or hit the Escape key or simply close the form.
Email/PDF options:
Select the recipient or type in an email address to send to. Rename the PDF file name if you want to then click on Email Work Order or Email Repair Order. The program will open an email in your
email program (ONLY IF IT IS RUNNING) and attach a PDF of the document. You will then have

the option of adding comments or attach other documents before sending.

Job Cost Entry

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Jobs by various fields.
Main Entry Page
The customer and job parameter information is entered on this page.
Estimate Entry Page
Estimates for both labour and parts relating to this job are entered on this page - to be compared later on
with the actual costs.
Actual Entry Page
Actual costs relating to this job are entered (or are posted from the Purchase Order system, Accounts
Payable System and/or the G/L Entry system)
Summary Page
Estimates and Actual totals are all consolidated on this page and compared to each other. Overhead costs,
actual invoices billed out, etc are also displayed.

Job Cost Main Entry
Job Cost Main Entry

Project Manager: Enter the user ID of the project manager for this job
AcctID/Phone#:
To search for the customer, enter either the full or partial Account ID or the telephone number (without the
dash or the area code). If the Account ID is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup screen with
the closest match at which time you can choose or cancel. If the telephone# is not on file, you will get the
same lookup field, but not sorted by telephone#.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Acct ID box, if not found, will bring up a screen that displays
all of the Account IDs available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Enter '7644733' in the AcctID/Phone# box, and it will search for a phone number that
matches that exactly. If it cannot find the EXACT match, then it will assume you entered an Account
ID and display the Account ID listing or the closest match.
Name:
Enter the customer's name. If it is a personal customer with just first name and last name, enter the last
name first! You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which time you can
choose or cancel.
To search the database for a name within a name (ie. Search for all occurences of 'Morgan' would bring
up Morgan, Donna and Smith, Morgan) use the wildcard character "=" in front of the entry.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Name box, will bring up a screen that displays all of the
customers available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Entering '=north' in the Name box will search for a all occurences of "north", both upper
and lowercase, within the name field in the database. You will be presented with a screen that has
ONLY those matches and you
can choose one or cancel.
Entering NOTHING in both boxes will default to the Cash Customer (AcctID=CASH) and will
proceed to the detail section.

Edit/New:
To EDIT a customer, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the ENTER
key on AcctID and Name accepts the customer information and continues to the detail part of the form.
This form is ONLY for editing and adding a customer. You cannot delete a customer in this form.
To ADD a new customer, TAB to the New button or use your mouse.

Information to be entered is the same as in Customer Maintenance. Press F2 to save this new or edited
customer or ESC if you don't want to save changes.
Master Job#:
This is a reference to the master job that controls this job. All jobs are separate files - this simply relates
one job to another. Reports will be by job# separately.
Status :
Displays the current status of a Job. NEW, IN PROGRESS or COMPLETED.
Promised Date :
Enter the date the job completion was promised to the client. This is for internal reference only.
Customer PO# :
Enter the purchase order for this job (if any) given to you by the customer.
Job Description :
This will appear on many reports, so try to make it as informational as possible

General Notes :
Enter specific general notes on this job relating to any parameters outside the norm, the people or
companies involved, etc. These notes will be printed out on the Job Order Details sheet.
BOTTOM OF MAIN ENTRY :

Bill To Account :
Enter a different Billing account ID and/or name if this is to be billed to a different client
Job Location :
Enter a different job location other than the customer's main address location if required.

Job Cost Estimate Entry

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
TechID:
Enter the Technician's ID or use the drop down list to select the tech id. Using the down or up arrow
in this field will move up and down the detail lines (It won't allow you to move through the tech Ids use the mouse or type in the first letter or digit of the tech to move you through the list). Hit ENTER
to leave this field after ID selection.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key when in the Tech ID field. This will delete the current line
and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Tech ID field. This will insert a blank line
before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Hours and Minutes:
If you have specified "Enter by Hours" in the System Setup/Service Screen, then you can enter the
actual hours here. If not, this is a read-only - Shows the amount of time of the repair.
Start:
Enter the time the repair was started or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
End:
Enter the time the repair was finished or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
Wage Type:
Select the wage type as setup in Payroll Setup. This will determine the cost. If you do not have any
wage types setup, skip this column.
Wage Cost:
Enter the wage cost per hour for this type of work and this technician. If you have selected a wage
type, this field will be filled automatically.
Work Code:
Enter the work code that describes the job or use the drop down lists to select the code. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of codes. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Time selection. The second column in the list shows the long definition of the work code.

Whatever is setup as the text for the work code is automatically entered into the work performed
box.
Work To Be Performed:
Enter the explanation of the repair performed. This area expands when the cursor is inside the box
and is unlimited in size.

Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for. Enter a complete Stock Number and
press ENTER, or scan a barcode in to display all information and move on to the quantity column to
allow for quantity and price changes. Enter a complete Stock Number, but press the DOWN
ARROW to accept the information as is with no changes to the quantity or price. DELETE a line
by pressing the DEL Key when in the Stock Number field. This will delete the current line and shift
all lines below up one. INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Stock Number field.
This will insert a blank line before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are selling. (Price is always positive, never negative)
Cost:
If you have access to the F3 costing key, then you are able to alter the cost of each individual item by
entering the new cost in the cost column. Otherwise, this column remains blank.
Vendor Code:
Enter the Vendor Code, if this is to be purchased from a certain vendor.
Parts Type:
Select the parts type that this item will fall under. This is used for summary totals that are grouped by
type. See Work Code Maintenance to setup these Parts Types.

Job Cost Actual Entry

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
TechID:
Enter the Technician's ID or use the drop down list to select the tech id. Using the down or up arrow
in this field will move up and down the detail lines (It won't allow you to move through the tech Ids use the mouse or type in the first letter or digit of the tech to move you through the list). Hit ENTER
to leave this field after ID selection.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key when in the Tech ID field. This will delete the current line
and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Tech ID field. This will insert a blank line
before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Date:
Enter the date of when the work was performed or use the drop down list to select the date. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Date selection. ( The list contains all the dates for the past 2 months)
Start:
Enter the time the repair was started or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
End:
Enter the time the repair was finished or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
Hours and Minutes:
If you have specified "Enter by Hours" in the System Setup/Service Screen, then you can enter the
actual hours here. If not, this is a read-only - Shows the amount of time of the repair.
Wage Type:
Select the wage type as setup in Payroll Setup. This will determine the cost. If you do not have any
wage types setup, skip this column.
Wage Cost:
Enter the wage cost per hour for this type of work and this technician. If you have selected a wage
type, this field will be filled automatically.

Work Code:
Enter the work code that describes the job or use the drop down lists to select the code. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of codes. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Time selection. The second column in the list shows the long definition of the work code.
Whatever is setup as the text for the work code is automatically entered into the work performed
box.
Work Performed:
Enter the explanation of the repair performed. This area expands when the cursor is inside the box
and is unlimited in size.

Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for. Enter a complete Stock Number and
press ENTER, or scan a barcode in to display all information and move on to the quantity column to
allow for quantity and price changes. Enter a complete Stock Number, but press the DOWN
ARROW to accept the information as is with no changes to the quantity or price. DELETE a line
by pressing the DEL Key when in the Stock Number field. This will delete the current line and shift
all lines below up one. INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Stock Number field.
This will insert a blank line before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are selling. (Price is always positive, never negative)
Cost:
If you have access to the F3 costing key, then you are able to alter the cost of each individual item by
entering the new cost in the cost column. Otherwise, this column remains blank.
Vendor Code:
Enter the Vendor Code, if this is to be purchased from a certain vendor. If a purchase order is created
and this job# is specified, the vendor code, PO# and details will be automatically added to the job.
PO Number:
Enter the purchase order#. If a purchase order is created and this job# is specified, the vendor code,

PO# and details will be automatically added to the job.
Parts Type:
Select the parts type that this item will fall under. This is used for summary totals that are grouped by
type. See Work Code Maintenance to setup these Parts Types.
Posted:
When this line is posted through A/P or G/L, the posted flag will be set (checked) and you will not
be able to delete or edit this line item.

Job Cost Summary

A summary of the labour and parts is shown here, broken down into the work code for labour or the parts
type for parts. figures are pulled from the estimating screen and the actual screen to compare.

Selling price is entered here, as well as overhead costs. All other figures are derived from the estimate
and actual screens.
Budget figures are from the estimate screen.
Committed figures are from the actual screen
Invoiced figures are committed items that have been posted to the A/P, G/L or POS systems.
Variance is based on the budgeted figures less the committed figures to give you an ongoing status of
the job.

The invoice # can be entered from the POS system, or if specified in the POS system, will appear here
when posted. Up to 5 invoices per job can be entered here.
When the job is complete, click on the Job Completed button to change the status to "Billing Complete"

Time Card Entry

Enter technician time and service/job work performed in this form. Multiple work orders/jobs can be
entered, making it more efficient than editing each particular work order or job. Once you have entered all
the information, Save it and it will be posted to each work order or job. If an error has been made, you
can correct it in the particular work order or job using Service Entry or Job Entry.
TechID: Enter the Technician's ID or use the drop down list to select the tech id. Using the down or
up arrow in this field will move up and down the detail lines (It won't allow you to move through the
tech Ids - use the mouse or type in the first letter or digit of the tech to move you through the list). Hit
ENTER to leave this field after ID selection.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key when in the Tech ID field. This will delete the current line
and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key when in the Tech ID field. This will insert a blank line
before the present line that you are on and move all lines down one.
Job/WO#:
Enter the Job or Work Order Number. The job or Work Order must not be closed and must be in the
service or job database.
Date:
Enter the date of when the work was performed or use the drop down list to select the date. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Date selection. ( The list contains all the dates for the past 2 months)
Start:
Enter the time the repair was started or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
End:
Enter the time the repair was finished or use the drop down lists to select time. Using the down or up
arrow in this field will move you through the list of Dates. Hit ENTER to leave this field after Time
selection.
Hours and Minutes:
If you have specified "Enter by Hours" in the System Setup/Service Screen, then you can enter the
actual hours here. If not, this is a read-only - Shows the amount of time of the repair.
Wage Type:
Select the wage type as setup in Payroll Setup. This will determine the cost. If you do not have any
wage types setup, skip this column.

Wage Cost:
Enter the wage cost per hour for this type of work and this technician. If you have selected a wage
type, this field will be filled automatically.
Work Code:
Enter the work code that describes the job or use the drop down lists to select the code. Using the
down or up arrow in this field will move you through the list of codes. Hit ENTER to leave this field
after Time selection. The second column in the list shows the long definition of the work code.
Whatever is setup as the text for the work code is automatically entered into the work performed
box.
Work Performed:
Enter the explanation of the repair performed. This area expands when the cursor is inside the box
and is unlimited in size.
Rate: Rate is determined by the work code. If you wish to alter it, change the rate here.

Work Code Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Work Codes by Code, or Code Description.
Main Entry... Page
All detail information regarding the Service Work Codes can be viewed and edited. Work Codes are used
in the Service Entry and Job Cost Entry modules to designate actions performed by the technicians or
costs associated with the work done. They also link to G/L codes for proper costing in profit and loss
statements.

Use this page to enter details about Work Codes.
Work Code:
Enter a Unique Code. (Up to 15 characters (Alpha-numeric)
Description:
Enter Description of Work Code.
Rate (A-F):
Enter the Rate or Charge for code. If this is a flat rate, this amount will be charged out. If a labour
type, then this is the charge per hour of labour performed. Enter separate rates for the separate price
levels if required. The default price level associated with a customer can be configured in Customer
Maintenance so that for this work code, the price that will automatically appear for this customer is
matched to the Service Price Level code in their file.

Tax Code:
Set the tax code for this code. It should match with the inventory stock number tax code, if you are
connecting to one.
Stock Number:
Assign a inventory item to use for conversion to Invoice.
Type:
Assign a Labour Type to this code. Regular Types for the Service Module are Labour, Flat Rate or
Warranty. As well, a Parts Type is selectable for the Job Costing System to allow delineation of
parts into such areas as Material, Freight, Components, etc.
Warranty Vendor Code:
Enter a Vendor Code for the manufacturer that covers this warranty type (if you entered warranty
type). Ignore this if you entered another type.
G/L Code for Cost of Goods:
Enter a cost of goods code for this work code that will link back to the G/L system and code your
service cost correctly against the service revenue code below. Leaving this blank will allow the
system to default to the G/L code assigned to the department of the stock number assigned to this
work code. See the section on G/L Coding for the Service Module for a further explanation.
G/L Code for Revenue:
Enter a revenue code for this work code that will link back to the G/L system for your revenue
breakdown. Leaving this blank will allow the system to default to the G/L code assigned to the
department of the stock number assigned to this work code.

Service Contract Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Contracts by Customer Name or ID.
Main Entry Page
Use this page to setup new contracts and edit old ones. Detail contract usage information is also stored.

AcctID/Phone:
Enter the Account ID or Phone# of the customer that you are creating this contract for.
Customer Name:
As an alternative, look up the customer name by typing in the first few characters or using the = to
search within text.
Contract#:
A contract# is automatically generated when creating a new record. You can alter this to any 10
character contract number you wish. The status of the contract is displayed beside this number...
either Active or Expired. If Expired, you cannot enter this contract # on a work order or bill against
it.
Type:
Block Time Value: This contract type refers to a block of labour bought in advance and
available to be billed against by work orders. Block labour bought is entered using the Service
Contract Detail Maintenance and work orders billed against this contract are either entered
using the Detail Maintenance or automatically billed using the Complete Billing button in
Service Billing Entry.
Maintenance: This contract type refers to a maintenance type of contract that is either billed in
advance or periodically and this keeps track of the work orders used against it. Choose Parts
Only, Labour Only or Parts and Labour.
Special Pricing: This contract type designates a special pricing for the customer regardless of
work codes. An alternate pricing arrangement can be setup using Customer Maintenance and the
Service Price Level Code.
Special Terms: This contract type designates special terms which can be entered into the Terms
and Conditions section for viewing by the user when making up a work order.
Dates:
Start Date defaults to today and end date defaults to 9999. Enter the Contract start and end dates that
you have agreed upon.
Block Time Value Remaining:
Only used if you designate Block Time Value as the contract type. Updated automatically by the

system, although you can also alter it manually.
Internal:
If designated, when trying to print it out to screen or printer, will warn user that it's an internal
contract (used for internal tracking purposes only), and not to be given to the client.
Including All W/Os:
As above, but it also includes in Progress work orders, whereas Block Time Value remaining is only
for Billing Complete work orders.
Terms and Conditions:
Enter any comments, terms and conditions or any comments you wish to show up on the contract
printout and when any work order is covered by this contract.

Contract Usage:
All of the work orders and purchased block time will show up in this grid. Items are either entered
in the Service Contract Detail Maintenance or automatically through the work order billing.

Print Contract Details
A dialog will appear allowing you to either display on screen or send to the printer of your choice.
Sample Report

Email/PDF options:
Select the recipient or type in an email address to send to. Rename the PDF file name if you want to. Enter
the date that you want the report to start from - then click on Email Document
The program will open an email in your email program (ONLY IF IT IS RUNNING) and attach a PDF of
the document. You will then have the option of adding comments or attach other documents before
sending.

Service Contract Report

Service Contract Detail Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Detail records by Customer Code, Work Code
or Contract#
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the Service Detail Entry can be viewed and edited.

Use this page to enter detail information on either work orders or invoices that relate to contracts.
Acct ID/Phone#:
Must enter the exact account code or phone number (7 digit).
Contract #:
If you have entered a proper ID with an active contract, then the contract number will show up here.
If there is more than one contract, the first contract will show - allowing you to change to the other
contract(s).
Work Order#:
Enter a work order pertaining to this customer. If it does not pertain to the customer, it will not
accept it.
Document#:
Enter a document# if the customer has purchased block labour or paid a fee for maintenance. The
document date will automatically appear if you have entered a correct document pertaining to this
customer. To enter a value WITHOUT having a reference document to backup, enter 1 as the
document #.
Purchased:
Enter the amount in Gross Dollars (before taxes or discounts) of the invoice that the maintenance or
block labour amount is.
Used:
Enter the amount of Dollars (before taxes) for the work order pertaining to this.

Special Note:

Enter short notes in this area for this specific detail entry.

Service Documents Lookup

Search: Although initially the screen will show ALL of the documents within the Service Documents
file, you can Enter Account ID, Work Order or part of the document name, and then click on the
search button to filter the data displayed.
Select: Click on each line item to view the actual document. For external documents, if your system
does not have the correct program you will not be able to view them. (For example - if someone
saved a Visio diagram of a network in the visio format instead of PDF, and you didn't have Visio
loaded on your system, you will not be able to view it. Instead, have most documents saved in a
common format such as PDF)
Service Doc Management: Click on the Run Service Docs Form for Selected Customer to bring up
the Service Document Management Form.

Service Setup Maintenance

SERVICE MODULE INFORMATION
Current W/O # Enter starting number for your Work Orders. Keep it different then your Sales
Orders and Invoices.
Work Order Minimums (in Mins) Time
Enter min. number of minutes service charges will apply in work order for example: 30 - will bill
your client for minimum of 30 minutes of service work.
Increments
Enter time increments after the Minimum Time has past to bill your client.
Travel Mileage Stk#
Enter Stock/Inventory part number for Travel Mileage charges. When the work order is converted to
an invoice, this stock number will be used to translate the Travel mileage into a billable amount.
Travel Flat Rate Stk#
Enter Stock/Inventory part number for Travel Flat Rate. When the work order is converted to an
invoice, this stock number will be used to translate the Travel Flat Rate into a billable amount.
Freight Stk#
Enter Stock/Inventory part number for Freight/Shipping charges. When the work order is converted
to an invoice, this stock number will be used to translate the Freight into a billable amount.
Shop Fee Stk#
Enter Stock/Inventory part number for Shop Fee if one applies. When the work order is converted to
an invoice, this stock number will be used to translate the Shop Fee into a billable amount.

Shop Fee %
Enter Shop Fee Percentage if one applies. If there are no shop fee % put 0. The Shop Fee Percentage
is based on all labour billed to the work order and is updated automatically if that labour total is
changed.
R/O Sort Order
Enter Default to print Repair Orders by Work Code or Date Order. If by work code, it will group the
work codes together and summarize each one if the "Summarize Labour by Work Code" is checked
off below.
Import Details to POS
This will allow you to bring over all Work Order details, Service charges and all Labour part to
Sales Order in Point of Sales Module.
Enter by Hours/Min
Allows you to enter the actual time it took for the repair and not worry about the time of day it was
performed at, if selected.
Print Actual Time on Repair Orders
Prints the actual time beside the time billed on repair orders to show the real time it took for the
repair to the customer.
Summarize Labour by Work Code
Instead of printing out detail lines, this will summarize each work code for a single total per work
code on the repair order.
Print Labour Details?
Defaults to YES. If you do not want the details of the work performed to be printed on the repair
order, uncheck this box.
Standard Hourly Rate
Enter your standard rate for normal charges. This is used to calculate hours and minutes conversion
for reporting features only.
Show Cost Code Column
Check this if you want to sue the Cost Code column in Labour and Parts details. This allows you to
use the work codes (or any code that you wish that you must add to the Work Code Maintenance file)
to designate groups of labour and parts for costing. For instance, on a large job, you might have
Fabrication, Finishing, etc as your cost codes.
JOB MODULE INFORMATION
Current Job #
Enter starting number for your Jobs. Keep it different then your Work Orders, SO, and Invoices.
Overhead Hours Multiplier
This will be used in the Job Costing to add overhead costs to the number of labour hours entered into
the Job. See Job Cost Entry and Job Reports for more information.

OTHER INFORMATION
Work Order / Repair Order Printer Setup
Enter which printer will be default for all Work Orders and Repair Orders. You can choose to print up to
2 copies automatically, although you will always have the option to change formats when printing. See
Service Print Dialog Options.
Service Disclaimer Text
Enter your Disclaimer that you would like to appear on all Work Orders.
OPTION LISTS
PRODUCT TYPES
All items entered here will show on the dropdown list of product types in the Service Entry screen. Enter
the product type and if you want to have a message popup, enter the product type followed by a comma
and the comment. An example is shown below:

PROBLEM CODES
All items entered here will show on the dropdown list of problem codes in the Service Entry screen.
Enter the problem codes and a longer description if needed.
SERVICE DOCS - SOFTWARE LIST
Enter all the software items to be displayed in the dropdown boxes of the software in any service
document that requires them.
Preface the Operating System software with "OS-" and the regular software with "SF-". See the example
below:

Service Document Management Form

Creating Documents: Enter a document name using your own format - in the example we have used
a common three letter code to designate the type of document or company associated with it, plus the
detailed item.
Pick a template to work from (templates include workstations, servers, network gear, printers, Client
Site information or Miscellaneous forms) or choose to link to an external file.
Note: External file locations should be constant and we suggest that you keep them within the
CISPro directory or another directory whose path will not be changed ever. If the file itself is
moved externally, CISPro will not be able to find it.
Click the Add Document to create the document. If it is a template, the Template for the document
will be displayed for entry.
Edit Document: Click on the document you want to edit and click the Edit Document button. The
document will be displayed to be edited.
Delete Document: Click on the document you want to delete and click the Delete Document button.

The document will be deleted.
Change Document Name: First, click on the document you want to rename... then click inside the
blank entry field to the left of the Change button. It will display the document name followed by three
***. Change the document name, and click the Change Document Name button.
Copying Documents: You can copy a document within this client - just click on the document to
copy, leave the Acctid/W/O# fields blank but enter a new document name and click COPY.
If you wish to copy a document from this client to another client or to a work order specifically,
enter the account ID or work order#, a new document name and click COPY. To see the results, go to
that client and bring up their service documents to edit it.
Printouts: You can You can print customer asset lists and license lists based on the document details
that you have entered. Simply select the report and the output type (Printer, screen or excel file) and
click Do Report.

Inventory

This section includes all the maintenance forms for the inventory file and related files such as Department
and Category.
Inventory Maintenance[Security Level 3]
Allows you to edit stock items, add new ones or delete them.
Inventory Location Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Allows you to edit pertinent information regarding quantities in each location.
Inventory Quick Edit - Quantities [Security Level 3]
A quick way (spreadsheet type of setup) to edit inventory for quantity changes. Usually used for physical
inventory updates.
Inventory Quick Edit - Prices [Security Level 3]
A quick way (spreadsheet type of setup) to edit inventory for pricing changes
Inventory Location Quick Edit - Quantities [Security Level 3]
A quick way (spreadsheet type of setup) to edit inventory for quantity changes.
Inventory Main and Additional Reports [Security Level 6]
All reports to do with inventory can be printed from here.
Print Custom Labels [Security Level 3]
Several different formats to allow printing of inventory labels for selected inventory stock items.
Serial # Maintenance [Security Level 9 (Read Only) or Security Level 3]

Edit and view all serial numbers that have been entered into the system.
Vendor Cross Reference [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) your vendor cross reference file that ties into the inventory file.
Dept# Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) all inventory departments with descriptions.
Category Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) all inventory categories with descriptions.
Product Group Maintenance [Security Level 3]
* To be updated *
Price Code Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Create and edit price codes for efficient entry of inventory items and their costs and prices.
Matrix Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) all inventory that shares common description with sizes, weight, color being
the only differance.
Contract Pricing Maintenance [Security Level 3]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) contract pricing for individual clients and specific inventory items.
Internal Transfers [Security Level 3]
Tracking of internal transfers from one division to another - does not affect inventory fields. Used mainly
for stock cages and/or secure areas of inventory.
Internal Transfers (Quick Method) [Security Level 3]
Same as above, but utilizes some quicker links to work orders and sales orders.
Inventory Count Reconciliation [Security Level 3]
This is used to reconcile your inventory after a physical count is done. It provides the ability to take
physical inventory one day, and a week later - update it.
Inventory Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Lets you export your inventory with selected fields to an excel file. Then Change the data in the excel file
and import back in.
Inventory Location Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Lets you export your inventory with selected fields to an excel file. Then Change the data in the excel file
and import back in.

Inventory Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for inventory items by stock number or description
Main Entry Page
Enter the stock number and the main parts of the item. Also maintain the on hand, on order, etc.
Details Page
Detailed Description (Used for specifications) and MTD/YTD figures presented on this page.
Location Info Page
Location quantities, bin locations, etc are edited on this page.
Analysis Page
MTD/YTD figures presented on this page.

Inventory Main Entry

Stock Number: Enter a stock number that is not on the inventory already. If it is currently on
inventory, you will be notified. You are able to change the present stock number to a new one,
maintaining all history, unit and sales amounts when you do.
** Note ** Some special characters should not be used to start stock numbers. These are the ^ and
the > . They are used for Titles in Quotes and Kit Items in Point of Sale. As well, use of the quote
marks " ... will cause problems in searching when using the = type of wildcard search.
Order Number:
A six digit number that can be used as a quick entry for the inventory item on point of sale.
Inactive:
Click this so that it cannot be sold or accessed by anyone other than in this file. Used for items no
longer sold and that you don't want any mistakes to be made by using it in a sale or service
document.
Not Stocked:
When you select this, all reorder levels and quantities will be erased. This designates this item as
something that is not normally stocked, although you might have on hand quantity. It prevents more
from being ordered by mistake - the main reason for this is to not add to something that is not selling.
Inventory valuation and physical reports still take this item into consideration if there is quantity.
Description:
This is the main description that is displayed on all of the lookup forms. You have room for 50
alphanumeric characters.
Description2:
This is the secondary description. If there is room, it will be displayed on forms after description
with a "/" between the two.You have room for 50 alphanumeric characters.

Dept Number:
A designated number for the department from 1-99. You can designate your own departments. Used
for sales reports and inventory reports. If you don't know the correct dept number, look it up by
clicking on the button next to it. Select by pressing ENTER or Double-Click the mouse.
If the dept number does not exist, you will not be able to enter it. Use the Dept# Maintenance
program to enter new dept numbers.
Category:
Used for categorization of inventory items. This code is an alphanumeric code that is 6 characters in
length.
Bin Location Alt :
This is the BIN or similar location code for where the product physically is in the warehouse or
store. It can be a combination of letters, symbols and numbers (ie. 78C-09B) and is sortable. It can
be used in physical inventory counting reports. If you have multiple locations, this field represents
the location that you logged in under when opening Inventory Maintenance. See the Location section
for the rest of the bin locations.
Alt - An alternative bin location for display only.
BarCode:
This code can either be the UPC code or a user generated barcode or any 14 character code that is
unique for this item. If read in by a barcode reader at the POS entry screen, it will automatically pull
in this inventory item. This barcode field can also be updated at the receiving end.
Status:
Used to single out specific inventory items for deletes, promos, etc. A ten character alphanumeric
code of your choice can be used here. Reports can be selected by this code and it prints on some
inventory reports as well.
User Field 2/User Field 3/User Field 4:
User defined fields - these can be anything you want them to be (a maximum of 30
characters/numbers in each). These user defined fields can be entered freeform, or selected from the
drop down list (Setup in the Field Lists Maintenance form) for more structured data sorting.
Manuf Code/Part#:
Enter the manufacturer's code which should be established first in the Vendor Maintenance file. This
is a six letter or numerical code. Then enter the manufacturer's part number for this item.
Vendor Code/Part#:
This is the primary vendor for this inventory item that you buy from. It is different in some cases
from the manufacturer (if you are buying through a distributor) or it can be the same as the
manufacturer (if you are buying direct). If you enter a new vendor/partno in here, you will be saving
it to the vendor cross reference file as well. If you change the partno, the partno and pricing will
change on the vendor cross reference file, too.
Package:
Enter the amount of items that are in a basic package that this item must be ordered in. When ordering
from the supplier, this package number will be the default minimum order (it can be changed).

Weight:
Enter the weight of the item in your own standard format (KG, LB, etc)
Custom Info:
If this inventory item is flagged as a custom info type, when selling in the Point of Sale screen, a
Customized form will be displayed and fields will be required to be filled which are then stored for
reporting purposes. See Using Custom Forms for a more detailed explanation.
Item Type:
There are 8 types of inventory. Please note that when ordering and receiving product, the ONLY
types that are valid and that will change the on hand quantity are Regular and Equipment.
Inventory. Valued in all inventory valuation reports
Service. Used where there is no actual inventory but you sell it anyway. Primarily used for such
items as service labour or miscellaneous charges with no cost associated. These items will not
be valuated when running valuation reports.
Kit. This item is also not valued on inventory reports. It is a container item for a quantity of
items that make up this kit. When selected in the POS or Quotation system, it will pull in all of
the kit items as separate line items. See Inventory Kits for a full explanation of Kit Items.
Equipment. Used for singular stock items (may only have qty=1 on hand) such as used
equipment or that you wish to record costing against using work orders. If you use this stock
number as the stock number that the work order pertains to, all costs on the work order when
closed are added to this item. (Used for vehicles and other items that are serialized.)
...Note: When this is selected, another field called Equip Ser# will appear allowing you to
enter the serial number of this item directly.
Non-Inventory. Used as a stock item that is not kept track of - and that the cost will be adjusted
to a percentage of the selling price, even if the selling price is adjusted at time of invoice. This
item is used for freight items, etc. Enter the percentage in the N/I Margin field when NonInventory Type is selected. Enter 0 for the same cost as price, 30 for a 70% cost, etc. When
receiving this item, the on hand will NOT be updated.
Coupon Item. Use this designation for a coupon item. The quantity on the invoice will
AUTOMATICALLY revert to a negative number, therefore reducing the price of the invoice.
You can keep track of the number of coupons that are sold by inventory number.
Comment. Opens up the detail line, allowing you to enter the full 100 characters of the
description at once. Also will print out the entire line without quantities or prices on invoices,
quotes, etc.
Unlimited Comments. Same as above, but opens up a separate window where you can type
unlimited 100 character lines. The program will then create regular comment lines from your
input.
Discount (Multiple Items) . Use this to create a stock number (ex: D10), that will discount all
items above it in the point of sale and quotation screens. Enter the discount amount into the
Price A field. See Discounting Items by Percentage for further information
Discount (Single Item). As above but only discounts the one item line above it.
AutoCreate. Will bring up the Create Inventory dialog to automatically create new inventory
items in the Quotation Entry, Purchase Order and Point of Sale Entry screens. Generates an
automatic inventory stock number that starts with "~" and contains the date it was created OR if
you enter a starting stock number in the Starting Stock Number field that contains at least 4

digits at the end (example is HRH0001).
OutSourced. This will designate an item as an outsourced service provided by a third party
contractor - used primarily in the Service Entry system. Prints out separate from regular parts
on some of the Service Repair Order reports.
Addons:
This button will open up a screen where you can enter additional items that would be options to add
onto this stock number in a quotation. For instance, ink cartridges for an Inkjet printer. You can also
specify that these item(s) are to be added automatically when you enter it on a quote or invoice such as Environment levies, etc.

Superceded By:
Enter the new stock number that supercedes this one. You will be asked to create a new record for
the superceded part if it's not already created.
Returnable:
For informational purposes only. If checked, it means that this item can be returned to the supplier.
Serial Number Required:
If this is selected, then each time the item is used in the POS system on a regular invoice, the user
will be prompted to enter serial number(s) for that product. (See Point of Sale Entry ) .
Extra Serial Number Required:
If this is selected, then 2 extra fields for serialized items will be available. This can be used for
secondary unique numbers for each item (such as phone numbers for cell phones)
Tax Code:
Enter the tax code for this item. It will override the tax code status for the customer on the POS and
Quotation screens, unless the customer has a higher priority tax code.
Stocking Unit:
This field will express how each item is expressed in. ("EA" for each is the default. Examples are
"LB", "DZ", etc)
The field can be entered freeform, or selected from the drop down list (Setup in the Field Lists
Maintenance form) for more structured data sorting.
Part Type:
This is used primarily in the Job Costing module and will designate one of the part types setup in the
Work Code Maintenance (examples: Material, Parts, Components).
Sell Per:
This represents the quantity of items that is sold for the price given. For instance, you might have

Sell Per: 100, and the price of $5.25. That means that it represents $5.25/100 - so when you sell 1
item, it will be sold at .0525 (the system will round up to the next penny.)

Standard Cost:
Enter the cost that you would normally pay the supplier. This is usually just a reference point and is
also used to setup pricing in the purchase orders when ordering this item.
Average Cost:
Although you can enter a costing in here - if you don't, the system will default to the standard cost.
Average cost is calculated when you receive this item through the regular receiving program. It will
calculate the value of any present inventory (based on the average cost present), add the new value
being received and divide the total by the number of pieces now in inventory.
This average cost is also the cost used in all quotation and POS costing columns and margins.
Last Cost:
Although you can enter a last cost here, it usually is updated when the item is received by the
receiving program. Whatever the receiving cost is - will go in here.
Price Code:
Establishes this item under a Price code, which can be used to update all costs within certain
parameters. See Price Code Maintenance for a more detailed explanation. If a price code is entered
here and established in the price code file, the prices A-F will be changed according to the formula
setup.
Price A-F:
Enter your prices for the different levels. These levels will synchronize with either the default POS
Price explained below or the customer price level. In normal circumstances Price A is the list price
and Price B-F are discount prices.
Default POS Price:
Selecting one of the Price A-D will display that price FIRST when selecting the item in the POS
screen. You are still allowed to change the price. In normal circumstances, this is used to adjust
pricing to a sale price for a short while and then is adjusted back to list or Price A.
Contract Pricing:
This button will bring up the Contract Pricing Maintenance form and allow you to establish special
prices for this item for certain customers.
Margin-Std/Avg:
Margin (Price cost/Price) is displayed for both the standard cost and the average cost for each of the

price points.
Foreign Currency:
Enter the Foreign Currency prices for each of the price levels. If the customer has Foreign Currency
checked off, all of these prices will be used in the invoicing.

Sales Start Date / End Date:
This section is used to establish start and end dates for sale pricing. Enter the start and end date in
these two fields first. You can print out your sale items for a certain time period using Inventory On
Sale Report. These fields also control what items end up in the Current Inventory Lookup form.
Price Level:
Enter the sales price in one of the price levels to the left and then enter the price level itself here.
When selling this product, the system will check the dates and if it falls within the dates, will then
use the sale price at that price level instead of any other price (unless there is a lower price due to
contract pricing or other discounts)

Reord Lvl/ Reord Qty/ Max Level:
On the reorder analysis report and in the purchase order-run suggested buys button, the system uses
these three fields to determine what to order and how much to order.
The on hand quantity must fall to the same or lower amount than the reorder level. The reorder
quantity will pop up on the reorder analysis report and in the Suggested Buys Input in Purchase
Orders. If a maximum level is entered, it will only suggest up to the maximum level number.
The formula that the system works with is: IF Qty on Hand+On Order-Presold is less than or equal to
Reorder Level, then Suggested Order Qty=Reorder Qty+Presold-On Hand-On Order.
For example, if the Reorder Level=1, Reorder Qty=5 and Qty on hand=0, with 2 presold and 1 on
order already... the Amount suggested to order would be 5+2-0-1=6. Essentially, you will order 6
more - and when all 8 arrive, 2 will be sold, leaving 6 on hand, which is your reorder level of 1 plus
the 5 that would be ordered at that level.
On Order:

The amount of product in units on outstanding purchase orders.
On Hand:
The amount of product in stock.
On Hand:(CISPro Lite Version)
With the Lite version of CISPro, this is used to add inventory received costs. When the OnHand
amount is changed, the Inventory Adjustment PopUp will open to adjust the costing. This PopUp
window will do both Foreign Currency Conversions and recalculate Average Cost. Enter the
received cost into Last Cost and Tab to the OK button. Average Cost is now updated. Hit the OK
button when completed. If foreign currency conversion is enabled for the vendor, the entered Last
Cost will be converted from the foreign amount to your currency amount. Refer to System Setup and
Vendor Maintenance to enable foreign currency conversion.
... Example: You receive 2 items at a US cost of $5200.00. You open up the Inventory Maintenance
form. Now, change the On Hand amount to reflect the received inventory items. Hit the ENTER or
TAB key and the Inventory Adjustment Popup will display.Enter the received Foreign cost into the
Last Cost. Tab to the OK button. The Average Cost will now reflect the Canadian amount.The Popup
will close and the Avg Cost will be adjusted to reflect the Canadian dollar amount.
Presold:
The amount of product that has been ordered on sales orders but not yet delivered. It could be in
stock or on order or just ordered.
On Loan:
The amount of product in units on loaner forms.
On Rent:
The amount of product in units on rental forms.
Store Use:
The amount of product that is used for instore demos, etc.
On RMA:
The amount of product in units sent to suppliers that will be returned or credited and is still
considered part of your inventory. Ie. Defective repairs to be exchanged.
Defective:
The amount of product that is flagged as defective. Still in inventory, but waiting for a replacement.
This is different from ON RMA. This product is still physically here.
Inventory ID:
A unique 15 character code that is generated when the item is created. This is linked to other files in
the system to provide history detail.
Creation Date:
The date that this item was actually created.
Last Maintenance:

The date that this item was changed (any field) in the inventory maintenance program.
MAINTENANCE TOOLBAR DIFFERENCES
Add New Inventory Item:
When adding a new inventory item, you will be asked whether you want to duplicate the previous
information or not. If you answer yes, all fields except the quantity, sales information and the detail
description are copied onto a new form. The stocknum is the same, except with an asterisk at the end
so that you know what you had copied over and are able to do minimal changes. Remember to
change manufacturer codes and vendor codes for the new item.
... Note: After you have added a new record and answered yes or no to the message box, you will
not be prompted again unless you exit the form and re-enter it.
Add New Inventory Item with Description:
This is the same as above, except the system includes the detail description (on the Inventory Details
Page) as well for you to modify if needed.
Add New Matrix Items:
Selecting this will open up the Create Inventory Matrix screen, allowing you to add multiple stock
numbers at once based on a pre-defined Matrix. See also Matrix Maintenance on how to setup the
pre-defined Matrixes.
Pricing Parameters:
Allows you to margin either Price A or all Price Levels, based on Standard Cost only. See Price
Matrix (Margining and Discount).
Merge:
This button allows you to merge two inventory items together, linking all history to the one item.
Selecting this will pop up the Inventory Merge form, where you will designate the secondary
inventory item to merge INTO this one. Afterwards, you can delete the secondary one, knowing that
all your history for that one will now be linked internally to this one.
Vendor/Manufacturer Cross Reference Lookup:
This button will bring up the Vendor Cross-Reference form for you to lookup items in the file and
bring them in to replace the values in your form. This is handy if you have a third-party database and
wish to create new items in your own inventory with all the information from that database.
Sales Order/On Order Status
Clicking on this button will display the sales order and on order screen, showing what is ordered by
sales or service (with document #'s, dates, customer name) and what is on order (with PO#, date,
expected time of arrival). See Inventory Sales Order Status for an example of this popup window.
Open Quotes:
This displays all open quotes that are referencing this stock number. Use this to find out how much

this item is being quoted out before selling or quoting yourself.
Vendor/Inventory Cross-Reference:
This displays all vendor code/part number links to the present inventory number. To actually edit
these cross referenced items, use Vendor Cross Reference Maintenance.

Serial Number Listing
Clicking on this button will display the all serial numbers that are flagged "On Hand" for this stock
Number. See Serial Numbers (Entering) for an example of how this will appear.
Link a Document
You can link any document to this Inventory Item - and it will display for any user as long as they
have the application to display it. Handy for PDFs of brochures, webpages, specifications, etc. Click
on the button and use the common File Dialog window to select the document. It will display
"Linked Document" on the Details Page, for you to test the link. It also displays on Inventory
Information.

Inventory Details

Detailed Description: Enter specifications or other detail information for this item. This detailed
information is used in quotations and inventory lookups to provide the user or customer with further
information.
Rental Cost/Prices:
Enter rental cost and sell prices for each of the time periods. These will be used in the point of sale
system when entering a rental document. You can also just enter a percentage of the entered price as the
cost that will be calculated at time of entry.
Rebate Info/Amount:
Enter the Type of rebate and amount for this item that will always be inserted into Point of Sale
transactions. See Rebates and Reports for more information on this field.
Label Count:
This is specifically for printing Custom Labels for receiving purposes. It defaults to printing labels for
every single item received. Options are Print None (used for such items as licences and non-physical
items), only 1, only 1 per package (so that the label is put on the box of 12 etc, not 12 labels for the actual
items).
Warranty:
If you want to enter warranty information for this item, First setup a stock item called WARRANTY as a
service type item. If you enter any information in this warranty field for any item, it will show up on a
second line below the item when entering it into a transaction.
User Fields:
User defined fields - these can be anything you want them to be (a maximum of 30 characters/numbers in
each). These user defined fields can be entered freeform, or selected from the drop down list (Setup in the
Field Lists Maintenance form) for more structured data sorting.

Base Stock Number:
Used for the Matrix format. This will designate where the matrix sequence will start - essentially it will
add the matrix component to the end of this base stock number
Matrix Code:
This links to the Matrix Maintenance file to produce multiple inventory items from this base stock number
when the matrix system is used.
Alert Message:
Enter a message that will appear (as a popup warning) when using this inventory item in the Quotes, Point
of Sale and Purchasing Systems.

Inventory Location Info

This tab will only appear when you have setup locations for multi store use. See Multi-Branch
Procedures for more information.
When you enter quantity information into the individual lines, they will be added up for a global total
amount on the main entry page, which is read only.

Inventory Analysis

Last Date Recvd, Sold: The dates that the product was last received in the receiving system and
sold in the POS system.
MTDxxx:
Month To Date figures. MTD figures are set to 0 at the beginning of each month through the
Monthend Procedures.
YTDxxx:
Year To Date figures. YTD figures are set to 0 at the beginning of each year (your decision whether
it's the fiscal year or calendar year) through the Monthend Procedures.
Previous YTDxxx:
Previous Year To Date figures. Previous YTD figures are transferred from YTD figures at the
beginning of each year (your decision whether it's the fiscal year or calendar year) through the
Monthend Procedures.

Inventory Kits

The kit items form is used to create a KIT of stock items that can be sold under one stock number. CISPro
automatically updates the individual items in inventory as you sell the kits. You can have one more level
of kitting - that is, you can have a Kit within a Kit. (You cannot, however, have another level of kits - a kit
within a kit within a kit).
Stock Number: Enter the stock number of the item that you want to include with the kit. The
Inventory look up form will pop-up if a exact match is not found in inventory. To remove an item,
press the <DEL> key on your keyboard, while in the stock number field.
Description:
A description of the item will shown here.
Qty:
Enter the qty of the paticular item to include in each kit.
Std Cost:
Displays standard cost of item. Cannot be edited in Kit Items Form. Change it instead in the
Inventory Maintenance screen for that stock number.
Avg Cost:
Displays average cost of the item. Cannot be edited in Kit Items form. Change it instead in the
Inventory Maintenance screen for that stock number.

Total Costs:
Totals of both the Standard Cost and Average Cost columns for the listed items that make up this
kit.These totals will be entered into the kit item standard cost and average cost respectivly. Press the
button to close and update the average and standard costs of the master inventory item.

Print Receipts/Reports Labels
Note: The labels that are printed are for a simple dot matrix printer. To print labels on a laser printer or
ink jet printer, use Print Custom Labels.

Receipts Rept: Click on this to run a receipts report on what was just entered but no tags were
printed yet. You can also run a receipts report using the Purchasing/Receipts Reports menu item and
selecting Receipts Transaction Report.
By Purchase Order:
If you are selecting a certain purchase order, enter it here.<p><b>Labels:</b> <br>This is
automatically checked, but if you don't want labels to be printed, uncheck it.
Print Any Not Printed:
Check this off to print labels for all product that you have NOT already printed labels for.
<br>Printed Price: Select a list price to print out from A-D.
Labels By Purchase Order
Enter a purchase order to print labels for. The system will print labels for that purchase order
regardless of whether the labels were printed before or not.
Labels By Received Date:
Enter a date on which you received product that you would like the labels to be printed for. Labels
will only be printed for product received on that date.
By Stock Number:
To print labels for a single stock number, enter the stock number here. If you enter a partial stock
number, you will be presented with a lookup screen on which you can make your choice.
By Descript:
Enter a partial description of the inventory item you want to print labels for. You will be presented
with a lookup screen on which you can make your choice.
Qty:
This is just used for the above inventory printout parameters. Enter a quantity of labels that you want
printed for the stock number item.
Flag All As Received:
If you do not want to print labels for product that has been received, you can flag all product so that
the system believes you have printed labels for them.

Inventory Location Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for stock number or Location ID.
MAIN ENTRY Page
All detail information regarding the quantities for this stock number / location are shown here.

Although the quantities in each location should always match the inventory Total quantity, there are times
when the two systems become non-synchronized. If this happens, you can use the location maintenance to
correct the location quantity to match the inventory quantity.
For example, if inventory Total quantity = 6 and your location's quantities total = 5, then increase one of
the locations so that the total will = 6. Afterward, you can adjust the location quantities inside Inventory
maintenance to the actual figures.
All fields here are discussed in Inventory Maintenance.

Inventory Quick Edit
This form is used for quick edit of certain fields within the inventory database table. All changes are
reflected immediately as you make them within the grid. This is usually used to edit your inventory after
you have taken a physical inventory, or to change many quantities or prices all at once.

Search Field: Initially selects the Stock Number as the field to search by. To select a different field to
search by, either use the mouse on the down arrow or your space bar. ESC will get you to this field from
the other fields. Description1 & 2 as well as Vendor and Manufacturer information are also searchable.
Search Text:
Enter your search parameters here and either press the ENTER key or the Find Now button to search for
it. The grid below will be positioned at the CLOSEST record to the value you have entered. To search
for all records that CONTAIN your value, enter the "=" sign before the value to search for.
For example: "=ibm" could bring up "IBM Computer System", "Moniter - 15inch IBM Compatible", etc.
Editing:
Simply enter the new value for each field you want to change on the grid and press TAB to go across or
ENTER to go down.
Additional Notes:
Use the arrow keys once you are inside the grid to move up and down. PageUp and PageDown also work
very well. Use the mouse to select the scroll bar to move quicker.
Buttons at the bottom of the forms allow you to have the computer show only On Hand items, Negative On
Hand items or all items.
If a column is coloured BLUE, then you are able to sort the grid of items by that column field. Click the
header and it will sort one way, click it again, and it will sort in reverse. (much like the Windows
interface).

Print Custom Labels

This form is used to print laser printer type labels in different sizes and formats. There are several ways
to add items to the list. The form will keep track of the total labels to print to ensure you have enough
paper. You also have the ability to edit any of the entries in the grid, as well as delete them.
Print Quantity on Hand Selects the number of labels for each item that you actualy have on hand in
Inventory Maintenance.
Category
To filter out items, select a category that you have setup for certain inventory items.
Bin Location
Select a single Bin Location to pull items from. Combine with category and stock numbers to filter
out.
Stock Number
Enter the range of stock numbers by typing in the first few characters/numbers of the stock number in
each field and selecting from the Lookup screen. Select either a quantity for each or the actual
quantity on hand.
Click on the "Add To List" button to add them to the list below.
Add Any Receipts NOT Printed
Click this button if you want to add any receipts not already printed.

Add Receipts by Received Date
Click this button if you want to add receipts by the received date. This will add ALL receipts
received on that day, but you have the option to delete those you do not want. See Inventory
Maintenance Details for a label printing option that might be useful here.
Add Receipts by PO Number
Enter a purchase order number and click this button if you want to add receipts by the PO Number
they were recieved under. This will search the receipts file for all items matching this purchase
order # and add them to the list.
Starting Label#
Count the labels from left to right, top to bottom to get to the point where you want to start (in case
the sheet of labels has already been partially used)
Click Preview to show on the screen. Select which of the label formats to print and click the button.
Flag all received as Printed
This allows you to flag the entire file as Printed, so that next time you can choose the Add Any
Receipts NOT Printed option to only select those that have been received since you printed these
ones.

Inventory Location Quick Edit - Quantities
This form is used for quick edit of certain fields within the inventory database table. All changes are
reflected immediately as you make them within the grid. This is usually used to edit your inventory after
you have taken a physical inventory, or to change many quantities or prices all at once.

Search Field: Initially selects the Stock Number as the field to search by. To select a different field to
search by, either use the mouse on the down arrow or your space bar. ESC will get you to this field from
the other fields. Description1 & 2 as well as Vendor and Manufacturer information are also searchable.
Search Text:
Enter your search parameters here and either press the ENTER key or the Find Now button to search for
it. The grid below will be positioned at the CLOSEST record to the value you have entered. To search
for all records that CONTAIN your value, enter the "=" sign before the value to search for.
For example: "=ibm" could bring up "IBM Computer System", "Moniter - 15inch IBM Compatible", etc.
Editing:
Simply enter the new value for each field you want to change on the grid and press TAB to go across or
ENTER to go down.
Additional Notes:
Use the arrow keys once you are inside the grid to move up and down. PageUp and PageDown also work
very well. Use the mouse to select the scroll bar to move quicker.
Buttons at the bottom of the forms allow you to have the computer show only On Hand items, Negative On
Hand items or all items.
If a column is coloured BLUE, then you are able to sort the grid of items by that column field. Click the
header and it will sort one way, click it again, and it will sort in reverse. (much like the Windows
interface).

Matrix Maintenance

Matrix Code: A reference name for the code. For instance "TSHIRT"
Y/X Label:
Y and X labels are used as a stock number. In the stock number the Y label will come first, the X label
will come second. For example if the Y label is Red and X label is XL the stock number would appear as
Matrix code - RED-XL.
The separators can be one of 4 choices between the X and Y labels within the stock number.
Creating New Matrix
First, go into Inventory Menu/Inventory Matrix Maintenance Form.
Enter all of the choices for the Y label (Note that there are 20 possible choices - so always choose Y for
the most choices in this matrix) and the X label. Save this matrix code.
Run Inventory Maintenance
Select the SML button at the bottom to create a matrix. If you already have a product entered and simply
want to add more items to it, select the product and then select the Matrix button, answering YES to the
question "Do you want to use current inventory item as a template?", otherwise answer NO to create new
items.
This will bring up the Create Inventory Matrix form.
Enter the base stock number, so for the example above, "123", and the relevant information as per normal
inventory parameters.
Enter the matrix code you will be using for this item.
Click in each of the boxes that you want to inventory. Click a separate column or row to turn off or on, or
click "ALL" to have them all selected.
Click on "Create Inventory Matrix" to create all of these new part numbers. The form will close and you'll
see the list of part numbers created.
In each part number, there is a field on page 2 that shows the BASE stock number and matrix code that this

is derived from. At any time, you can select this part number, select the Matrix button and add more
"size/color" combinations that you would like to. (( Graphic to show part of the form where base stock
number and matrix code are)

Serial # Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for serial numbers by Serial Number, Item
Description or Stock Number.
MAIN ENTRY Page
All detail information regarding the status of this serial number can be viewed and edited.

Stock Number:
Enter the stock number for this serial number. If you enter a partial stock number you will be
presented with an inventory lookup screen in which you can select the right one.
Inventory ID:
A 15 character unique identifier for this inventory number.
Description:
Enter the description for the product. If the stock number box is empty and you enter a partial
description, you will be presented with an inventory lookup screen in which you can select the right
item. If the stock number box is NOT empty, you can change the description to whatever you want.
This will not change the inventory record, just the serial# record.
Serial Rec ID:
A unique 15 character identifier for this serial number record.
Serial Number:
Enter the serial number for this product. It can be alphanumerial (letters and numbers mixed together)
and can be up to 20 characters long.
When product is received with the reciepts form, a record is created with the serial numbers entered
for each item.
Serial Number2 & Serial Number3:
Enter extra unique identifiers to this part number if required. (ie. Phone number for cell phones)

Status:
This reflects the current status of this particular item. If it is sold, there should be more information
below to show who it was sold to and when. Status codes are:
Sold
On Hand
Rented
Loaned
Presold
Processing RMA
Stock Transfer
Date Received:
This is the date the product was received on a proper receipts form or can also be entered manually.
Vendor Code/Invoice:
The vendor code that this item was bought from and the vendor invoice that it was received under
are put here by Receivings program.
Date Sold/Loaned/Rented:
This is the date that the product is dealt with in some manner. If it is loaned or rented and comes
back, this date will be cancelled and the status will change back to On Hand.
Document#:
The document# on which the above action took place. This is the document# in the POS sales history
file.
Customer ID/Name:
Customer ID is the 15 character unique identifier assigned to this customer. Their name can be
changed here, but is usually updated from the sales file when the item is sold/loaned/rented.

Vendor Cross Reference
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for stock number, vendor code or part number.
MAIN ENTRY Page
All detail information regarding the cross reference item are edited here. This file is also updated
automatically from Inventory Maintenance, when you enter a vendor code and price for any item or
change the vendor code and/or part number for any item.

Stock Number:
Enter a stock number that links to the inventory file. If this is a generic lookup cross reference
number, then enter the "M" - miscellaneous stock number.
Vendor Code/PartNo:
Enter the vendor code and part number for future searching capabilities.
Standard Price
This price is usually the catalogue price or latest price established by the supplier. It corresponds to
the standard price in inventory.
Last Price Paid
Enter the last price paid or leave this blank. There are situations where the last price paid is
different from the established catalogue or standard price. (sale items)
List Price
Enter the list price of the item.
Manufacturer Code/Name/Part Number
This is the manufacturer 6 letter code OR an imported name and the part number corresponding to
this inventory item.

Dept # Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Department Numbers.
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the dept or category can be viewed and edited.

Dept#:
Enter the correct Dept#.
Description:
Enter the description for this department number.
GL Codes:
Enter the General Ledger Codes for inventory, cost of goods and sales related to this inventory item
for default sales. These can be overridden by customer, work order codes or manual entry later on.
Reward Program Dollars:
Enter the number of points for each dollar spent on this item for the Reward Program if you have
implemented it. See Reward Program Implementation and Usage for further information.
Price Code:
Enter a price code in here to update ALL inventory items with this department configured... with the
price code and to process the price code for all pricing in those items. See Price Code Maintenance
for further explanation of price codes.
Low Margin/High Margin:
Enter a low margin to indicate to the user when ordering the goods that based on the price you enter,
will not meet the margin requirements. For instance, if you entered 15% as a low margin, and the old
cost of the item was $80 with a retail price of $100 (20%), and the new cost from your supplier rose
to $88 - a warning would come up when creating the purchase order, giving you a chance to increase
your retail price to cover the new costing.
Updates

Sale Start Date:
Enter the date your sale/promo will start at.
Sales End Date:
Enter the date your sale/promo will end at.
Price Level:
Choose a price level discount. See Price Code Maintenance
Press Update Inventory Records for your inventory to update Price Level and date the sale will
start and end at.

Category Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Categories.
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the category can be viewed and edited.

Category:
Enter the correct Category.
Description:
Enter the description for this category code.
Reward Program Dollars:
Enter the number of points for each dollar spent on this item for the Reward Program if you have
implemented it. See Reward Program Implementation and Usage for further information.
Low Margin/High Margin:
Enter a low margin to indicate to the user when ordering the goods that based on the price you enter,
will not meet the margin requirements. For instance, if you entered 15% as a low margin, and the old
cost of the item was $80 with a retail price of $100 (20%), and the new cost from your supplier rose
to $88 - a warning would come up when creating the purchase order, giving you a chance to increase
your retail price to cover the new costing.

Product Group Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Product Groups
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the product group can be viewed and edited.

Product Group:
Enter the correct Product group.
Description:
Enter the description for this product group code.
Reward Program Dollars:
Enter the number of points for each dollar spent on this item for the Reward Program if you have
implemented it. See Reward Program Implementation and Usage for further information.
Price Code:
Enter a price code in here to update ALL inventory items with this department configured... with the price
code and to process the price code for all pricing in those items. See Price Code Maintenance for further
explanation of price codes.

Price Code Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for price codes.
MAIN ENTRY Page
All detail information regarding the price code can be viewed and edited.

Price Code:
Enter a 6 character price code to be referenced in the Inventory Maintenance screen.
Price Type:
You are either marking up from Base (the default), discounting from a base price or using a direct
price with no discounts or markups.
Base Price:
Select the base price that the markup/discount above is based on. When a change occurs to the base
price, and a price code is present in the inventory maintenance screen, the program calculates the
new price for each of the Price A through F depending on what is entered in those fields.
NOTE: If you have established price codes for multiple inventory items and change the
markup/discount codes here, you will be given an option to have all those inventory items' prices
changed as according to the entered percentages here.

Contract Pricing Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Stock Number or Customer Name.

Convert From Quote
First, you should setup a Quotation with a customer Account ID and pricing for all the items to be on
the contract.
Then, select the three options first and click the Convert button to lookup a Quotation to pull prices
from and create all the new records for this customer. If you have changed the pricing, then this will
simply update prices.
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding Contract Pricing for each customer can be viewed and edited here.
Any contract price for a customer overrides normal pricing at the Quotation, Service and Point of
Sale entry screens.

Account ID/Customer Name:
Enter the exact account Code or a partial to look it up, or enter a customer name to do the same.
(Hit ENTER key to lookup)
Stock Number:
Select the stock number by entering the exact number or partial to look it up. (Hit ENTER key to
lookup)
Price:
This will be the price that the customer will get if it's the lowest price possible taking into
account sale prices and the normal customer price level. It comes into play on quotes and point
of sale.

Internal Transfers
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Stock Number or Reference
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding Internal Transfers can be viewed and edited here. Internal Transfer
Maintenance is used for those firms that have a secured area where stock will transfer in and out of. It
keeps track of the stock items but doesn't update inventory in any way. When your inventory is not correct,
you can look at this database of transfers to try to figure out if something was removed but not sold or
otherwise.

UserID/Password:
Enter your user ID and password. If it is not correct, you cannot complete the entry.
Reference:
This will be either a Sales Order, Work Order, Job Number or other reference that makes sense
when balancing inventory.
Stock Number:
Select the stock number by entering the exact number or partial to look it up. (Hit ENTER key to
lookup)
Serial#:
Enter or scan a serial# in for this item to track more accurately.
QTY Out/In:
If you are removing the item from the area, enter the quantity coming OUT of the area. If you are
putting it back, enter it into the QTY In box instead.
Extra Information:
This is unlimited information about this transaction to be used for anything. It is not indexed or
referenced anywhere.

Internal Transfers (Quick Method)
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Stock Number or Reference
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding Internal Transfers can be viewed and edited here. Internal Transfer
Maintenance is used for those firms that have a secured area where stock will transfer in and out of. It
keeps track of the stock items but doesn't update inventory in any way. When your inventory is not correct,
you can look at this database of transfers to try to figure out if something was removed but not sold or
otherwise.
** Note - the difference between the Quick Method and the regular Internal Form, is several fields:
Transfer Date cannot be changed. It defaults to today's date
Qty Fields are now at the top and default to OUT. The initial field to enter is the PIN#.
Email Sales checkbox is an option.
W/O - S/O field is now available
Once a stock number is entered, it will save and initiate to allow scanning of the next item.
QTY Out/In:
If you are removing the item from the area, enter the quantity coming OUT of the area. If you are
putting it back, enter it into the QTY In box instead. It defaults to Qty OUT
PIN# / UserID/Password:
Enter your PIN# or User ID and password. If it is not correct, you cannot complete the entry.
W/O or S/O #:
Enter a work order or sales order# to pull in the correct customer for the items being transferred.
Reference:
If a work order# or sales order# is used, this will represent the customer ID / Name. Otherwise you
can enter any reference you wish.
Stock Number:
Select the stock number by either scanning, or entering the exact number or partial to look it up. (Hit
ENTER key to lookup)

Inventory Export/Import

This form is used to export the inventory database to excel so that you can easily update fields using the
spreadsheet method, and then import them back into CISPro. Examples would be to update price levels,
vendor codes, etc.
Excel Spreadsheet Tips: 1. Do not change the format or order of columns in the spreadsheet.
2. Do not change the Stock Number or InventID fields in the spreadsheet. These are used to
synchronize back to the CISPro database.
3. There should not be any $ signs - format the amounts to number only.

Selection of Fields:
Select the fields that you want to work with in the spreadsheet - some will be just for reference and
some that you'll want to be able to change. Either double click on the field on the left to move it right,
or select the field and use the > to move it. Click on the "Export to Excel" button and save your file.
You do not have access to the quantity fields as these are tracked by audit.
When importing back in, make sure you select EXACTLY the same files in the SAME ORDER.
Although the program will check headings, etc - you don't want to mess up your database!
Inventory LOCATION Export/Import:
Works as above, but exports one location at a time. Only Reorder fields and Averagecost plus Bin
Locations are allowed to be changed.

Inventory Count Reconciliation

This form is used for reconciling your inventory counts and printing out the differences. At the startup of
the program, it will ask you for a file name - this file is saved within the Inventory folder inside the
CISPro folder - and should have been written down when you did the Inventory report for your physical
inventory. See the Inventory Count Procedure for more background information.

Actual: Enter the actual physical count for the item in this column
Bin Location:
If you have recorded a bin location or an area of the store on your sheets, record it here or alter it.
Add Item:
If you have found any items in your physical count that are NOT on the original report, enter the stock
number on the left blank space and a bin location (if recorded), then click the Add Item button. It will
add the item to the end of the count sheet and allow you to enter the actual quantity.
Upload Scanned Data:
This button will ask for a file in a certain format - usually imported from a portable scanning device.
At the moment, the ScanPal Portable Barcode Scanner will produce the exact format for this file. It
will upload all actual quantity counts for faster reconciliation.
View Differences/View All:
The differences will be filtered out so that all you see are the variances in quantity between System
Qty column and the actual column.

Print Differences/Print All:
Prints out the reports as per the selection - either just the differences (which becomes your inventory
adjustment posting) or all items.
Ready To Count:
This is the first default status - that the file has been created and it's ready to be counted (or if
counted off a sheet, ready to be entered)
Ready To Post:
Flag this if the file has been reconciled and the changes are ready to be posted to the inventory file.
Posted:
After the file has been posted, all of these fields will be readonly and no further posting is allowed.
Update Stock with Actual:
All differences will be used to update your inventory so that the CURRENT on hand quantity is
reconciled to what you had counted previously. For example, if you had shown quantity of 4 on the
system, but counted only 3 - and had sold 3 in the meantime - the calculation would look like this:
qty=1 on hand at present - 4 previous = - 3 , plus 3 counted = 0 true quantity at present.
Add Sales Order and Work Order information:
To help track down items that might not be physically where they should be, but rather on vehicles or
out on site, click this button to pull in all sales order and work order references. This information
will appear under the Extra Information column.

Purchasing

Purchase Orders, Receiving and Return Authorization forms as well as Vendor Maintenance are in this
section along with all the reports associated.
Purchase Orders [Security Level 5]
Add/Edit/Delete purchase orders.
Purchase Order Detail Edit [Security Level 5]
Generate suggested buys and edit the detail lines of ALL purchase orders sorted by various fields.
Purchase Order Logistics [Security Level 5/8]
View all purchase order detail and be able to sort and filter by different parameters. Readonly with Level
6-8 security, Edit ETA dates with Level 1-5 security.
Receivings [Security Level 5]
Receive all product through this screen.
Receipts Maintenance [Security Level 2 (Read Only) or Security Level 6]
Used to reconcile receiving records with Accounts Payable and to adjust incorrect receipts.
RMA Entry [Security Level 5]
Enter all Return Merchandise Authorization forms/products through this form.
Purchasing/Receiving Reports [Security Level 5]
A number of different reports that print out vendor and purchasing information.
Vendor Maintenance [Security Level 8 (Read Only) or Security Level 5]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) your vendors and manufacturers.
Vendor Contact Maintenance [Security Level 8]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) Vendor contacts related to the vendor file.
Vendor Export/Import [Security Level 1]
Lets you export your vendors with selected fields to an excel file. Then Change the data in the excel file
and import back in.

Purchase Order Entry
SEARCH FOR Page This page will allow you to search for Purchase Orders by PO Number, Vendor
Code, Vendor Name and Order Date

If you have multiple locations, you can change the default Location ID that produces a new Purchase
Order, without closing the form and logging back in. Simply chose a new Location ID, and create a new
PO with it.

Suggested Purchase Orders are produced by choosing various options. The system tries to determine the
items that need to be ordered to fulfill orders or inventory shortages.
Process Sales Orders / Work Orders:
Click these options to look at the sales and work orders to determine if product needs ordering. The
system will also check whether it is already on order using the Order# in the purchase file.
You can also enter a single work order# to pull in just the parts needed to be ordered for that work
order.
Check Inventory:
By selecting this option, the system will use the Reorder Point and Quantity to produce a purchase
order for those items that fall below the point. The purchase orders will be produced using the main
vendor code listed in Inventory Maintenance.
Eliminate Received/On Loan?:
If an item has been received, but is now on loan and a sales order is still outstanding - this option
assumes that the loan is for the sales order and will be invoiced later.
Order All Priority Items:

If an item is designated as a priority item ("P" in the Priority column in the sales order), this will
ensure that it will appear on a purchase order REGARDLESS of the quantity on hand. If it is already
ordered on a purchase order (with the order#), it will not appear on a new purchase order.
Vendor Codes:
Choosing "ALL" will bring in all vendors, or choose ONE vendor to select.
Manufacturer Codes:
Choosing "ALL" will bring in all items, or choose ONE Manufacturer Code to select those inventory
items tagged to it.
Delete Current Suggested:
You can choose to delete any suggested purchase orders that are current, thereby wiping the slate
clean to produce new purchase orders with the parameters you have chosen. Uncheck this if you
want to keep your suggested orders intact and simply add to them.

Display only P/O type:
You can display the completed Purchase orders as well as just the active/suggested PO's or all of
them together. Completed purchase orders cannot be altered.
DETAIL ENTRY Page
All vendor and detail information for this purchase order (Main Entry and Detail Entry) is entered on this
page.

Purchase Order Main Entry

UserID: Enter your User/SalesID first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID
that was logged in. If you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Type:
Select the Document Type from the dropdown list. To open up the list, click on the right or press the
space bar. You can also select any of the items by their first letter.
Active - Designates this order as being an active order that will update the inventory on order
field. Used when an actual order is placed.
Suggested - This is an order that has been put together, but not yet ordered. It might be a
combination of an order analysis and sales orders not ordered yet. If an order is suggested and
you change it to active, when you save it - the inventory will then be updated.
Complete - This designates that the order has been received in its entirety
Vendor Code:
Enter the vendor code. If it is not exact, you will be presented with a lookup form in which you can
choose the correct vendor from.
Vendor Name:
Enter the Vendor's name. You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which
time you can choose or cancel.
To search the database for a name within a name (ie. Search for all occurences of 'Morgan' would
bring up Morgan, Donna and Smith, Morgan) use the wildcard character "=" in front of the entry.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Name box, will bring up a screen that displays all of the
vendors available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Entering '=north' in the Name box will search for a all occurences of "north", both
upper and lowercase, within the name field in the database. You will be presented with a
screen that has ONLY those matches and you can choose one or cancel.
Note: To get to the following fields with your keyboard, use the TAB key instead of the
ENTER key on the above Name field.
Edit/Add:
To EDIT a Vendor, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the
ENTER key on Vendor Code and Vendor Name accepts the Vendor information and continues to
the detail part of the form.
To ADD a new Vendor, TAB to the Add button or use your mouse.
The following form is displayed for EDITing or ADDing a Vendor:
Information to be entered is the same as in Vendor Maintenance. See that topic for a discussion on

the fields displayed. Press F2 to save this new or edited Vendor or ESC if you don't want to save
changes.
PurchOrder:
If you have NOT chosen to have numeric purchase orders, then the purchase order is automatically
generated using the format: StoreID / Month / Day / Sequence Number.
An example of this is KL062806. Your store ID is created in System Setup.
You can changed this Purchase order number to anything you wish up to 12 characters/numbers.
Order Date:
Automatically initialized with the current date, although it can be changed at any time.
Internal Reference:
This is used for internal use only and will not appear on the purchase order.
Vendor Reference#:
This reference number is a number or code that the vendor will give you to track the order itself.
Foreign Currency:
If you have checked off foreign currency in the Vendor Maintenance file, it will show up here for
information only.
Ship Via:
Enter the shipping method using the drop down box. The choices are setup in the System Setup
Default Screen.
Attention:
Enter the person to whom the Purchase Order should be addressed to.
FOB:
Freight On Board - basically the point at where shipping charges are paid. If it's from the shipping
point, then shipping charges are to be paid by yourself. If FOB end point, then it's prepaid.

Purchase Order Detail Entry

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Stock Number: Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the
nearest match, allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER to display all information and move on to the
quantity column to allow for quantity and price changes.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key at the very start of the Stock Number. This will delete the
current line and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key at the very start of the Stock Number. This will insert a
blank line line and shift all lines below down one.

Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
VenPartNo:
Enter a vendor part number corresponding to the current vendor. If it is on file (the vendor cross
reference file), then the system will bring in the correct stock number and all of the information. If it
is not on file, the Vendor Cross Reference Lookup screen will pop up and you will be able to search
for any part in the system.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
Vendor Part Number - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new Vendor
Part Number, delete the stock number first.

Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are purchasing.
Cost:

Enter the cost, using the decimal point if needed. Pressing ENTER will take you to the beginning of
the next line.
Note: To get to the following fields with your keyboard, use the TAB key instead of the
ENTER key on the above Cost field.
ETA:
Enter the Estimated Time of Arrival for this product in regular date format (MM/DD/YY). The
default estimated time of arrival is setup in the System Setup form.
Order#:
This is the Sales Order or Work Order number that is connected to this product being ordered. If you
have used the Suggested buttons to call in all outstanding orders, then this information will already
be in here. If not, you can take the sales order or work order number and enter it here. The system
will automatically pull in the customer and salesID information and fill it in.
Customer Name/PO#:
These fields represent the actual customer that has requested this product and if available, a
purchase order from the customer for the product. It is automatically filled when a sales order is
entered or the sales orders are pulled in automatically when using the Purchase Order Detail Edit
Form.

SlsID:
This is the salesperson ID (User ID) that is attached to this product so that when it arrives, the
information on the label will refer to the proper person that ordered it.
It is automatically filled when a sales order is entered or the sales orders are pulled in automatically
when using the Purchase Order Detail Edit Form.
Manuf PartNo:
The manufacturer part number will be inserted into this column if it's entered into the inventory
maintenance record. You can also edit or enter your own entries.

Stock Number Information
As you move through each line in the detail grid, the current stock information will show. If you have
multi-store locations, then you can see the location details by clicking anywhere on the inventory
information.
Special Instructions:
Put any special instructions for this entire purchase order. These instructions will be printed out on

the purchase order form for your supplier.
Ship To:
Enter a different ship to address if it's not coming to your location. Type in an account ID in the
FindID field to find the correct customer quickly. If you have converted a sales order to purchase
order, this ship to address will automatically appear.
Edit Sales Order Notes:
[CTL-E] Any notes that refer to the product on the line that you are positioned on can be entered into
a popup screen here. This will also include all notes from any salesorders that had their notes field
updated. This is automatically filled when a sales order is entered or the sales orders are pulled in
automatically when using the Suggested Order buttons.
HOTKEYS:
F5
This key will invoke the Calculator. Use this as a regular calculator. Whatever you have as a value in
the field that you were in is entered initially and you can perform calculations on it - Press ENTER
to save the result to the same field or ESC to cancel the result and not save it to the field.
ESC
This key will take you back to the SalesID entry, just in case you want to change the type of Purchase
Order, the Vendor or the sales ID.

Vendor Contact Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for contact names.
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the vendor contact

Contact Fields:
All fields are self-explanatory. Enter the information that you wish to keep for this contact. It can be
different from the Vendor's information. In the Notes section, you can keep unlimited notes for this contact.

Purchase Order Detail Edit
This form is used to view all of the detail lines from all of the purchase orders and to be able to change
certain items on each one. It is also used to bring in outstanding sales order items or inventory items that
need to be ordered as suggested orders.

Search Field: Initially selects the Purchase Order Number as the field to search by. To select a different
field to search by, either use the mouse on the down arrow or your space bar. ESC will get you to this
field from the other fields. Stock Number, Vendor Code, Customer Name, Sales Order, Status and SalesID
are also searchable fields.
Search Text:
Enter your search parameters here and either press the ENTER key or the Find Now button to search for
it. If you enter the exact value for the field selected, you will be taken to the Main Entry Page. If it is not
found, then the grid below will be positioned at the CLOSEST record to the value you have entered. To
search for all records that CONTAIN your value, enter the "=" sign before the value to search for.
For example: "=ibm" could bring up "IBM Computer Products", "AG-IBM Enterprises", etc.
Additional Notes:
Use the arrow keys once you are inside the grid to move up and down. PageUp and PageDown also work
very well. Use the mouse to select the scroll bar to move quicker.
If a column is coloured BLUE, then you are able to sort the grid of items by that column field. Click the
header and it will sort one way, click it again, and it will sort in reverse. (much like the Windows
interface).
ST:
Status of the order line. NOT ALTERABLE
Vendor:
Vendor Code of the order line. This code is NOT ALTERABLE when the product has been ordered
(an active or completed order).
It is alterable, though, if this order is still a suggested buy. To alter it, enter the new vendor code (or
close match to it to get the lookup form). The system will delete this line from the one purchase order
and put it on the most current purchase order for the new vendor if there is one.
PO#:
Purchase Order on which this item was ordered. NOT ALTERABLE.
Stock#:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,

allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER to display all information. If you are changing
an already active purchase order line, the salesorder for this stocknumber and the presold amount
will be changed.
Description:
You can change the description to whatever you want. It will be called in when you enter a new
stock number or when the item is already in the system.
VenPartNo:
This part number will correspond to the vendor, but is available to be altered to anything you want
for reference only.
Quantity:
This is the quantity of items for this line item that are or will be ordered.
Cost:
Enter the cost, using the decimal point if needed. This can be altered.
ETA:
Enter the Estimated Time of Arrival for this product in regular date format (MM/DD/YY). The
default estimated time of arrival is setup in the System Setup form.
S/O#:
This is the Sales Order number that is connected to this product being ordered. You can take the
sales order number off of the sales order form and enter it here. The system will automatically pull
in the customer and salesID information and fill it in.
SlsID:
This is the salesperson ID (User ID) that is attached to this product so that when it arrives, the
information on the label will refer to the proper person that ordered it.
It is automatically filled when a sales order is entered or the sales orders are pulled in automatically
when using the Run Suggested Buys procedure.
Customer Name:
This field represents the actual customer that has requested this product. It is automatically filled
when a sales order is entered or the sales orders are pulled in automatically when using the Run
Suggested Buys procedure.
Notes:
Any notes that refer to the product on this line can be entered here. This will also include all notes
from any salesorders that had their notes field updated. This is automatically filled when a sales
order is entered or the sales orders are pulled in automatically when using the Run Suggested Buys
procedure. Use the TAB key to enter and exit this field.
Show Deletes:
This will show any items that have been flagged deleted from the purchase order detail file. You are

able to UNDELETE them by clicking on the left black box that shows up. If the delete box is black,
it's deleted. If not, it's ok.

Purchase Order Logistics
This is a read only form (except for ETA information) - you cannot change any of the detail lines within
the purchase orders. It allows you to look at the purchasing system overall for logistical purposes, and
then to filter out a customer, vendor, part number, etc to find out the current ordering status.

Filtering: Enter Vendors, Sales IDs, Customers, etc in the filter fields section. It will combine all the
entries to form a filtering formula to pull in the appropriate detail lines matching. For instead, you could
enter a vendor code and a sales id to find out all of the product ordered for customers by that sales person
through that vendor. it defaults to Active and suggested orders, but you can use the dropdown to change.

To clear the filtering and simply display all suggested or all active detail - click one of these options.

All columns can be sorted by clicking on them, low to high, high to low as per normal. The Order# is
available to bring up the original sales order for this purchase line item by clicking on it.

Click this button to update all the ETA date changes that you have just made.

Receiving Entry

UserID: Enter your User/SalesID first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID
that was logged in. If you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
ENTERING RECEIPTS:
You must first choose a vendor, either by name, code or by the exact purchase order # as in the
following fields. The system will search for all outstanding purchase orders for that vendor or
for the exact purchase order.
If you do not have a purchase order outstanding, you cannot enter receipts and must enter the
purchase order through the Purchase Order Entry form to proceed.
Vendor Code:
Enter the vendor code. If it is not exact, you will be presented with a lookup form in which you can
choose the correct vendor from.
PO#:
Enter the Purchase Order# which you are receiving. If you have a store ID code, it will default to
those first two letters.
Vendor Name:
Enter the Vendor's name. You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which
time you can choose or cancel.
To search the database for a name within a name (ie. Search for all occurences of 'Morgan' would
bring up Morgan, Donna and Smith, Morgan) use the wildcard character "=" in front of the entry.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Name box, will bring up a screen that displays all of the
vendors available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Entering '=north' in the Name box will search for a all occurences of "north", both
upper and lowercase, within the name field in the database. You will be presented with a
screen that has ONLY those matches and you can choose one or cancel.
Note: To get to the following fields with your keyboard, use the TAB key instead of the
ENTER key on the above Name field.
Edit/Add:
To EDIT a Vendor, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the
ENTER key on Vendor Code and Vendor Name accepts the Vendor information and continues to
the detail part of the form.
To ADD a new Vendor, TAB to the Add button or use your mouse.
The following form is displayed for EDITing or ADDing a Vendor:
Information to be entered is the same as in Vendor Maintenance. See that topic for a discussion on

the fields displayed. Press F2 to save this new or edited Vendor or ESC if you don't want to save
changes.
Document#:
This document# is automatically generated, although you can change it to your own reference
number.
Date:
This is the official receiving date. It can be changed if you are entering product received physically
on a previous date.
DETAIL RECEIPTS ENTRY:

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around
the grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way.
When the document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Qty Recvd:
Enter the quantity of product received for that line item. It can be more than what was ordered. If
less, then the remainder will remain on the purchase order when updated.
Recv Cost:
This cost will default to the Order Cost. Enter a different cost if you require. If you are using
currency conversion, then this price would be the foreign currency - the actual cost reflected in the
inventory will be the currency converted cost.
InvDate:
This is the invoice date. It will automatically set itself to the previous day. You can alter this to the
actual invoice date if you wish. Once you have set this date, on all subsequent entering, the system
defaults to both this and the invoice number that you have entered last.
InvNumber:
Enter the invoice number or reference off of the packing slip. This number will enter automatically
on subsequent entries until you change it.
Pressing ENTER here will put you one line down and back to the quantity. If you wish to enter a
barcode, use the TAB key to get over to that field.
New BarCode:
Enter a new Bar Code here, either with the keyboard or using a scanner. This
barcode will then be entered into the inventory system for this item, so that next time it is scanned at
the POS system for barcode, it will recognize this part number.

Receive Entire Purch Order:
To save time, you can receive the entire purchase order at the pricing and quantity defaults that are
showing.
Freight:
Enter separate freight costs. This cost will be prorated and added to each item for calculating the
actual received cost in inventory. The cost is prorated by VALUE, not quantity.
An example would be: 5 items at $100 and 10 items at $10 = $600 total. Freight is $60. $50 is put
to the 5 items (5/6 of the total value, so $10 each), and $10 is put to the 10 items so $1 each.
final costing 5 items at $110 ... 10 items at $11.

Flag all as A/P checked
If you are using the A/P system and have already posted an invoice, or if you are not using the system
but know that the invoice has been approved for payment, you can check this to flag the "Checked"
box in the receipts file. What this means is that you have verified that you have the correct bill to
match the receiving. It's important when you run the Receipts Not Checked Report.
Save Changes:
To save your entries, press CTL-S or click on the Save button at the bottom. This will save all
receipts to the Receipts file and process the purchase orders and inventory, updating all files.
Sending Emails to Salespeople
If you have setup the Email Server fields in the System Setup form, then you'll be asked if you want
to send emails out to all salespeople who have ordered goods and those sales orders were on the
purchase orders just received.
You have an option of leaving everything until the last vendor is received, and then sending the
emails at that time. It will know to send from the last item that was emailed to each salesperson.
Print Tags:
To print out tags (or a report) for the receipts you just entered, instead of Saving the record, Click
this button - which saves it first and then pulls up the Receipts Print Form

Receipts Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Receipts by Stock Number, Vendor Code,
Invoice Number or PO Number. It will also let you edit certain line items on this same page. Note that
when you change a field on this search page, it is immediately changed in the database. This is different
from using the save button on the main entry. Use caution when altering fields here.
Receipts MAIN ENTRY Page
All detail information for this receipt is entered / edited on this page.

Order Information:
All of the information here is from the original purchase order records, including the original price the
product was ordered at.
Receiving Information:
Information in this box relates to the actual receipt.
Location designates the specific location (if multiple locations) that this was received at.
Freight Included will show if there was an amount put into the freight field on the receipts entry.
This amount is included in the received price above it.
Actual Invoice Price is entered from the A/P invoice and used for comparison purposes.
The original customer name that is connected to this order is displayed (if it was specially ordered
for a customer)
Serial numbers are listed in a memo field, and can be edited.
Printed refers to a label being printed. If you click this off, you can reprint a label for this receipt

later.
Checked means that the A/P invoice matches this received item. If you are using the A/P module, it
will automatically be checked off when matched. If not, you can check it off manually when you have
the matching A/P invoice to this receipt. A report called Receipts Not Checked is used to reconcile
items not checked off.

RMA Entry
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for RMAs by RMA Number, Vendor Code, Vendor
Name and Requested Date
RMA MAIN ENTRY Page
All detail information for this RMA is entered on this page.

SalesID:
Enter your User/SalesID first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID that was
logged in. If you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Type:
Select the Document Type from the dropdown list. To open up the list, click on the right or press the
space bar. You can also select any of the items by their first letter.
Pending - Designates the RMA as in process but not authorized yet. No RMA number should be
on this until changed to the types below. Use this type to print out a request for credit form.
Sent For Credit - This RMA has now been sent to the supplier for a credit. When you change
the pending to this type, all inventory items in this RMA will have their on hand amounts shifted
to on rma amounts for the quantity RMA'd.
Repair/Exchange - This RMA has now been sent to the supplier for either repair or to be
exchanged.
Completed - If the RMA was sent for credit, then this will designate it as being credited to your
accounts payable and will take all inventory items off RMA and off inventory. If the RMA was
for repair/exchange, then you've received the product back and the quantity in RMA now shifts
over to quantity on hand.
NOTE: When you select this you will be prompted to enter a credit note number which is then added
to the end of the Notes field for future reference
Vendor Code:
Enter the vendor code. If it is not exact, you will be presented with a lookup form in which you can
choose the correct vendor from.
Vendor Name:
Enter the Vendor's name. You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which
time you can choose or cancel.
To search the database for a name within a name (ie. Search for all occurences of 'Morgan' would
bring up Morgan, Donna and Smith, Morgan) use the wildcard character "=" in front of the entry.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Name box, will bring up a screen that displays all of the
vendors available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Entering '=north' in the Name box will search for a all occurences of "north", both

upper and lowercase, within the name field in the database. You will be presented with a
screen that has ONLY those matches and you can choose one or cancel.
Note: To get to the following fields with your keyboard, use the TAB key instead of the
ENTER key on the above Name field.
Edit/Add:
To EDIT a Vendor, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing the
ENTER key on Vendor Code and Vendor Name accepts the Vendor information and continues to
the detail part of the form.
To ADD a new Vendor, TAB to the Add button or use your mouse.
The following form is displayed for EDITing or ADDing a Vendor:
Information to be entered is the same as in Vendor Maintenance. See that topic for a discussion on
the fields displayed. Press F2 to save this new or edited Vendor or ESC if you don't want to save
changes.
RMA#:
This field is open for you to enter the RMA# that the supplier has given you. Enter it when you have
changed the type of document to Sent for Credit or Repair/Exchange.
Requested Date:
Automatically initialized with the current date, although it can be changed at any time.
Date Sent:
Enter the date when the product is actually sent to the supplier.
DETAIL RMA ENTRY:

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around
the grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way.
When the document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Stock Number:
Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER to display all information and move on to the
quantity column to allow for quantity and price changes.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key at the very start of the Stock Number. This will delete the
current line and shift all lines below up one.

Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
VenPartNo:
Enter a vendor part number corresponding to the current vendor. If it is on file (the vendor cross
reference file), then the system will bring in the correct stock number and all of the information. If it
is not on file, the Vendor Cross Reference Lookup screen will pop up and you will be able to search
for any part in the system.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
Vendor Part Number - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new Vendor
Part Number, delete the stock number first.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you are returning
Cost:
Enter the cost, using the decimal point if needed. Pressing ENTER will take you to the beginning of
the next line.
Note: To get to the following fields with your keyboard, use the TAB key instead of the
ENTER key on the above Cost field.
Invoice#:
If you have been using the receiving system faithfully, and the item entered has been received, the last
invoice# will be automatically placed here, along with the invoice date. If not, enter the invoice# the
product was purchased from the supplier on.
Invoice Date:
Enter the invoice date the product was purchased from the supplier on. See above.
Reason:
Enter a reason for the return of this particular item. You can also enter a general reason for the entire
return at the bottom of the page if each item is the same.
BOTTOM OF FORM:

Ship Via:
Select from a list as to how the RMA was shipped. This list is maintained under System Setup.

Weighbill:
Enter the weighbill of the shipment for future reference.
Notes:
Enter general notes that will appear at the bottom of the RMA form. If all items are being returned
for the same reason, enter the reason here.
Email PDF
You can email a PDF copy of the RMA to a vendor. Make sure you have contact names in the vendor
contact file for this vendor before you do, and your email client is up and running.
HOTKEYS:
F5
This key will invoke the Calculator. Use this as a regular calculator. Whatever you have as a value in
the field that you were in is entered initially and you can perform calculations on it - Press ENTER
to save the result to the same field or ESC to cancel the result and not save it to the field.
ESC
This key will take you back to the SalesID entry, just in case you want to change the type of RMA,
the Vendor or the sales ID.

Vendor Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Vendors by the Vendor name or their Code.
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the vendor can be edited on this page.
Account Details Page
Provides vendor purchasing information and account details.

Vendor Main Entry

Vendor Code: Enter the vendor code, a 6 character alpha-numeric code that is unique to each
vendor. If you choose one that is already on file, you will be warned and not allowed to use it.
Name:
Enter the name of the vendor.
Address Information:
Enter standard address information as per the fields displayed.
Contact:
This contact is shown on the Purchase Order form that can be faxed to the supplier, so it will usually
be the salesperson name.
Email:
This field should be the main contact's email address.
Acct Number:
Enter your account number that the vendor has assigned to your account.

Minimum Order:
Enter the minimum order that you are required to submit to this supplier. When you create a purchase
order, if you have not entered the minimum order, it will give you a warning in red below the total
amount.
Tax Code:

Enter the appropriate tax code that you pay for this vendor.
Foreign Currency?:
If your prices from this supplier are in foreign currency, check this box. When receiving product, if
this is checked off, the system will use the currency conversion factor entered in the System Setup to
convert to current dollars.
Tax Charged on Freight?:
Do you pay tax (same code as above) on the freight as well? If so, check it here.
Automatic Freight %:
Enter a percentage that will be applied to the total purchases to produce a freight amount when
receiving an order. See Receiving Entry for the format and entry fields and Receipts Maintenance for
the results. Note that in Accounts Payable, it will ignore any freight generated by this percentage, as
the A/P invoice will have the correct and accurate freight amount on it, or there will be another
freight invoice involved. This field is meant to keep costs closer to the true value for purposes of
inventory valuation and commission costing.
ETA Days Ahead:
This will override the default ETA days ahead setup in the System file for this vendor when ordering
goods in Purchase Order Entry.

YTD Purchases:
This figure is the accumulated Year to Date purchases for this vendor.
RMA Contact Information:
If you want to use Return merchandise authorizations, enter the correct contact information here
(even if it is the same as above). They are used in the RMA forms for requesting return
authorizations.
Vendor ID:
A unique 15 character ID that distinguishes this vendor from any other, even if the vendor code is
changed.
Creation Date:
The date that this vendor was added to the system.
Last Changed Date:
The date that someone changed a field for this vendor using vendor maintenance.
Notes:
Enter any misc notes.

Vendor Account Details

Acct No.: This field shows Vendor/Manufacture account number in your system.
Acct Balance:
If you are using the A/P module, this represents the balance owing to this vendor.
Credit Limit:
The credit limit established by the vendor and for information only.
Default Bank:
This field has up to 5 options. This designates the bank account that is normally used for payment of
vendor invoices.
On Hold?:
Selecting this option will put this supplier on hold and cheques won't be automatically generated
through the A/P Cheque Run screen. A manual cheque can still be generated, though.
Auto Lookup in A/P?:
Selecting this option will cause the <%= TopicLink([Accounts Payable Entry],[Accounts Payable
Entry]) %>to take an invoice number or purchase order entered into the fields designated and try to
find the matching receipts entry in the receipts file. Vendor code must also match.
Terms:
Enter the number of days from the invoice date that the supplier expects payment. This number is
used in the cheque run and some reports.
Discount Terms / Percent:
Enter the number of days and the percent discount the supplier is willing to give you for early
payment. This is for information only and doesn't reflect in the cheque run.
YTD Purchases:
This figure is the accumulated Year to Date purchases for this vendor.
A/P Contact / Remit Information:
If you enter information in here, it relates to Accounts Payable cheque payees address on the cheques

and to specific A/P contacts for payment and accounting information.
Direct Payment / Bank Information:
Enter the bank information required to make a direct payment. This is for information purposes only
and will show up on the Direct payment printout when doing batch payments for vendors.
Default A/P Code:
Enter a different G/L code for the Accounts Payable to override the main default G/L code setup in
System Setup.
Default Stock Numbers and G/L Codes:
These fields are specifically built for the <%= TopicLink([Accounts Payable Entry],[Accounts
Payable Entry]) %>screen. Enter stock numbers (non inventory numbers) that could be commonly
used for typical recurring bills that do not relate to inventory purchases (such as telephone bills). If
there is an amount that is constant from billing to billing, enter it as well. All items can be changed
after they are automatically filled in.
Eliminate Serial# Preceding Character:
When scanning a serial#, you can eliminate a non-required character at the start of the serial#'s.
(Usually "S").

Vendor Export/Import

This form is used to export the vendor database to excel so that you can easily update fields using the
spreadsheet method, and then import them back into CISPro. Examples would be to update account
numbers, addresses, etc.
Excel Spreadsheet Tips: 1. Do not change the format or order of columns in the spreadsheet.
2. Do not change the Vendor Code, Vendor ID and Name fields in the spreadsheet. These are used to
synchronize back to the CISPro database.
3. There should not be any $ signs - format the amounts to number only.

Selection of Fields:
Select the fields that you want to work with in the spreadsheet - some will be just for reference and
some that you'll want to be able to change. Either double click on the field on the left to move it right,
or select the field and use the > to move it. Click on the "Export to Excel" button and save your file.
You do not have access to the quantity fields as these are tracked by audit.
When importing back in, make sure you select EXACTLY the same files in the SAME ORDER.
Although the program will check headings, etc - you don't want to mess up your database!

Accounts Payable

Accounts Payable entry, posting, Customer Credit Limit and Terms and All reports associated with A/P
are in this section. For a better explanation of the flow of information and the reconciliation between
Accounts Payable and the Purchase Order system, see Accounts Payable Reconciliation
A/P Entry (Invoices/Manual Chqs) [Security Level 2]
Enter Accounts Payable entries including invoices, credit memos, manual cheques.
A/P Batch Reports/Posting [Security Level 2]
Print batch reports and post entries to accounts.
A/P Cheque Run [Security Level 2]
Generate the automatic cheque run using parameters. Print cheques.
A/P Reports (Analysis) [Security Level 2]
Various reports including G/L distribution.
Vendor Maintenance [Security Level 8]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) your vendors and manufacturers.
A/P Account Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Maintain/Edit/Delete account entries in the accounts file. Includes flagging for payment, blocking payment
and adjustments.
Apply Open Credits [Security Level 6]
You can apply any credits that are not already applied to documents. Credits can be payments on account
or credit memos.
A/P Entry Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Maintain (edit/add/delete) the master A/P Entry file (Only certain fields can be altered)
Bank ID Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Edit your bank IDs for your Accounts Payable payments

Bank ID Maintenance

Enter your Bank ID and GL code associated with that Bank.
This form allows you to maintain different bank accounts which could be used for different paying aspects
of your business such as using visa or online payment types.

Accounts Payable Entry
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Accounts Payable by Vendor Code, Document,
PO, Cheque Number and other fields.
Detail Entry Page
All detail information for this Accounts Payable document is entered on this page.

Batch:
Automatically generated, although it can be changed if you are working on multiple batches.
UserID:
Enter your User/SalesID first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID that was
logged in. If you enter an invalid SalesID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Type:
Select the Document Type from the dropdown list. To open up the list, click on the right or press the
space bar. You can also select any of the items by their first letter.
Invoice - Regular Invoice type. Debit notes are also designated as invoices.
Credit Note - Select this when you want to put a credit on account.
Payment - Select this when you want to record a payment or generate a cheque for this
supplier.
Vendor Code:
Enter the vendor code. If it is not exact, you will be presented with a lookup form in which you can
choose the correct vendor from.
Vendor Name:
Enter the Vendor's name. You will be presented with a lookup screen with the closest match at which
time you can choose or cancel.
To search the database for a name within a name (ie. Search for all occurences of 'Morgan' would
bring up Morgan, Donna and Smith, Morgan) use the wildcard character "=" in front of the entry.
Example1: Entering 'NORTH' in the Name box, will bring up a screen that displays all of the
vendors available, starting with the closest it has found to 'NORTH'.
Example2: Entering '=north' in the Name box will search for a all occurences of "north", both
upper and lowercase, within the name field in the database. You will be presented with a
screen that has ONLY those matches and you can choose one or cancel.
Note: To get to the following fields with your keyboard, use the TAB key instead of the
ENTER key on the above Name field.
Edit/Add: To EDIT a Vendor, you must either TAB to the Edit button, or use your mouse. Pressing

the ENTER key on Vendor Code and Vendor Name accepts the Vendor information and continues
to the detail part of the form.
To ADD a new Vendor, TAB to the Add button or use your mouse.
Information to be entered is the same as in Vendor Maintenance. See that topic for a discussion on
the fields displayed. Press F2 to save this new or edited Vendor or ESC if you don't want to save
changes.
Document#:
Enter the invoice (or credit memo) number of this accounts payable document. . If you have Auto
Lookup set in the Vendor Maintenance, an attempt will be made to find the correct detail information
in the receipts file for this document.
PO#:
Enter the purchase order# for this document. If the document# field is empty and you have Auto
Lookup set in the Vendor Maintenance, an attempt will be made to find the correct detail information
in the receipts file for this document.
Reference#:
The reference can relate to any part of the invoice or credit memo. It will be printed on the reports. If
you change the document#, and this field is empty, it will contain what was previously in the
document# field. This is usually the packing slip#.
Document Date:
Automatically initialized with the current date, although it can be changed at any time. Enter the date
of the invoice or credit memo here.
Due Date:
This date will be automatically generated based upon the entered document date and the Terms
entered in Vendor Maintenance for this vendor.

Accounts Payable Detail Entry
DETAIL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE ENTRY (INVOICES):

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Stock Number: Enter a partial Stock Number and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the
nearest match, allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Enter a complete Stock Number and press ENTER to display all information and move on to the
quantity column to allow for quantity and price changes.
DELETE a line by pressing the DEL Key at the very start of the Stock Number. This will delete the
current line and shift all lines below up one.
INSERT a line by pressing the INS Key at the very start of the Stock Number. This will insert a
blank line line and shift all lines below down one.
Description:
Enter a partial description and the Inventory Lookup Form will display at the nearest match,
allowing you to search and find what you are looking for.
Note: If you have already entered a stock number - the program assumes you are CHANGING the
description - not looking up another one. Therefore, if you want to lookup a new description, delete
the stock number first.
VenPartNo:
Enter a vendor part number corresponding to the current vendor. If an auto lookup of the document
has occurred any vendor part numbers from the file will be brought into here.
Quantity:
Enter the quantity of items you have purchased.
Cost:
Enter the cost, using the decimal point if needed.
G/L Code:
If you have set the G/L Code up in Inventory Dept Maintenance, it will automatically be brought into
this column. If not, enter a G/L code corresponding to this line item.
PO#:
Automatically generated if Auto Lookup has succeeded. If not, enter a Purchase Order corresponding
to this detail line item.
DETAIL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE ENTRY (PAYMENTS):

To Apply:
This is the only field you can enter into for this payment grid. This grid will appear only when
entering a manual cheque. Press the ENTER key to accept the entire amount in the balance column,
or enter an amount. The amount will be added automatically to the total cheque amount at the bottom
of the page.
BOTTOM OF FORM:

Vendor Information:
Vendor address information will be displayed relating to the vendor currently showing.
Payee Information:
These fields are for cheque information. They allow you to enter different payee information from
the vendor information. Useful for petty cash or similar accounts where all charges go under the one
account, but can be paid to separate individuals.

Totals:
The subtotal is a total of all the detail lines above. GST is automatically calculated, but can be
changed along with freight.
Cheques:
Select the bank that this cheque will be written upon. Bank Codes are created in System Setup. Enter
the cheque date and number. The Cheque Amount will be automatically updated from the detail
screen (To Apply column), although it can also be changed or entered here.
Printing cheques is as easy as clicking on the Print Button.

A/P Batch Reports/Posting

This form will allow you to print out a range of batches for the A/P entry, post them and print out the
posted reports as well.
Batch Number Start/End: Enter the start and ending batch number to be printed and/or posted. The
defaults are from the last unposted batch number to the ending batch number. If there are no unposted
batch numbers, then it will start with the first batch number in the file.
A/P Batch Report:
This will print out a report detailing all UNPOSTED batches in the range specified

Manual Cheque Batch Report:
This will print out a report detailing all UNPOSTED cheques in the range specified.

Post A/P Documents:
Choosing this option will post any unposted documents within the batch number range specified. The
summary file is updated for all G/L Periods.
A/P Posted Report:
This will print out a report detailing all POSTED batches in the range specified

A/P Cheque Run

This form will allow you to select payments for your Account Payable vendors by due date and print them
on laserprinter cheques.
Bank Code: Select the bank code that the cheques are paid with. Bank codes are setup in System
Setup.
GL Period:
Select the GL Period that these cheques will be posted to. The default GL Period is automatically
selected at the start.
Use Discounts:
If you wish to use the discounts available to each vendor, check this box. Discounts will be used
only if the discount period is less than or equal to the due date entered.
Cheque Date:
This date will be printed on the cheques.
Due Date:
The program will select invoices and credits that have a due date on or before this date.
Vendor Code Start/End:
Enter the vendor code range to print.

Click the Display Pre-Cheque Register button and the program will run through all unpaid invoices
for the period, and display the ones that will be selected by due date for the cheque run. This gives
you an opportunity to see on the screen what will be printed out. The information cannot be altered
on this screen. If you need to delay payment or hold a cheque, use the Vendor Maintenance form to
hold all payment for the vendor, or the A/P Accounts Maintenance form to hold payment for a single
invoice.

Select whether you want to display the report on screen or print out and click the Print Pre-Cheque
Register button to run it. After any adjustments are made, enter the starting cheque number, and click
the Cheque Run button to generate cheques. If you have already generated cheques and this is a run to
post them, you can send the cheques to the screen instead by selecting the Screen option. After the

cheques are printed, you will be prompted to answer whether you want them posted or not. If you
answer NO, then you can run this cheque run again to screen later and post it then. If YES, then all
cheques will be marked posted and the account file will be updated for all invoices selected.
Cheque Printing Problems:
After the program processes the cheque run,it will ask you if the cheques have been printed (as
below).
If there was a problem with the cheques, you have the option of either re-doing the entire cheque run
with new cheque number or to restart in the middle of the cheque run. If starting in the middle of the
cheque run, the following screen will display.
Enter the cheque number that would have been the next one to print and select the Cheque Run button
again and the program will run through all unpaid invoices for the period, and display the ones that
will be selected by due date for the cheque run. This gives you an opportunity to see on the screen
what will be printed out. The information cannot be altered on this screen. If you need to delay
payment or hold a cheque, use the Vendor Maintenance form to hold all payment for the vendor, or
the A/P Accounts Maintenance form to hold payment for a single invoice.

A/P Accounts Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for account items by document#, Vendor Code, etc.
Main Entry Page
The account items are edited, deleted, added on this page

*** CAUTION ****
This maintenance form is used to alter any A/P accounting item that is open and available in the A/P
accounts file. It is to be used with extreme caution. There is no balancing of accounts performed
here. It is mainly used to correct errors made or to flag payment status.
Account ID:
Enter the Vendor Code for this item. If it is not on file, you will be presented with a lookup screen to
select from.
Document Type:
Select a document type from the list presented.
Document #:
Enter the document number, or any reference number to go onto file
Document Date/Due Date:
Enter the date of the invoice/credit note and a due date.
Original Amount/Balance:
The Original Amount is the amount the invoice or credit note was originally for. If it has been paid
down or used, then the Balance will reflect the current amount.
Description:
Enter as much detail as you can. Usually these fields refer to what the transaction was or how it was

paid.
PO Number:
Refers to the purchase order number for this invoice issued by your purchasing department.
LocID:
If you are using the multi-location option, enter the location ID here.
Payment Status:
Designates the current payment status for this document.
Normal: cheques will be generated according to due date
Hold: no cheque will be issued until this is released
Force payment: This will be paid on the next cheque run regardless of the Vendor Hold status.
Payment Details:
Displays all payment details for any payment or credit applied against this document. Can list
multiple payments. If the cheque was voided, a negative amount will show in this screen.
Last Date Changed/UserID Changed:
If someone changed anything on this item (not the system itself), then a date is recorded as well as
the userID.

Apply Open Credits (A/P)

For instructions on using this form, refer to Apply Open Credits

A/P Entry Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for account items by document# or Vendor Name,
etc.
Main Entry Page
The A/P Entry items are edited on this page

The only reason to use this form is to change certain fields AFTER the document has been posted
and there is an error or additional information.
All fields that are not grayed out are available to be altered.

General Ledger

General Ledger Entry, Posting and general reports along with Financial Statements.
G/L Journal Entry [Security Level 2]
Enter Journal entries into the General Ledger
Batch Reports and Posting [Security Level 2]
Print out the batch report, post the transactions and print out the posting reports
G/L Period Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Add and edit General ledger Periods. Used for General Ledger and Accounts Payable.
G/L Code Maintenance [Security Level 2]
Set up the Chart of Accounts for use in A/P, A/R, POS and G/L Distribution reports
G/L Setup [Security Level 1]
Setup all the parameters for the General Ledger System
Edit Budget Amounts [Security Level 1]
Edit and maintain budget amounts for Income type accounts
G/L General Reports [Security Level 1]
Ledger reports and other main reports for the General Ledger
Financial Reports [Security Level 1]
Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statements and custom report generation
Import G/L SubLedgers [Security Level 2]
Import transactions from the POS and A/P subledgers and export to Accpac/Simply accounting programs

Journal Entry
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for documents by Batch Number.
Main Entry Page
All General Ledger Entry details are entered on this main entry page.

Batch:
Automatically generated, although it can be changed if you are working on multiple batches.
G/L Period:
Automatically defaults to the current G/L Period setup in General Ledger Setup, although it can be
changed if you are working on multiple batches.
UserID:
Enter your User first. If you do not enter anything here, it will default to User ID that was logged in.
If you enter an invalid UserID, you will be "beeped" and asked to enter again.
Date:
This is automatically determined by the ending date of the G/L Period that is entered. It can be
altered of course.
Source Ledger:
Enter a Source Ledger (two letter code) for reference to this Entry. For example: AP - Accounts
Payable, SA - Sales Journal, GL - General Ledger standard entry.
Source Code:
Enter a Source Code (5 character maximum) for reference to this Entry. For example: "SL" subleger.
[Note: When importing the A/P subledger (G/L Import/Export), this source code will refer to the
batch number. When importing the sales journal, the date of the sales journal will be put in here in a
"YMMDD" format.]
Entry #:
Each batch can have many entries. This designates which one this form is showing.
Quick Entry? :
Each batch can have many entries. This designates which one this form is showing.
BATCH TOTALS
As entries are made, the batch totals for debits and credits and the total entries are kept up to date
here.

G/L Transaction Detail Entry

Using the ENTER key will move you to the Right. You can use the ARROW Keys to move around the
grid. You can also put blank lines in between items and fill them in later or leave them that way. When the
document is saved, all blank lines are deleted.
Reference / Description: Enter a reference to this entry. When importing from sales or A/P, it enters
document#'s.
G/L Code :
Enter the G/L Code for this detail line. If you enter an invalid code, the G/L Lookup screen will
popup, allowing you to choose the right one. If you forget the exact code, type in as much as you
remember and the same screen will come up to assist you.
Debit / Credit :
Enter the amount for the G/L Code entered. If you enter an amount in one field the other field must be
0. If it is not, it will be set to 0 when you do.
Job No. :
If you have the job costing system, you can enter a Job Number here so that the posting of the expense
will go against the job costs.
Entries must be balanced - an error will appear if they are not. After entering the journal entries, use
the Batch Reports/Posting form to print your entries and post them.

Batch Reports/Posting

This form will allow you to print out a range of batches for the G/L entry, post them and print out the
posted reports as well.
Batch Number Start/End: Enter the start and ending batch number to be printed and/or posted. The
defaults are from the last unposted batch number to the ending batch number. If there are no unposted
batch numbers, then it will start with the first batch number in the file.
G/L Batch Report:
This will print out a report detailing all UNPOSTED batches in the range specified. You have an
option just to print a summary of each G/L Code as well. Check off the "Summary Only" box.

Post G/L Entries:

Choosing this option will post any unposted documents within the batch number range specified. It
simply flags the documents (invoices, credits and payments) as posted. When the documents have
been posted, they cannot be altered.
G/L Posted Report:
This will print out a report detailing all POSTED batches in the range specified

G/L Period Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for G/L Periods by the G/L Period
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the G/L Period can be edited on this page.

Period:
Enter the G/L Period, an 8 character alpha-numeric code that is unique to each G/L Period. If you
choose one that is already on file, you will be warned and not allowed to use it.
Starting Date:
Enter the Starting date of the G/L Period using MM/DD/YYYY format.
Ending Date:
Enter the Ending date of the G/L Period using MM/DD/YYYY format.
Report Ending Date:
Enter a heading that will appear on the General Ledger Reports for any reports pertaining to this G/L
Period.

G/L Code Maintenance

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for G/L Codes by the G/L Code
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the G/L Code can be edited on this page.

G/L Code:
Enter the G/L Code, a 15 character alpha-numeric code that is unique to each G/L Code. If you
choose one that is already on file, you will be warned and not allowed to use it.
Accounting Description:
Enter a description that all accounting reports will use for this G/L Code.
User Description:
Enter a description that will show on all entry forms throughout the system that the users will access.
G/L Type:
Select either Income, Retained Earnings or Balance Sheet type for this code.

Edit Budget Amounts

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for G/L Code or G/L Period.
Main Entry Page
All detail information regarding the G/L Code and it's budgeting can be edited on this page.

You first must select the exact G/L Code and the Period in which you want to establish a budget from
the Search Screen. All fields except Budget Amount are read-only.
Budget Amount:
Enter the budget amount in here, or edit it. This will be used for comparison purposes in the General
Ledger Financial Reports.

G/L Setup

Main Information Page Setup the defaults for the General Ledger
Current Fiscal Year Starting G/L Period:
Select the first month of the current fiscal year.
Current Fiscal Year Ending G/L Period:
Select the last month of the current fiscal year.
Retained Earnings G/L Code:
Enter your retained earnings G/L Code here. When closing the fiscal year, the net YTD Retained
earnings will be transferred into this account.
Default G/L entry Period:
Enter the default G/L Period that is used for G/L Entry.
Reset Trial Balance to Actual:
Use this button only if you suspect the trial balance is not actually correct. This will take the ending
figures from the fiscal period before the start of the current fiscal period and add all General Ledger
entries that have been posted for each account and summarize the totals for each fiscal period
thereafter.

Import G/L Subledgers

IMPORT FROM SUBLEDGER:
The Sales and A/P Journals can be imported to the General Ledger using the parameters as listed
below. Each of these subledgers will be imported into an open batch in G/L. When you have
balanced the batch against the reports from the subledgers, you can post the G/L batch.
G/L Period to Post into:
This is the G/L Period that will be on the G/L Batch.
Sales Journal:
Enter the start and end date of the days that you want to import the sales journal from. If you would
prefer a summary of the G/L codes imported, click on the Summary Only box. Click on "Sales
Journal" to import the subledger.
A/P Subledger Journal:
Enter the starting and ending batch number to import. Only batches that have NOT been previously
imported will be chosen. If you would prefer a summary of the G/L Codes imported. click on the
Summary Only box. Click on "Accounts Payable" to import the batches chosen.
Import from File (KIS Payroll Program):
This is a special import to bring in an export file from the KIS payroll program. Each entry is equal
to a payroll cheque with all G/L coding.

Pop Up Screens
Customer Scheduling (Sample)
This form is used to setup Scheduled Items for this particular customer. The form can be accessed
through a button on each of the customer maintenance forms.
Customer Information (Sample)
This page is used to display and edit all of the customer/Company information.
Customer History (Sample)
Displays a complete list of all sales and service history for the customer.
Customer Account Information (Sample)
Displays the Customer current Accounts Receivable Balance and details.
Customer Order Status (Sample)
This screen shows all of the details for Sales Order status for the customer.
Inventory Information (Sample)
This screen lists all Details for the inventory item selected from the point of sale screen.
Current Inventory Lookup (Sample)
This screen list items currently on sale.
Inventory History (Sample)
This screen displays all of the history for the item selected from the Point of Sale Screen.
Inventory Sales Order Status (Sample)
Displays the Sales Order/Work Order status of the inventory item selected from the point of sale
screen and accessed through the inventory item information screen.
Add Ons (Sample)
This screen displays and allows you to select additional items to add to the order or quote.
Price Matrix (Margining and Discount) (Sample)
Use this popup screen to figure out margin or discount based on the cost and list price of the item. It
will appear in the Quotationsand Point of Sale Entry forms.
Vendor Cross-Reference Lookup (Sample)
This screen allows you to select a vendor specified item from the supplier cross reference file.
Vendor Information (Sample)
Displays the Vendor information for an item accessed from "Inventory" on the tool bar and accessed
by pressing "Vendor Cross Reference".

Add Ons

Select products to be added to the sale or quotation by clicking on the box or pressing the space key.
Press F2 or click the save button to accept. Addons are normally used to show the accessories you
can add on to the sale, but also can be used for items that are automatically included such as free
wash with purchase of gas. It can also be used to add in enviro taxes automatically.
To setup the Add Ons for an inventory item, select the AddOn button in Inventory Maintenance.

Create Inventory Matrix

Base Stock Number Enter the base stock number, so for the example above, "123", and the relevant
information as per normal inventory parameters.
Description:
This is the main description that is displayed on all of the lookup forms. You have room for 50
alphanumeric characters.
Description2:
This is the secondary description. If there is room, it will be displayed on forms after description with a
"/" between the two.You have room for 50 alphanumeric characters.
Department Number
A designated number for the department from 1-99. You can designate your own departments. Used for
sales reports and inventory reports. If you don't know the correct dept number, look it up by clicking on
the button next to it. Select by pressing ENTER or Double-Click the mouse.
If the dept number does not exist, you will not be able to enter it. Use the Dept# Maintenance
program to enter new dept numbers.
Category
Used for categorization of inventory items. This code is an alphanumeric code that is 6 characters in
length.
Item Type

There are five types of inventory.
Regular. Valued in all reports
Service. Used where there is no actual inventory but you sell it anyway. Primarily used for such
items as labour.
Kit. This item is also not valued on inventory reports. It is a container item for a quantity of items
that make up this kit. When selected in the POS or Quotation system, it will pull in all of the kit items
as separate line items. A full explanation of Kit Items is below.
Equipment. Used for singular stock items (may only have qty=1 on hand) that you wish to record
costing against using work orders. If you use this stock number as the stock number that the work
order pertains to, all costs on the work order when closed are added to this item. (Used for vehicles
and other items that are serialized.)
Note: When this is selected, another field called Equip Ser# will appear allowing you to enter the
serial number of this item directly.
Non-Inventory. Used as a stock item that is not kept track of - and that the cost always matches the
selling price, even if the selling price is adjusted at time of invoice. This item is used for freight
items, etc.
Coupon. Use this designation for a coupon item. The quantity on the invoice will
AUTOMATICALLY revert to a negative number, therefore reducing the price of the invoice. You
can keep track of the number of coupons that are sold by inventory number.
Comment. Opens up the detail line, allowing you to enter the full 100 characters of the description
at once. Also will print out the entire line without quantities or prices on invoices, quotes, etc.
AutoCreate. Will bring up the Create Inventory dialog to automatically create new inventory items
in the Quotation and Point of Sale Entry screens. Generates an automatic inventory stock number that
is not the same as this one.
Serial Number Required
If this is selected, then each time the item is used in the POS system on a regular invoice, the user will be
prompted to enter serial number(s) for that product. (See Point of Sale Entry ) .
Manuf Code/Part#:
Enter the manufacturer's code which should be established first in the Vendor Maintenance file. This is a
six letter or numerical code. Then enter the manufacturer's part number for this item.
Vendor Code/Part#:
This is the primary vendor for this inventory item that you buy from. It is different in some cases from the
manufacturer (if you are buying through a distributor) or it can be the same as the manufacturer (if you are
buying direct). If you enter a new vendor/partno in here, you will be saving it to the vendor cross
reference file as well. If you change the partno, the partno and pricing will change on the vendor cross
reference file, too.
Tax Code
Enter the tax code for this item. It will override the tax code status for the customer on the POS and
Quotation screens, unless the customer has a higher priority tax code.
Standard Cost
Enter the cost that you would normally pay the supplier. This is usually just a reference point and is also
used to setup pricing in the purchase orders when ordering this item.

Price A
Enter your prices for the different levels. These levels will synchronize with either the default POS Price
explained below or the customer price level. In normal circumstances Price A is the list price and Price
B-F are discount prices.
Matrix Code
Enter the Matrix Code this item is associated with. (Matrix Maintenance)

Customer Account Information

Displays the Customer Account Information.
Type
This is the document type of the original transaction:
IN - Invoice, RT - Rental, RF - Refund, CR - Credit Memo
Various types of documents that could appear on the account. Note that there is an original
balance and a current balance.
PY - Payment
This is the original document for the payment on account. If the balance is 0, then the
payment has been fully applied. If not, then you can apply the payment to outstanding
invoices by using the Apply Open Credits form.
PA - Payment Applied
This shows how the distribution of the payment on account was processed (or a refund
was applied). It appears under the paid document, but shows which cheque# paid this
document and the date it was paid on.
PO Number
This purchase order number comes from the document itself in Point of Sale
Show Archived Records?
By Default, the screen only shows those records that have not been archived (when balance is 0
- Monthend Procedures). Click this to show entire history of the account.
Days To Pay
This number is calculated on the last year of invoices and payments. It's the average days from
the date of invoice until the date it was fully paid.
Account Balance
The Current account balance of all outstanding invoices and other documents.

Customer History

This page lists all of the customer history for sales and service. By clicking on any column, you can
sort the information available by that column - backwards and forwards.
Show Only
Limits the Type of document type shown in the window.
Description/Stock Number Search
You can enter a search for description or stock number or use the "=" sign to search for text within
each field.
Include Billed Items Where ShipTo is Different?
This will add in any sales made where this customer was the bill to customer, not the ship to. For
instance, head office billing sales where each invoice bills to different ship to addresses.
Filter by Selected Item?
Click on a line item, and this will show only items that match the stock number of that line item
selected. Handy for finding all the same stock number sold to this customer, and when they were
sold.
Also by Serial No?
This is included for items that might have been loaned, invoiced, refunded, etc. This will only select
those items with the same serial number as the selected item.
Suppress Kit Detail?
This is an option for the printout and will suppress any detail lines of a kit sale. (those lines that
have '>' as the beginning of the description)
Print/Print Preview
You can print the customer history in a report format - it will print what you have showing in the
grid, including any filtering you have done. You can also preview the report before printing it.

Customer Information

Customer/Company information can be displayed and edited on this screen
First Name, Last Name, Company/Org: This is important! If the customer wishes to be invoiced
under a company or organization name, then enter a company or organization name. This field will
OVERRIDE the first name and last name fields. Put in their name as the main contact in the company.
If there is no company or organization, then the customer's last name is used to index the file, and
their first name and last name will appear on invoices.
Acct ID:
If you wish to keep an account open for this customer, enter an account ID in here. <B>Maximum
length </B>for Account ID's is 10, and can consist of any numeric/character combination.<BR>
<B>For example:</B> CND01 = Condon Computer.<BR>If there happens to be an Account ID that
is the same for someone else, you will be notified and allowed to enter another one (until you get it
right!)<BR>Account IDs are used in the accounts receivable system to allow payments, credits and
other transactions to be entered quickly and accurately.
Status:
A single status code can be assigned to each customer (as opposed to multiple categories). These
status codes can be entered freeform, or selected from the drop down list (Setup in the Field Lists
Maintenance form) for more structured data sorting. By assigning a status to the customer, you are
able to filter by this status in Customer Reports.
Address and Phone#'s:
The computer will check for accuracy in entering the postal code (Format must be A9A 9A9 unless
all numerical which the computer assumes is a US Zip Code), the phone number (999-9999), fax

number and the area codes . Area codes are skipped as most customers will probably be local. To
put an area code in, either use the mouse or press Shift-Tab . When you are entering the area code, it
automatically skips to the phone number so that you can enter the entire number quickly.
Phone2 Description:
Enter a 10 character description for the 2nd phone line. ie. Home / TollFree, etc.
Cell:
Enter Cell phone information including the Carrier if needed. The carrier dropdown list can be
created using Field Lists Maintenance. Any entry or changes will automatically update the Contacts
file. (See Customer Contact Maintenance for further information.)
SlsID1 and 2;
Sales ID 1 is the normal salesperson/user ID for this customer. If there is another person that takes
care of this account, enter their initials in SalesID2.
SrvID1 and 2;
Service ID 1 is the primary service person ID for this customer. If there is another person that backs
up the primary service person for this account, enter their initials in SrvID2. These ID's will be
displayed in the service module when this customer is entered on a work order.
Main Contact/Email:
This is the main contact person for the company. Their email can also be entered.
Acct Contact/Email:
This is the person that is the contact in the accounting department, or who takes care of paying the
account (if there is one). It could be the same as above, and if empty, assumes that it is the same as
above.
Website:
Website of the company (or the individual) to be entered here.
Credit Limit:
If you are authorized, enter a credit limit for the customer here. In the POS Entry Form, if their
balance exceeds the credit limit when entering an invoice, a warning will appear on the screen, and
depending on the options your company has chosen, you can either ignore it or enter an authorized
password to get by it. Credit limits are not allowed for customers without an Account ID setup first.
Terms Code:
Defaults to Cash. If you are setting up an account for this customer, enter the appropriate terms code
for the type of account.
Acct Balance:
This will show the present account balance for this customer if there is one. It is for display only. To
alter the balance, use the same field on the Accounts Detail Page.
Price Level:
Enter the price level that is appropriate for this customer. Price level defaults to 'A'. If the customer

has a price level other than 'A', and the inventory price level has a price entered, then the customer
will get that price automatically. For example: Customer has Price Level C Inventory item has Price
A= $99.99, Price B= $89.99, Price C= $79.99 When entering the inventory on the Point of Sale
Form, the customer would automatically get the $79.99 price.
Tax Code:
If the customer is different from the default tax code setup in System Setup, switch to the appropriate
tax code here.
PST Exempt#:
Enter the customers' PST Exempt Number, if they are exempt from Provincial Sales Taxes.
Alert Message:
Any text typed into here will come up as a warning alert message when the customer is accessed in
any of the entry screens like POS or Quotations.
Send Statement:
When sending statements for account customers, if this is checked off, no statement will be printed. It
is checked by default when a terms code of NET 10 or NET 30 is given to the customer.
Credit Hold:
If a customer has Credit Hold checked, no one is allowed to charge anything to their account. Any
charges will be denied at the point of sale.
Charge Interest:
When the Charge Interest procedure is run, this customer will be included if their invoices are over
the specified time period. The rate of interest is setup in the <%= TopicLink([System Setup Form],
[System Setup]) %>
Category Description:
Press the INSERT key to bring up a customer category listing, and select a category (or categories)
which you can link to this customer for future target marketing purposes. To delete a category from
the customer, highlight the category you wish to delete and then press the DELETE key.
Customer ID:
This is a 15 character unique identifier code pertaining to each customer specifically. It is used to
link the files and will not be changed regardless of any name changes or Account ID changes.
Creation Date:
The date on which this customer record was setup.
Last Changed On:
The last date someone changed this record using the customer maintenance form.
Order Status:
[CTL-I] Shows sales orders on file for this customer.
Customer Scheduling:

Click on this button to bring up the Customer Scheduling Form.
Customer Scheduling:
Click on this button to bring up the Customer Scheduling Form.

Customer Order Status

This screen shows all of the details for Sales Order status for the customer.

Customer Scheduling

Use this form to setup customer scheduling - time management for tasks to accomplish for your
customers (ie. Weekly deliveries). Then use the Scheduling Reports on a regular basis to schedule
your resources to accomplish those tasks.
Start Date / End Date:
Select a start and end date for the scheduling dates to fit between.
Reference Code:
Enter the reference code for this scheduling item. If it's not exact, you will be presented with a
lookup screen to select your code.
Description:
You can leave the description as is, or change it to better suit this scheduling item for this particular
customer.
When you save this selection, the scheduling dates will be automatically added to the file and shown
in the grid below your selection. You can delete a scheduling item by pressing the DELETE button. It
will remove all occurrences of this scheduling item from the database.

Dashboard

Once all the parameters are setup in Dashboard Maintenance, this screen will display the comparisons
between the current and previous results in sales, service and more. As shown, there is also the capability
to display current Accounts Receivable aging and average days to pay.
Description:
This can be altered in Dashboard Maintenance and describes the figures shown in a user friendly
manner
UserID:
"ALL" refers to the entire operations' activities. Otherwise, the User ID will refer to a specific sales
or service person and their own comparison figures. Any user can have their own and other user
figures showing. The Dashboard Maintenance (Level 1 security) sets this up.
Result:
This figure is the current result to compare to - (in the case of Average days to pay, it is the only
figure)
Compare To:
This is the comparison Description - it can be altered to a user friendly description in Dashboard
Maintenance.
Compare Amount and Diff%:
The amount that is calculated as the comparison to produce the percentage difference in the Diff%
column. In the case of A/R Aging, this is the total Accounts Receivable from all customers.

Last Updated:
This will show the last time the dashboard database was updated by anyone in the network.
Update Information:
Click this to quickly update the current information for all users.
Reset Dashboard Master:
If you have added or changed any items in the Dashboard Maintenance, then click this to reset the

dashboard master file and update all current information.

Edit Sales Order Notes

You can add additional product information under each product you have entered on your Sales
Order/Invoice/WO/Quote by Double clicking on the description of the product.
Sales Internal Notes In this field you can add information that is only viewable by Internal Staff. This
information will not be displayed on Sales orders or Invoices. Information about updated cost or change
in supplier can be entered into that field.
Detail Description
In this field you can add full product description, specifications, or additional product information for the
customer to see. This detail description will be displayed on Quotations.

Inventory History

Displays the history of the inventory item you have selected from the point of sale screen.
Demand designates how many actual purchases took place, regardless of the quantity of each purchase.
You can print this history out, as well as preview before printing out.
It can also be exported to an excel file.
On Hand Calc uses only what is in the grid and if you have imported from outside CISPro, this figure
might be incorrect. Use it as a guide only. It IS accurate for recently created items.
Types:
IN - Invoice from Point of Sale Entry
RF - Refund from Point of Sale Entry
LN, LR, RT, RR - Loaners and Rentals and their returns from Point of Sale Entry
RC - Recieving record generated by the Receiving Entry (or Inventory Maintenance if using the
Basic Version)
ST - Stock Transfer
IX - Internal Transfer (generated by the Internal Transfers form)
Include Internal Xrfs (Transfers) if you are trying to reconcile where the items have been moved. This
does not figure into the On Hand Calc.

Inventory Information

This screen lists all Details for the inventory item selected from the point of sale screen. It is
selected from most screens that deal with inventory items. Users can update certain information on
this screen when they have the option checked off in their User Profile.. The fields that can be
changed will show in light green.

Inventory Merge

This is accessed by the

button in Inventory Maintenance.

It allows you to merge two inventory items together - especially when you've entered two different
stock numbers but the items are identical. You must go to the item that you want to keep, click on the
merge button and select the item you want to merge INTO this item.
It will then replace all the Inventory IDs in the sales, service, quotation files with the main Inventory
ID, moving the history of the merged item into the main item's history now and delete the other item.

Inventory Sales Order Status

Displays the Sales Order/Work Order status of the inventory item selected from the point of sale
screen and accessed through the inventory item information screen. SO/WO are the sales orders and
work orders pending, and PO is the purchase order that has the product on order for the client.
You can preview, print and output to excel file using the buttons provided.

Inventory Lookup

This form is accessed from many screens where you have typed in part of a stock number or description
or pressed the F7 key.
If you have typed in a partial search, or used the '=' for a search string, then the form will display all the
items selected by your search. If pressing F7, the form will be blank, awaiting your parameters.
You can enter as many parameters as you want in the fields at the top. They combine together for the final
filtering. For example, you can specify a department, then a category within that department to further
define your search.
Show Only Available Items
Check this to only show positive amounts in the Avail column. It is the net amount of ON HAND LESS
PRESOLD. If you've specified a location, then it will be only the amounts within that location.

Linked Documents

You can attach documents for customers, inventory, or various documents. Look for the
form. Clicking this button will pull up the Linked Documents form as above.

button on the

Although you can add any document, you can only open the documents that you have applications for. For
instance, you can add an AutoCad file, but you cannot click on the document and open it. If you do have
the application to open the file, select the file name and doubleclick to open in on your machine.
To add a new document, press the

button and browse to select your file.

To change the location of the file, select the document name and click the Browse
file location.

button to find a new

To change the name of the document (Not the file name, but the name you'd like to refer to it within the
CISPro database), select the document, change the Document Name and Save.

Price Matrix (Margining and Discount)

Cost: This cost is the average cost of your item.
List:
This list is the list price of your item.(Price A in inventory maintenance)
Round Up To:
Choose N-No Rounding, 1-Round to nearest Dollar or 9-Round to nearest 9 Dollars.
Margin
Enter your margin desired or use the up and down arrows to change the pricing on the fly. Margin is
the % of profit against Total Price.
Discount:
Enter your discount desired or use the up and down arrows to change the pricing on the fly.
(Calculated using Price A level)
Price Level:
Enter a price level to use for this or all items.
Price:
Enter a price desired. This will change the margin to match only after the enter key is pressed.
Single:
Apply this price to this line only.
Margin All:
Apply this MARGIN to all items.
Discount All:
Apply this DISCOUNT to all items.
Cancel:
Cancel everything with no changes made at all.

MARKUP VS MARGIN
CISPro uses margin calculations for pricing.
It is important to understand the difference between margin and markup on a given product.
To simplify the explanation:
Markup = (Profit) ÷ Cost. For example $80 cost with 25% markup equals $100.
Margin = (Profit) ÷ Retail. Same Example $80 with 20% margin equals $100.
Remember we only care about margin, not markup. Here are some scenarios and how you calculate
them:
a) Cost is $80, what is retail with margin of 22%?
- the easiest way to do this is multiple the cost by the inverse of your margin, that is $80 ÷ .78 =
$102.56
b) Cost is $80, Retail is $122, what is our margin?
- the easiest way is to divide the cost by retail and subtract 1, that is ($80 ÷ $122) - 1 = 34.4%
c) Retail is $118, what is cost with margin of 23%?
- the easiest way is to multiple the retail by the inverse of the margin, that is $118 x .77 =
$90.86

Serial Numbers (Entering)

The image on the left above is presented when you are in the invoicing screen in Point of Sale and
you have either pressed the ENTER key or the F6 key while in the quantity field AND there are
serial numbers on file. If there are not, you will be presented with the screen on the right above,
allowing you to enter serial numbers for the quantity selected.
Use the checkboxes to select multiple serial numbers in the first screen. Click on the small button to
the right of each empty field on the second screen to lookup the file for serial numbers.
press the ENTER key or the F2 key to accept the serial numbers.

Vendor Cross-Reference Lookup

This lookup screen is accessed from various parts of the program. It allows you to lookup a stock
number that is either in inventory or just sitting in the cross reference file. If it is in inventory and is
selected, it will bring all the normal stock information into each program. If it is not in inventory, it
will use the "M" stock number with the description and costing to fill the detail line.
Vendor pricing discs and files can be converted using specialized programs to fill this cross
reference file for future lookup.

Vendor Information

Vendor information popup simply displays the current information on record for that vendor. See Vendor
Maintenance for a full discussion of the fields involved.

Using the Search Screen
The Search screen is used in all maintenance and entry forms. Click on the binoculars at the bottom of
the form to access the search menu.
SAMPLE SEARCH SCREEN

Search Field:
Initially selects the most common field to search by. To select a different field to search by, either
use the mouse on the down arrow or your space bar. ESC will get you to this field from the other
fields.
Search Text:
Enter your search parameters here and either press the ENTER key or the Find Now button to search
for it. If you enter the exact value for the field selected, you will be taken to the Main Entry Page. If it
is not found, then the grid below will be positioned at the CLOSEST record to the value you have
entered. To search for all records that CONTAIN your value, enter the "=" sign before the value to
search for. For example: "=jones" could bring up "Mr. Jones", "Jones Hardware", "Jonestown
Systems", etc.
Advanced Search:
Select the Double Binoculars icon
to the right of the Find Now button to bring up the Advanced
Search Screen for a more in-depth searching method.
Selecting:
When you have positioned yourself on the record that you want, just press the ENTER key or
Double-Click the mouse to select it. You will be taken to the Main Entry Page for processing.
Additional Notes:
Use the arrow keys once you are inside the grid to move up and down. PageUp and PageDown also
work very well. Use the mouse to select the scroll bar to move quicker.
If a column is coloured BLUE, then you are able to sort the grid of items by that column field.
Click the header and it will sort one way, click it again, and it will sort in reverse (much like the
Windows interface).

Using the Advanced Search Screen
The advanced search screen is available for many data entry and maintenance forms.
SAMPLE ADVANCED SEARCH

Search Field: Initially selects the most common field to search by. To select a different field to
search by, either use the mouse on the down arrow or your space bar. ESC will get you to this field
from the other fields.
Search Operation:
Use this drop down field to select the operation to perform on the search field. CONTAINS will
search for the entered text anywhere within the field selected.
Case Insensitive:
By default, the system will search for any text, whether it's entered as upper or lower case letters. If
you de-select this checkbox, then the search will look for the exact letters in their upper or lower
case format.
Logical Operator:
This field will either combine your two selections (both have to be true to be selected) or choose
either one (Either one can be true). For instance you could enter "Blue" AND "Red" - items that have
both Blue and Red in the fields would be chosen - but if there is only Red, it will not. "Blue" OR
"Red" will choose items that have either or both.
Search Text:
Enter your search parameters here and either press the ENTER key or the Find button to search for
it. The results of the search will be displayed in the grid below.
Always on Top
This checkbox will keep the search form on top of other forms. It is especially useful when you are
displaying many selections one after the other.
Selecting:
When you have positioned yourself on the record that you want, just press the ENTER key or
Double-Click the mouse to select it. The record will be shown on the main form that called this
Advanced search form. You can also use the forward and backward buttons on the bottom of the form
to cycle through the records.
Additional Notes:
Use the arrow keys once you are inside the grid to move up and down. PageUp and PageDown also
work very well. Use the mouse to select the scroll bar to move quicker.

If a column is coloured BLUE, then you are able to sort the grid of items by that column field. Click
the header and it will sort one way, click it again, and it will sort in reverse (much like the Windows
interface).

Creating and Editing Customers
Creating and Editing customers can be performed through the Customer Maintenance form or through the
EDIT/NEW buttons on the Quote, Point of Sale, Service and/or Job Entry forms. The following form will
be displayed.

First Name, Last Name, Company/Org:
This is important! If the customer wishes to be invoiced under a company or organization name, then
enter a company or organization name. This field will OVERRIDE the first name and last name
fields. Put in their name as the main contact in the company. If there is no company or organization,
then the customer's last name is used to index the file, and their first name and last name will appear
on invoices.
Acct ID:
If you wish to keep an account open for this customer, enter an account ID in here. <B>Maximum
length </B>for Account ID's is 10, and can consist of any numeric/character combination.<BR>
<B>For example:</B> CND01 = Condon Computer.<BR>If there happens to be an Account ID that
is the same for someone else, you will be notified and allowed to enter another one (until you get it
right!)<BR>Account IDs are used in the accounts receivable system to allow payments, credits and
other transactions to be entered quickly and accurately.
Status:
A single status code can be assigned to each customer (as opposed to multiple categories). These
status codes can be entered freeform, or selected from the drop down list (Setup in the Field Lists
Maintenance form) for more structured data sorting. By assigning a status to the customer, you are
able to filter by this status in Customer Reports.

Address and Phone#'s:
The computer will check for accuracy in entering the postal code (Format must be A9A 9A9 unless
all numerical which the computer assumes is a US Zip Code), the phone number (999-9999), fax
number and the area codes . Area codes are skipped as most customers will probably be local. To
put an area code in, either use the mouse or press Shift-Tab . When you are entering the area code, it
automatically skips to the phone number so that you can enter the entire number quickly.
Phone2 Description:
Enter a 10 character description for the 2nd phone line. ie. Home / TollFree, etc.
Cell:
Enter Cell phone information including the Carrier if needed. The carrier dropdown list can be
created using Field Lists Maintenance. Any entry or changes will automatically update the Contacts
file. (See Customer Contact Maintenance for further information.)
SlsID1 and 2;
Sales ID 1 is the normal salesperson/user ID for this customer. If there is another person that takes
care of this account, enter their initials in SalesID2.
SrvID1 and 2;
Service ID 1 is the primary service person ID for this customer. If there is another person that backs
up the primary service person for this account, enter their initials in SrvID2. These ID's will be
displayed in the service module when this customer is entered on a work order.
Main Contact/Email:
This is the main contact person for the company. Their email can also be entered.
Acct Contact/Email:
This is the person that is the contact in the accounting department, or who takes care of paying the
account (if there is one). It could be the same as above, and if empty, assumes that it is the same as
above.
Website:
Website of the company (or the individual) to be entered here.
Credit Limit:
If you are authorized, enter a credit limit for the customer here. In the POS Entry Form, if their
balance exceeds the credit limit when entering an invoice, a warning will appear on the screen, and
depending on the options your company has chosen, you can either ignore it or enter an authorized
password to get by it. Credit limits are not allowed for customers without an Account ID setup first.
Terms Code:
Defaults to Cash. If you are setting up an account for this customer, enter the appropriate terms code
for the type of account.
Acct Balance:
This will show the present account balance for this customer if there is one. It is for display only. To
alter the balance, use the same field on the Accounts Detail Page.

Price Level:
Enter the price level that is appropriate for this customer. Price level defaults to 'A'. If the customer
has a price level other than 'A', and the inventory price level has a price entered, then the customer
will get that price automatically. For example: Customer has Price Level C Inventory item has Price
A= $99.99, Price B= $89.99, Price C= $79.99 When entering the inventory on the Point of Sale
Form, the customer would automatically get the $79.99 price.
Tax Code:
If the customer is different from the default tax code setup in System Setup, switch to the appropriate
tax code here.
PST Exempt#:
Enter the customers' PST Exempt Number, if they are exempt from Provincial Sales Taxes.
Alert Message:
Any text typed into here will come up as a warning alert message when the customer is accessed in
any of the entry screens like POS or Quotations.
Send Statement:
When sending statements for account customers, if this is checked off, no statement will be printed. It
is checked by default when a terms code of NET 10 or NET 30 is given to the customer.
Credit Hold:
If a customer has Credit Hold checked, no one is allowed to charge anything to their account. Any
charges will be denied at the point of sale.
Charge Interest:
When the Charge Interest procedure is run, this customer will be included if their invoices are over
the specified time period. The rate of interest is setup in the <%= TopicLink([System Setup Form],
[System Setup]) %>
Category Description:
Press the INSERT key to bring up a customer category listing, and select a category (or categories)
which you can link to this customer for future target marketing purposes. To delete a category from
the customer, highlight the category you wish to delete and then press the DELETE key.
Customer ID:
This is a 15 character unique identifier code pertaining to each customer specifically. It is used to
link the files and will not be changed regardless of any name changes or Account ID changes.
Creation Date:
The date on which this customer record was setup.
Last Changed On:
The last date someone changed this record using the customer maintenance form.
Order Status:
[CTL-I] Shows sales orders on file for this customer.

Creating and Editing Customer Contacts

To EDIT one of the contacts, press the ENTER key when selected or double-click on the line. It will
bring up the Customer Contact Maintenance form, which allows you to edit individual contacts for
that company. To ADD a new contact, click on the Add button or press the INSERT key on your
keyboard. To DELETE a contact on this screen, press the DELETE key or click on the Delete button.

REPORTS
An explanation of each report and a sample is shown in this section.

Accounts Payable Reports

Accounts Payable Reports
Vendor Account Details Listing (Sample)
A complete address listing for vendors within a certain range.
Open Payables Report (Sample)
Accounts Payable outstanding vendor accounts are printed on this detail report. The summary report
is the same without the detail lines.
Options:
Print 0 Balances?
Will print the detailed transactions even if the current balance is 0
Print Applied Details?
Will print out the payment details, and how each payment is applied to each invoice. Very detailed analysis report.
Ending G/L Period?
If you want to make sure the report only reports up to a certain G/L Period, regardless of the date, click this box and select the
G/L Period from the dropdown next to it.

A/P Aged Report (Sample)
This is a 30/60/90 day report aging the Accounts Payable to see what your cash flow will be
impacted by. (Summary report as well)
A/P Exception Report (Sample)
The program will take the vendor account balance and compare to the outstanding documents - if not
equal, a line will print with both the correct and incorrect amounts so that you can correct the
account balance.

Cash Requirements Report (Sample)
This is a report of cash requirements for the date range and vendor range specified based on due date
of invoice.
G/L Transaction Report (Detail) (Sample)
A report detailing transactions in the A/P system by G/L Period .
G/L Transaction Report (Summary) (Sample)
A report summarizing transactions in the A/P system by G/L Period .
Debits Only Report (Sample)
A report that details the debits that are currently outstanding.
Cheques/Payments List (Sample)
A report that details payments for a selected Bank ID. It allows you to separate cheque lists from
Visa, online payments, US$ bank accounts, etc... to reconcile at monthend.
Vendor History (Detailed or Summarized) (Sample)
A report that shows the vendor history from an Accounts Payable perspective instead of a purchase
history from receipts. GST is NOT included in these reports.

Open Payables Report

A/P Aged Report

A/P Exception Report

Cash Requirements Report

G/L Transaction Report (Detail)

G/L Transaction Report (Summary)

Debits Only Report

Cheques/Payments List

Vendor History - Detailed

Accounts Receivable Reports

Aged Trial Balance (Sample)
Accounts Receivable Aged Trial Balance report showing all detail in the accounts file for each customer
and totals. Two different Aging reports for your preference.
Options:
Print 0 balances?:
If a customer has a total 0 balance for this period, and you wish to print the details of how they had paid the account off, check this
option. It will NOT print all clients that have a 0 balance, just those that actually have transactions during this period.

Aged Trial Balance (Summary) (Sample)
Accounts Receivable Aged Trial Balance report showing a summary of the accounts file for each
customer and totals. Two different Aging reports for your preference.
Options:
Print 0 balances?:
If a customer has a total 0 balance for this period, and you wish to print the details of how they had paid the account off, check this
option. It will NOT print all clients that have a 0 balance, just those that actually have transactions during this period.

Customer Statements (Sample)
Separate customer statements in letter size format detailing all charges and credits. It can be printed with
or without a logo. See System Setup for more details on how to get your logo to appear at the top of the
statement. If you do NOT have the "Send Statement" box checked off for the customer, a statement will not
be generated even though they might have something outstanding.
Options:
Use Date Range?:
This option will print ONLY the items that fall within the date range, instead of the current statement.
Print non-checked Send Stmt?:
You might have some customers that you just email statements to or do not send them statements on a regular basis. This allows you to
print off a statement for that customer on an as is basis.
Print Archived Details?:
Normally, statements just print the outstanding amounts and applied current payments. You can print out their entire history (or use the
date range to limit output) and all the archived items which should have a balance of 0 will show up

Print 0 balances?:
If a customer has a total 0 balance for this period, and you wish to print the details of how they had paid the account off, check this
option. It will NOT print all clients that have a 0 balance, just those that actually have transactions during this period.

Customer Statement Labels (Sample)
Prints out labels corresponding to the customer statements generated. These are the regular address labels
(30 to a sheet).

Credit Limits Exceeded Report (Sample)
Details all customers who have exceeded their credit limits established.
A/R OverDue Report (Sample)
Lists all customers who have invoices that have exceeded the entered days overdue from the original
invoice date. Enter the number of days overdue in the box provided on the bottom right of the screen.
Options:
Day From Invoice Date?:
Enter the days from the invoice date that the overdue invoices should be. In other words, if you want to show all invoices that are over
20 days outstanding, then put 20 in here... or 45 days, etc.

A/R Exception Report (Sample)
This report is used to show customer accounts that have not kept balance with the actual detail documents
charged to the account. This is to be used to reconcile the customer account balance with the actual detail
total. If the documents in the accounts file are correct, simply enter the detail amount total in the
customer's account balance field under Customer Maintenance.
Correct Acct Balances?:
After the printout, if there are any balances out , then checking this off will adjust the customer
account balance to the total of the detail items on file.
A/R Reconciliation Report (Sample)
This report takes two A/R files saved at two separate monthends, and the A/R transactions in between
them to determine if there is a balancing error. The date range should be from the 1st of the month to
current date or the end of the month. The program will ask for a file location - which should be the folder
that you had saved the A/R file at monthend (Monthend Procedures). Take the information that the report
gives you and analyze the actual transactions to determine if there was an error. It is possible that it shows
as an error but it was corrected the next month.
A/R Credits Only Report (Sample)
This report will print out only the clients that have credit balances, in the Aged Trial Balance format.
A/R Payments Applied (Sample)
This report will show how the payments were applied to invoices.
Customer A/R History (Sample)
This report will print out a transaction by transaction history of a customer showing charges and payments
in historical sequence.

Aged Trial Balance (Detail)

Aged Trial Balance (Summary)

Customer Statements

Customer Statement Labels

Credit Limit Exceeded Report

A/R OverDue Report

A/R Exception Report

A/R Reconciliation Report

A/R Credits Only Report

A/R Payment Application Report

Customer A/R History

Cash Reconciliation
This function allows you to print cash reconciliation reports at the end of day, or for any day. The
two reports printed are the Transaction Report and the Receipt Detail Report. You have the option
of printing the reports or displaying the reports before actually posting the day. After you have
marked the day posted, you will not be allowed to void any of the transactions.

Print Report For Which Date Start/End:
Enter the start and end date in MM/DD/YYYY format (it will format for you) that you want to
reconcile. You can print out reports for any range of days as long as they are on the sales history
database. Note: the default date is controlled by a parameter in the system file setup. It will be either
Yesterday's or Today's date. See System Setup for more information.
Register Number:
Enter a specific register number if you want the report for just that one. Leave it as blank to print the
report for all register numbers.
Send Report To:
Allows you to display the report on screen with full browse functions before printing out on paper.
Just click on the "radio button" to switch between the two. After displaying on the screen, all you
have to do is click on "Printer" and it will send the output to the default printer.
Transaction Details Report: Prints (or displays) all transactions for the date specified. The
type of document, salesID and customer are printed with full detail of the amounts for sales,
taxes and what was tendered or put on account.
Receipt Detail Report: Prints (or displays) all receipts grouped by tender type (cash, visa,
etc) for the date specified. The type of document, salesID and customer are printed with full
detail of the amount for each tender type. Totals for each tender type are shown for easy
reconciliation.
Mark Documents Posted:
Flags all documents on this date with "P" in the document posted status. These documents are
now frozen and cannot be altered except for certain fields through the Point of Sale Maintenance
screen. If a document has to be reversed, a refund/credit must be issued. This will also prevent any

document from being voided. If you do not post amounts, then you will be able to void any document
not posted.

Transaction Details Report

Receipt Detail Report

Receipt Summary Report

Cash Reconciliation Summary

Print Report For Which Date Start/End: Enter the start and end date in MM/DD/YYYY format (it
will format for you) that you want to reconcile. You can print out reports for any range of days as long as
they are on the sales history database. Note: the default date is controlled by a parameter in the system file
setup. It will be either Yesterday's or Today's date. See System File Maintenance for more information.
Register Number:
Enter a specific register number if you want the report for just that one. Leave it as blank to print the
report for all register numbers.
Send Report To:
Allows you to display the report on screen with full browse functions before printing out on paper. Just
click on the "radio button" to switch between the two. After displaying on the screen, all you have to do is
click on "Printer" and it will send the output to the default printer.
Receipt Summary Report: Prints (or displays) all receipts grouped by tender type (cash, visa, etc) for
the date specified. Summarized totals for each tender type are shown for easy reconciliation.
40 Column Receipt Printout If you have a receipt printer, this will print out a quick summary of all of
your tender types like cash, visa, etc in an easily readable list.

Customer Reports

Customer Address Listing (Sample)
A complete address listing for customers within a certain range. You can also select by category and
Status code, as well as Sales ID 1 that is assigned to the accounts.
Options:

Email Export Format?:
If you want a simpler excel output for other email marketing programs, select this option. You
will get Account ID, first name, last name, Company/Org and email only in the columns.
Customer Address Labels (Sample)
Standard address labels for customers within a certain range.
Contact Address Listing (Sample)
A complete address listing for contacts within a certain range.
Options:

Sort by Company/Org?:
Check this off to sort the output by Company or Organization that this contact is under, instead
of by contact name
Contact Address Labels (Sample)
Standard address labels for contacts within a certain range.

Options:

Sort by Company/Org?:
Check this off to sort the output by Company or Organization that this contact is under, instead
of by contact name
Customer Category Listing (Sample)
This report lists category codes and their descriptions.
Customer Scheduling Report (Sample)
This report details scheduled items for a range of customers.
Salesperson Scheduling Report (Sample)
This report details scheduled items for a range of Salespeople.
Activity Scheduling Report (Sample)
This report details scheduled items for a range of Activity Codes (Reference code)
Rentals/Loaners Outstanding Report (Sample)
A complete detail listing of all rentals and loaners presently entered into the POS system and not
returned by the due date (the ending date entered).

Customer Address Listing

Customer Address Labels

Contact Address Listing

Contact Address Labels

Customer Category Listing

Customer Scheduling Report

Salesperson Scheduling Report

Activity Scheduling Report

Rentals/Loaners Outstanding Report

Custom Form Reports

Custom Form Reports
This is a sample of complete Customer Cell Phone Information within a certain range of customers.

Financial Reports

The financial reporting for the general ledger is flexible enough that it will allow you to create many
different reports based on the parameters that you setup within each report definition. You can create
report definitions, copy them and change parameters such as Last Year, Budget and Last month columns.
GL Period: Select the General Ledger Period that you wish to report on. It will automatically go
back 12 months to find the comparison GL Period. You can change the comparative GL Period if you
wish.
Report Selection:
Select the custom report from the dropdown and check off whether you want to print any accounts
with 0 balances as well as put the current date/time stamp on the report.
Here are some sample reports:
Balance Sheet
Profit and Loss

Financial Balance Sheet Report

Financial Profit/Loss Report

G/L General Reports

Account Code Listing (Sample)
A complete General Ledger Account code listing.
General Ledger Transaction Listing (Sample)
Select the range of G/L codes to print out and the fiscal periods to get a detailed transaction list with
balance forwards for each month and the debits and credits during the month.
General Ledger Trial Balance (Sample)
A Trial Balance report for the general ledger as of the fiscal period selected.

General Ledger Code Listing

General Ledger Transaction Listing

General Ledger Trial Balance

Inventory Main Reports

INVENTORY REPORTS
Inventory Listing (Sample)
Listing of inventory in selected order with full description and pricing information.
Inventory Valuation Report - Detail (Sample)
Detail report listing selected inventory and current valuation based on average cost.
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00
LocationID:
Select either all locations for complete report or select a location for a valuation report for that location only. Quantity on hand
will be taken from the location qty. Loan, rent, store or RMA quantities are reported here but relate to the entire operation as
there are no separate fields. Only items that have a LOCATION qty are reported. If the location quantity is 0, it will not report
even though there might be loans or rentals.
Ignore Negative Quantities?
Check this off if you just want to print out on hand quantities that are positive. This includes the rental, loaners, RMA's, etc.
Print by Stock Number Only?
This report usually prints by Department#, Category and then stock number. It will total by department as well. If you do not
want to have the report broken up by Department, then check this off to get a simple stock number listing
Print Bin/Description2 Line?
This is checked off by default. It generates another line if either the bin location field has something in it and/or the second
description line has content. unCheck to eliminate this line.

Inventory Valuation Report - By Dept (Sample)
Valuation report by department number. Same as above, but sorted by department first, then stock
number.

Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00
LocationID:
Select either all locations for complete report or select a location for a valuation report for that location only. Quantity on hand
will be taken from the location qty. Loan, rent, store or RMA quantities are reported here but relate to the entire operation as
there are no separate fields. Only items that have a LOCATION qty are reported. If the location quantity is 0, it will not report
even though there might be loans or rentals.
Ignore Negative Quantities?
Check this off if you just want to print out on hand quantities that are positive. This includes the rental, loaners, RMA's, etc.
Print by Stock Number Only?
This report usually prints by Department#, Category and then stock number. It will total by department as well. If you do not
want to have the report broken up by Department, then check this off to get a simple stock number listing
Print Bin/Description2 Line?
This is checked off by default. It generates another line if either the bin location field has something in it and/or the second
description line has content. unCheck to eliminate this line.

Inventory Value Report - Summary (Sample)
Summary report listing selected inventory and current valuation based on average cost.
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00
LocationID:
Select either all locations for complete report or select a location for a valuation report for that location only. Quantity on hand
will be taken from the location qty. Loan, rent, store or RMA quantities are reported here but relate to the entire operation as
there are no separate fields. Only items that have a LOCATION qty are reported. If the location quantity is 0, it will not report
even though there might be loans or rentals.
Ignore Negative Quantities?
Check this off if you just want to print out on hand quantities that are positive. This includes the rental, loaners, RMA's, etc.

Re-Order Analysis Report (Sample)
A report that uses the reorder quantities/levels in the inventory items to generate a listing of all items
that should be ordered.
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00

Inventory Sales Analysis Report by Stock/Department Number
(Sample)
A report that reports week-to-date, month-to-date, quarter-to-date sales and all on hand, etc amounts
on a range of stock items for analysis purposes.
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00
Status Code:
Select a status code (inventory maintenance field called status code) if needed. If you want to eliminate certain items with a
status code, click on the OMIT checkbox.
Sales+Presold
Enter a threshold for the item to appear on the report. Totals any sales AND presold quantities for the period specified to meet
the criteria entered.

Inventory Sales Analysis By Month (Sample)

This report summarizes sales into monthly totals for each stock number.
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00

Best Sellers Report (Sample)
This report gives you the items with the most sales for the specified period of time.
Suggested Stock Report (Sample)
This report produces a listing of all stock items that match certain parameters including days supply
needed and how many hits per a period of time. The system determines from that information and the
sales how many are needed to keep a supply for the specified number of days. This report will
ALSO generate suggested purchase orders based on the above parameters.
Options:
LocationID:
Select either all locations for complete report or select a location for a valuation report for that location only. Quantity on hand
will be taken from the location qty. Loan, rent, store or RMA quantities are reported here but relate to the entire operation as
there are no separate fields. Only items that have a LOCATION qty are reported. If the location quantity is 0, it will not report
even though there might be loans or rentals.
Days Supply:
Enter the number of days supply needed based on the sales volume for the last 12-18 months. For instance, if you sold 36 items
in 12 months and specified 60 days supply, then you would need a quantity of 9 in stock. If you don't have that, then a suggested
order will be generated.
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00
Min Calls/Months:
Specify the minimum times per month that an item is sold. This is NOT the quantity/month, rather the number of separate orders
regardless of quantity. The default is 2 orders during a 12 month period or 3 orders during a 18 month period.
Status Code:
Select a status code (inventory maintenance field called status code) if needed.
Generate Suggested POs?:
If you would like the system to automatically create new purchase orders based on the suggested buys, click this. Afterwards,
enter the Purchase order system and edit the suggested purchase orders to your needs.
Generate Stale Stock Report Instead?:
Instead of generating a report that suggests to order product because the sales have been good enough, this option allows you to
do the opposite... if the sales have NOT been good enough for the suggested order report, they end up int the Stale Stock report
instead.

Physical Inventory Report (Sample)
Physical inventory listing for a range of stock numbers or vendor for all inventory items within the
range
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00
LocationID:
Select either all locations for complete report or select a location for a valuation report for that location only. Quantity on hand
will be taken from the location qty. Loan, rent, store or RMA quantities are reported here but relate to the entire operation as
there are no separate fields. Only items that have a LOCATION qty are reported. If the location quantity is 0, it will not report
even though there might be loans or rentals.
Print Bin/Description2 Line?
This is checked off by default. It generates another line if either the bin location field has something in it and/or the second
description line has content. unCheck to eliminate this line.
Kit Items Only?

If this is checked off, a special Kit report is generated, containing the main kit item, along with the detail of each kit.

Inventory Negative On Hand Amount Report (Sample)
This report lists all inventory items with a negative quantity in the on hand field. It is used to
reconcile inventory valuation.
Rentals/Loaners Report (Sample)
This report lists all inventory items with a quantity in the On Loan or On Rent fields for
reconciling against actual rentals/loaners physically out.
Inventory Stale Stock Report (Sample)
This report lists all inventory items with a Last Date Received prior to an entered parameter on the
report screen. ie. If you entered 60 days back, it would print all items STILL in stock, but last date
received 60 days prior to today.
Serial Number Listing Report (Sample)
This report lists all inventory items and their serial#'s if they are still on hand or on loan/rent.
Anything that has not been sold. It is used for reconciling physical inventory to serialized records on
file.
Options:
Include Sold Items?
Normally this report would only show the on hand items and the serial#'s in stock. Check this off to show ALL of the serial
numbers sold or not sold.

Inventory Equipment Report (Sample)
This report lists only inventory with "Equipment" type
Options:
Substitute Standard if Average Cost=0?
This is especially useful if you have created inventory items without receiving them and leaving the average cost at 0. Puts the
standard cost into the Cost column IF average cost = 0.00

Inventory Avg/Std Cost Variance Report (10% or more) (Sample)
This report lists all inventory items where the standard cost and the average cost vary with each
other over 10%.
Inventory Catalog (Sample)
Catalog formatted report with options for price columns to be standard, average or Price A-D.
Sorted by Department/Category or sort by stocknumber.
Inventory Audit Detail Report (Sample)
This report shows all changes to the inventory file through the maintenance form and the quick edit
form. It allows you to see who has changed what costing or quantity for each stock item.
Inventory Audit Reconciliation Report (Sample)
This report asks for the saved inventory file at the beginning of the period in question and at the end
of the period. It then attempts to reconcile all sales, receipts, RMA's etc against the two figures.
Anything that does not balance is printed out on the report for further analysis.
Inventory Department Number Listing (Sample)
Lists the department numbers and their descriptions

Inventory Category Listing (Sample)
Lists the categories and their descriptions
Price Code Listing (Sample)
Lists the price codes entered and their parameters. See Price Code Maintenance for a description of
how to use price codes.
Stock Status Report (Sample)
Reports on the status of each stock item. It includes the current on hand, presold and on order fields
with annual and date range sales as well as what items are newly created this year. See example for
layout.
Inventory On Sale Report (Sample)
Shows what items are marked on sale (Start/End Sale dates) with all the detail for each of them.
Contract Pricing (Sample)
Prints the pricing for each customer contract, with all detail for each inventory item including in the
contract pricing. An internal report option is available, which shows the costing as well.

Inventory Listing

Inventory Valuation Report - Detail

Inventory Valuation Report - By Dept

Inventory Valuation Report - Summary

Re-Order Analysis Report

Inventory Sales Analysis Report by Stock/Department Number

Inventory Sales Analysis by Manuf/Vendor Code

Inventory Sales Analysis By Month

Best Sellers Report

Suggested Stock Order

Physical Inventory Report -All

Physical Inventory On-hand Only

Inventory Negative On Hand Amount Report

Inventory Rentals/Loaners Report

Inventory Stale Stock Report

Serial Number Listing Report

Inventory Equipment Report

Inventory Avg/Std Cost Variance Report (10% or more)

Inventory Catalog

Inventory Audit Detail Report

Inventory Audit Reconciliation Report

Department Number Listing

Category Listing

Price Code Listing

Inventory Stock Status Report

Inventory On Sale Report

Contract Pricing

Job Reports

Job Instruction Sheet (Sample)
This sheet will give the outline of the job and details for the crew that will be working on it
Job Order Details (Sample)
Includes the above, but also includes the estimated cost of the project - this is for the lead person on
the Job.
Job Cost Analysis - Detailed (Sample)
Costing analysis comparing budgeted amounts with current entered amounts on the job, including
purchase orders ordered but not yet here.
Options:

Posted Entries Only?:
This applies to the parts that might or might not be posted (Posted status means that it is
confirmed through Accounts Payable)
Job Cost Analysis - Summerized (Sample)
This is the same report as above, but only shows posted amounts (through A/P and G/L and Labour
entered.
Jobs In Progress - All Detail (Sample)
Shows all jobs in progress and their detailed breakdown by category
Jobs In Progress - Posted Entries Only (Sample)
Shows all jobs in progress but only posted amounts from A/P, G/L and Labour are added in for this

report.
Time Sheet Report By Workdate (Sample)
Shows the labour entered for this job by workdate entered during a specific time period
Time Sheet Report By Entered Date (Sample)
Shows the labour entered for this job - but by the entered date. Used for reconciling entry through the
Time Card Entry screen.
Time Sheet Report By Job Number (Sample)
Shows a breakdown of all labour posted to the Job into categories.
Work Code Listing (Sample)
Lists the work codes that are used in the Job.

Job Instruction Sheet

Job Order Details

Job Cost Analysis - Detailed

Job Cost Analysis - Summerized

Jobs in Progress - All Detail

Jobs In Progress - Posted Entries Only

Time Sheet Report By Workdate

Time Sheet Report By Entered Date

Time Sheet Report By Job Number

Work Code Listing

Monthend Reports

A/R Exception Report (Sample)
This report is used to show customer accounts that have not kept balance with the actual detail
documents charged to the account. This is to be used to reconcile the customer account balance with
the actual detail total. If the documents in the accounts file are correct, simply enter the detail amount
total in the customer's account balance field under Customer Maintenance-Account Details.
Monthly Transaction Report (Sample)
This is a summary report of all of the days of the month (given a date range) for GL coding purposes.
It should balance with the Monthend Receipts Report below.
Monthly Receipts Report (Sample)
This is a summary report of all receipts recorded during the time period selected.
Sales G/L Distribution by GL Code (Sample)
This report details G/L Coding for all invoices, sorted by G/L Code.See System Setup for default
G/L Codes and Inventory Dept# Maintenance for specific inventory Revenue and costing G/L Codes.
Sales G/L Distribution by Invoice (Sample)
This report will detail each invoice's G/L Coding for sales, inventory and costing as well as taxes,
etc. See System Setup for default G/L Codes and Inventory Dept# Maintenance for specific inventory
Revenue and costing G/L Codes.
Sales G/L Distribution Summary (Sample)
This report will summarize the G/L Coding for sales, inventory and costing as well as taxes, etc. See
System Setup for default G/L Codes and Inventory Dept# Maintenance for specific inventory
Revenue and costing G/L Codes.
Tax Totals Report (Sample)
Reports a summary line for each tax setup in Taxes Maintenance, which can be used to submit
monthend tax reports to the government.
Tax Details Report (Sample)
Gives a more detailed version of the above report, to reconcile each invoice with the proper taxes.
Rentals/Loaners Outstanding Report (Sample)
A complete detail listing of all rentals and loaners presently entered into the POS system and not

returned.
POS Document Printout
This will allow you to print a sequence of invoices from the Point of Sale database for a single
customer between a range of dates. Handy for printing out all the invoices for a month for their
statement. Once started, it will stop every 10 invoices and ask to continue (to prevent a mistake on
entry which could go on forever).

Monthly Receipts Report

Monthly Transaction Report

Sales G/L Distribution by GL Code

Sales G/L Distribution by Invoice

Sales G/L Distribution Summary

Tax Totals Report

Tax Details Report

Rentals/Loaners Outstanding Report

Purchasing/Receiving Reports

Purchasing/Receiving Reports
Vendor Listing (Sample)
A complete address listing for vendors within a certain range.
Vendor Contact Listing (Sample)
A complete address listing for Vendor Contacts within a certain range.
Options:
Sort By Vendor?
Instead of printing out by contact name, the list is sorted into Vendor Name order.

Purchase Order Printout (Sample)
Printouts of purchase orders either singly or in ranges. Same format as the Purchase Order Entry
print out.
Purchase Order Listing (Sample)
This report works with the receipts checked field (see Receipts Maintenance). If you are using the
A/P module and the A/P invoice matches a receipt entry, then this field is checked off. If not, you can
manually check this field in Receipts Maintenance. Any items not checked are then outstanding and
received but not paid for.
Expected Dates Exceeded (Sample)

A reconciliation report designed to give you an idea of what product has not arrived by the expected
date of arrival (ETA) as entered into the purchase order.
Expected Dates Exceeded (Vendor Report) (Sample)
This report works with the receipts checked field (see Receipts Maintenance). If you are using the
A/P module and the A/P invoice matches a receipt entry, then this field is checked off. If not, you can
manually check this field in Receipts Maintenance. Any items not checked are then outstanding and
received but not paid for.
Receipts Transaction Report (Sample)
A report by either stock number or Vendor part number for any product received during a range of
dates.
Receipts Not Checked (Sample)
This report details any received items that were not checked off in the receipts maintenance or were
not reconciled by the Accounts Payable Entry (matching up invoices to received packing slips)
Receipts Not Checked Report (Sample)
This report works with the receipts checked field (see Receipts Maintenance). If you are using the
A/P module and the A/P invoice matches a receipt entry, then this field is checked off. If not, you can
manually check this field in Receipts Maintenance. Any items not checked are then outstanding and
received but not paid for.
Receipts Costing Variance Report (Sample)
This report works with the receipts checked field (see Receipts Maintenance). If you are using the
A/P module and the A/P invoice matches a receipt entry, then this field is checked off. If not, you can
manually check this field in Receipts Maintenance. Any items not checked are then outstanding and
received but not paid for.
RMAs Outstanding (Sample)
An RMA reconciliation report. Only prints out the outstanding Return Merchandise Authorizations
that are sent for credit or repair/exchange to be compared to actual paperwork still outstanding.
RMA Credits Issued (Sample)
This report works with the receipts checked field (see Receipts Maintenance). If you are using the
A/P module and the A/P invoice matches a receipt entry, then this field is checked off. If not, you can
manually check this field in Receipts Maintenance. Any items not checked are then outstanding and
received but not paid for.

Vendor Listing

Vendor Contact Listing

Purchase Order Printout

Purchase Order Listing

Expected Dates Exceeded

Expected Dates Exceeded (Vendor Report)

Receipts Transaction Report

Receipts Not Checked

Receipts Costing Variance Report

RMAs Outstanding

RMA Credits Issued

Quotation Reports

Plane Quotation (Sample) This report is used to display a quote in a plain format. No detail
product description/information is displayed
Quotation with Detail Description Format 1 (Sample)
This report displays Quotation with detail product description/information in Times New Roman
Font.
Quotation with Detail Description Format 2 (Sample)
This report displays Quotation with detail product description/information in Arial Font.
Quotation with Detail Description Format 3 (Sample)
This report displays Quotation with detail product description/information in Verdana Font.
Quotation with Detail Description (NO TOTALS) (Sample)
This report displays Quotation with detail product description/information but NO Grand TOTAL is
displayed.
Quotation with no amounts (Sample)
This report displays all items quoted without prices.
Checklist Format (Sample)
This report displays all detail product description/information. No prices or totals are displayed.
Costing Template (Sample)
This report displays plane quotation with prices and Grand Totals as well as Margin, Total Cost,
and Gross Profit.

Quotation with Detail Description Format 1
Page 1

Page 2

Quotation with Detail Description Format 2
Page 1

Page 2

Quotation with Detail Description Format 3
Page 1

Page 2

Quotation with Detail Description (NO TOTALS)
Page 1

Page 2

Plain Quotation
Page 1

Page 2

Quotation with no amounts

Checklist Format

Costing Template
Page 1

Page 2

Sales Reports

Sales Order Report (Sample)
Report by Salesperson detailing all sales orders on the system with status on supplier purchase
orders and expected dates
Sales Orders Outstanding (Sample)
Sales orders outstanding in summary listing by sales ID.
Commission Sales Report (Sample)
Report by Salesperson detailing all invoices for period selected in a commission designed format usually saved to an excel file for further manipulation.
Options:

Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.
Customer Sales History Detail (Sample)
A report detailing all product and services purchased or returned for a customer range.
Options:

Include All Documents:
Check this off to include not only invoices and refunds, but rentals, stock transfers, etc
Inventory Dept:
Select a single department number to report on for this customer. See Dept # Maintenance for
Department number definitions.
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Customer Sales History Summary (Sample)
A report listing the top customers by sales in order of sales volume from top sales to bottom.
Options:

Include All Documents:
Check this off to include not only invoices and refunds, but rentals, stock transfers, etc
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Inventory Sales History (Sample)
A report detailing all sales or returns for a range of inventory numbers.
Note: Will print out serial #'s if in the file AND will separate the serial #'s line by line in the Excel
output file.
Options:

Include All Documents:
Check this off to include not only invoices and refunds, but rentals, stock transfers, etc
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Inventory Quantity Sold (Sample)
A report detailing the quantities sold for all sales or returns for a range of inventory numbers.
Options:

Include All Documents:
Check this off to include not only invoices and refunds, but rentals, stock transfers, etc
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Sales Invoice Report (by Sales ID) (Sample)
A list of invoices and the cost/margin figures for a range of salesperson, grouped by each
salesperson. This report can also be saved to excel for commission purposes.
Options:

Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.
Sales Invoice Report (Summarized Hourly) (Sample)
A list of invoices and the cost/margin figures for a range time, summarized on each hour. This is used
for higher volume operations to determine staffing requirements and marketing trends.
Sales Detail Report (Sample)
A detail list of invoices with all line items and the cost/margin figures for a range of salesperson,
grouped by each salesperson. This report can also be saved to excel for commission purposes.
Sales Summary Report by SalesPerson (Sample)
A summary report for the date range totaling all invoices for each salesperson and for all
salespeople.
Options:

Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.
Sales Summary by Dept (Sample)
A summary report of all sales within a date range grouped by inventory department code. Note that
these are the original department codes at the time of sale.
Options:

Rentals Only Report:
Check this off to include only the rental type of invoice for a rentals revenue report.
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Sales Summary By Register ID and Dept (Sample)
A summary report of all sales within a date range grouped by Register ID inventory department code.
Note that these are the original department codes at the time of sale.
Options:

Rentals Only Report:
Check this off to include only the rental type of invoice for a rentals revenue report.
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Sales Detail By Register ID and Dept (Sample)
A detail report of all sales within a date range grouped by Register ID inventory department code.
Note that these are the original department codes at the time of sale.
Options:

Rentals Only Report:
Check this off to include only the rental type of invoice for a rentals revenue report.
Include Rebates:
Select this to include any rebates in your costing analysis. The rebates will be subtracted from
the cost of the items in the report to give you a better picture of the actual profit margin.

Quotation Analysis by Quote Date (Sample)
An analysis report for each salesperson for Open, Closed, Lost, Inactive quotes on file by the
original quotation date range
Options:

Status:
Either choose all statuses or pick a single status to report on (Open, Closed, Inactive, etc)
Quotation Analysis by Close Date (Sample)
An analysis report for each salesperson for Open, Closed, Lost, Inactive quotes on file by the closed
date range.
Options:

Status:
Either choose all statuses or pick a single status to report on (Open, Closed, Inactive, etc)

Stock Transfer Report (Sample)
A Stock Transfer report to display all stock transfers between divisions in your company.
Sales Order History Summary Report (Sample)
This report prints out all sales orders generated within the time period specified whether delivered
or not.
Rebate Detail Report (Sample)
This report will print out all rebates entered into the POS system within the timeframe specified for
reporting to manufacturers.

Sales/Order Number Cross Reference (Sample)
A Stock Transfer report to display all stock transfers between divisions in your company.

Sales Order Report

Sales Orders Outstanding Report

Commission Sales Report

Customer Sales History Detail Report

Customer Sales History Summary Report

Inventory Sales History Report

Inventory Quantity Sold Report

Sales Invoice Report

Sales Detail Report

Sales Summary Report By Salesperson

Sales Invoice Report (Summarized Hourly)

Sales Summary Report By Dept

Sales Summary Report by RegisterID and Dept

Sales Detail Report by RegisterID and Dept

Quotation Analysis Report by Quote Date

Quotation Analysis Report by Close Date

Stock Transfer Report

Sales Order History Summary Report

Sales/Order Number Cross Reference

Rebate Detail Report

Service Reports

Service Work Orders Pending (Sample)
Report shows all Scheduled Work Orders that have not had anything entered at all.
Service Work In Progress Detail (Sample)
Report shows all In Progress Work Orders not completed (Includes on hold and parts on order).
Sorted by Technician ID.
Service Work Order Listing (Sample)
Report shows all work orders in a summary list format. You can choose to include Completed and
Cancelled work orders as well.
Options:

Include Completed/Cancelled Work Orders?:
Check this off to include completed (Billed) and cancelled work orders for full listing of all
work orders and repair orders.
Service Scheduling Report (Sample)
This Report shows any scheduled repairs. Sorted by Technician ID and scheduled date.
Technician Time Evaluation Detail Report (Sample)
Report shows the amount of time (both actual and billable), Total Amount billed and the A/B Ratio
(ratio of actual time to billable time) for technicians as specified.
Technician Time Evaluation Summary Report (Sample)
Same as the detail report, but just the summary figures for each week period for each technician.
Payroll Report Sample
Similar to the Tech Time Evaluation reports, this only shows the actual time recorded for each
technician and summarizes on a daily basis for a quick report to reconcile with payroll records.
Work Finished Not Billed Report (Sample)

All work orders that have Repair Complete status, but not Billing Complete.
Client Service Activity Sales Tech ID Report (Sample)
A listing of work orders performed during a time period sorted by Salesperson ID so that the
salesperson can see what work has been performed on their customers.
Client Detailed Service Activity Report (Sample)
A detailed listing of work orders performed during a time period for a certain customer or range of
customers.
Service Revenue Report (Sample)
This report shows revenues broken down into Parts, Labour etc. Sorted by Payee Type (Customer,
Contract and Warranty).
Warranty Fees Outstanding (Sample)
This report shows all expected warranty fees that are shown on the billing page of each work order
that have NOT been paid yet, as shown in the warranty received box.
Warranty Revenue Report (Sample)
Total revenue for each warranty vendor is shown on this report. The figure is pulled from the
warranty fee received box.
Active Contracts Report (Sample)
A summary listing of all currently active service Contracts and their balances.
Options:

Ignore 0 Amounts?:
Check this off to make the report shorter and only print contracts that are either negative or
positive.
Work Code Listing (Sample)
Listing of all work codes available for work orders.

Service Work Orders Pending

Service Work In Progress Detail

Service Work Order Listing

Service Scheduling Report

Technician Time Evaluation Detail Report

Technician Payroll Report

Technician Time Evaluation Summary Report

Work Finished Not Billed Report

Client Service Activity Report

Client Detailed Service Activity Report

Service Revenue Report

Warranty Fees Outstanding

Warranty Revenue Report

Active Contracts Report

Work Code Listing

Utilities Reports

UTILITIES REPORTS
User Settings (Sample)
A printout of the main user profile parameters

User Settings

UTILITIES

This section deals with Setup and maintenance of the system parameters including User information and
File Cleanup.
In / Out Board [Security Level 9]
This is used for tracking which people are in the office and which are not.
Clock In / Out [Security Level 9]
This is used to track time a person spent at certain job or task.
File Cleanup [Security Level 3]
This is used for reconciling various parts of the database so that the different files, if they've become mismatched, will then get back into sync.
Utility Reports [Security Level 1]
Prints out system and user information.
System Setup [Security Level 1]
All of your company information including address, phone numbers, logo information and many other
defaults are maintained here. Default text for letters, faxes, and forms are also maintained here.
Taxes Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add and edit the 9 taxes allowed for names and rates.

Tax Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add, edit and delete tax codes that assign the different taxes per customers and inventory items.
Country Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add, edit and delete Country codes and names along with their country calling code.
Modify Reports [Security Level 3]
Modify any of the invoices, work orders, labels and other forms that are not already modifiable through
the Reports forms.
User Profile[Security Level 1]
Add, Delete and change User information for your staff that are using the system.
Change User Preferences[Security Level 1]
Change your own user preferences and defaults for printer choices, searching and changing your
password.
Dashboard Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Add, Delete and change comparison parameters for all users for the dashboard display.
User Job Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
This form allows you to add, delete or edit different jobs, tasks or locations where work will be
performed
Time Keeping Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Edit the time keeping system - employees, times, etc.
Line Code Maintenance [Security Level 1]
This form allow you to setup Default, Priority, Defect or Contract Codes.
Field Options Setup [Security Level 1]
Make Fields or Options Display as Mandatory, Bold or Invisible.
Field Lists Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Edit the list of options for all fields that are available to have optional selections.
Location Setup [Security Level 1]
Create and edit multiple store/warehouse/register locations.
Custom Form Defaults [Security Level 1]
Create and edit the custom form for your own usage. This is linked to inventory items. See section on
Custom Forms and How to Use Them.
Inventory Data Transfer [Security Level 1]
Transfer and receive inventory changes between two different operations.
File Import [Security Level 1]
Import excel or CSV files from other data sources into the customer, inventory and vendor files.

Error Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Only use this in conjunction with programming support. It contains all information relating to errors that
are critical to the operation of the program. Registration Enter Registration / Activation Code.
Registration [Security Level 1]
Enter the Registration Code from the Packaging or your registration card.
Payroll Setup [Security Level 1]
Sets up payroll user information (used for Job Costing and future payroll system).
Employee Maintenance [Security Level 1]
Setup and maintain your employee records (for payroll only) in here
Payroll Entry [Security Level 1]
Enter each payroll period using this menu item.
Payroll Reports [Security Level 1]
Print your yearend reports for T4 purposes

IN/OUT Board

ID: User ID
Name:
User's First Name.
IN:
Shows whether the person is in. Right-Click to set yourself in.
Out Until:
Set the time you are out till. Drop Down list contains times in 30 minute increments.
Day:
Enter the Day.
Where:
Short description of the location where you are.
Phone:
Phone Number to contact.
To add names click on the Add New Record button or press CTL-N. To delete names, click on the
Delete Record or press CTL-D while on the name itself.

Clock In / Out

Sales ID and Password Enter Sales ID and Password of the representative clocking in and out.
Name
Representative information should automatically apear in the Name Field when Sales ID is used.
Job Code
The rep can also choose a job/task/location in the Job Code field so when the job is complete, the rep has
to Clock out and it will automatically pick the Job Code last used to Clock in.
This form allows to track time and date of Service/Job/Work performed at certain location/department.

File Cleanup

Reconcile RMA Inventory: Selecting this button will reconcile all RMA form line items with their
respective inventory items and update the RMA indicator in the inventory for each line item. First, it
erases all RMA indicator amounts and then rebuilds them from current outstanding RMAs.
Reconcile Presold Sales Orders:
Selecting this button will reconcile all sales order line items with their respective inventory items
and update the PRESOLD indicator in the inventory for each line item. First, it erases all PRESOLD
indicator amounts and then rebuilds them from current outstanding sales orders.
Reconcile On Order Purchase Orders:
Selecting this button will reconcile all purchase order line items with their respective inventory
items and update the ON ORDER indicator in the inventory for each line item. First, it erases all ON
ORDER indicator amounts and then rebuilds them from current outstanding purchase orders.
Update Vendor YTD Purchases to Current:
Selecting this button will clear all vendor YTD purchases, then cycle through the receiving file for
all YTD receivings done for this vendor and update the YTD purchases field to this amount
Create Any Missing Location Records:

Selecting this button will find out if any of the inventory items have missing location records. It
checks each inventory item and then for each location, tries to find that record in the location file. If
it doesn't find it, it will add a blank record for that location.
Update Sales with Inventory Dept/Manuf Codes:
Selecting this button will take the current Department#'s and Manufacturer Codes for each inventory
item, and update the previous and current sales detail records with the new (if changed) field values.
This is handy if you started off with basic departments (or DEPT 1) and wanted to expand your
department selection - but also to compare previous sales figures with current.
Update main Average Cost with Location Avg Cost:
Selecting this button will gather all the location records that have quantity on hand and their average
costs and create the correct and normalized averagecost to represent the net inventory value in the
global inventory record.
Update Account IDs for merged Customers:
When customers are merged, the customer ID (15 digit unique identifier) is changed but the Account
ID is not changed in the Sales, Service, Quotes files when updated. This routine will go through all
the historical records and find any customer IDs that do not have the current Account ID, and correct
the historical record with the right Account ID.
Create missing XREF records from Inventory:
Selecting this button will scan the inventory file and look at the vendor code and part# to see if it's in
the cross reference file. If not, it will insert all relevant fields into the cross reference file.
Delete Unused Inventory Items:
Selecting this button will search for all inventory items that have no items on hand, on order or
presold and that have never been sold. It will then present you with the following screen with which
you can alter the created date and you can deselect certain items that you want to keep. Clicking the
Delete Items button will delete these items PERMANENTLY from the inventory file.

Delete Old Customers (No Sales):
Selecting this button will search for all Customers that have no sales at all and were created before a
certain date which you enter onto the following form. Clicking the Delete Items button will delete
these customers PERMANENTLY from the customer file.

Delete Old Sales Records:
Selecting this button will delete historical sales reocrds previous to the date selected. This does
NOT delete customers or inventory.
Purge Old Accounts Payable Records:
Selecting this button will purge any accounts payable detail previous to the GL Period requested.
Purge Old General Ledger Records:
Selecting this button will purge any general ledger detail previous to the GL Period requested. Since
this will throw out the summary file totals, you need to do the following in order:
Print the trial balance of the ending GL Period that you are deleting up to in G/L General
Reports.
Run the purge routine. You MUST select the FIRST GL period in a fiscal year, so that the
purge will delete all records leading up to that period including the yearend closing of the year
before.
After the records have been deleted, create a new GL Detail Entry with the Ending G/L Period
that you printed the trial balance for. Enter all of the balance sheet entries (NOT the
revenue/expense entries). Then enter the year to date earnings under the Retained earnings code
to balance. This is essentially a balance sheet entry to bring the balances forward as a starting
point.
Run the Reset Trial Balance to Actual on the G/L Setup form.
Check your trial balance for that ending period as well as the current periods to make sure all is
balanced.

System Setup
This utility screen is used to setup the main parameters of the system, affecting all parts of the program.
There are 6 different tabs relating to different aspects of the program:
Setup Main Info Company information, taxes, default sales and document numbers.
Printers
Printer, Pole Displays and other Point of sale defaults.
Setup Defaults
Leasing, stock number, Ship Via and other defaults
Setup REG/LOC ID
Register and location setup for multi terminals/multi branch operations
Setup Text Defaults
Comment setup for various forms including sales, purchase orders, quotes, etc
Setup G/L Codes
General Ledger default codes, G/L Period are entered here. They are used if all other spots are left
blank such as department and work code setup.
Setup Custom Tab
Custom defined customer and inventory fields as well as Email Server setup

System Setup Main Info
Company Information

Name & Address Information:
Enter your company name as it will appear on invoices, etc and your address information, as well as your
common company email address.

Store ID:
Enter a two letter designation for the current store location. This is used to distinguish between branch
locations. If there is only one location, leave this blank. This is also used as the first 1 or 2 letters in the
automatic purchase order generation using the date format. See Purchase Order Entry for more
information.
Default Information
These defaults are used to automatically fill the fields when entering new customers and inventory items,
or for other fields on other forms. ALL DEFAULTS can be changed at the form level afterwards.

City, State/Prov, Postal, Area Code:
Enter your most frequently used city, state or province, postal code and phone/fax area code or leave
blank.
SalesID:

This field is not used anymore. Instead, the default salesid is always the userid that was entered at login to
the individual terminal.
Terms Code:
The default terms code for your customers. In normal cases, this is always cash when a customer is added
at the POS. The terms code can be changed in Customer Maintenance afterward.
Acct ID Required?:
If you require an account ID each time a user creates a new customer, then check this box. This does not
mean that the customer will have an account for charging, instead it allows the user to track the customer
using a simple account ID.
Tax Rates
Clicking this button will bring up the Taxes Maintenance Form, where you can review and change the 9
taxes available. You must also work on the Tax Code Maintenance form after changing the taxes
themselves.
Interest Rate/Month:
The interest rate for delinquent customer accounts. Expressed in percentage. (for example 2.0 = 2% per
month). Use the Charge Interest menu item under Customer Menu to activate this.
Customer and Inventory Tax Code:
Select a default tax code that will initially be inserted when creating a new customer or new inventory
item. Remember to change this after you have changed the taxes and tax codes above.
Weight Text:
Enter the text characters to designate how weight is expressed. Normal text would be either KG or LB.
Dept Number:
The default department number for inventory maintenance when adding new stock items. Range from 1999.
Minimum Price:
Select either NO minimum price, Cost (Standard Cost), or PriceA-D. When a user enters a price for an
item and it falls BELOW one of these prices (as long as they are not 0), then the system will revert to the
minimum pricing and issue a warning message.
Cash Out Day:
The default day that shows up on the Cash Reconciliation screen when printing out the cash
reconciliation. This is usually YESTERDAY, but if you are doing your cash out at night, then you should
have this default to TODAY.
Numerical PO Numbers:
If you wish to use numerical Purchase Orders instead of the default character/numeric format, check this
box off. When you generate a new purchase order, it will add 1 to the last one on file to generate a new
one.
Consolidate PO By Stock Number?:

If you select this option, then your purchase order PRINTOUT will combine any detail lines that have the
same stock number. This is handy when you have several special orders and stock orders for the same
stock number.
Point of Sale Information:

Current Document Number:
This is the current document number generated automatically for all new POS documents. You can change
it, but only to a higher value. You cannot change it to a lower value.
Round Up To Default:
This is used when calculating margins and pricing in the quotation and point of sale system. Enter "N" for
no round up, "1" to round to nearest dollar and "9" to round to nearest 9 dollars.
Current Quote Number:
This is the current document number generated automatically for all new Quotation documents. You can
change it, but only to a higher value. You cannot change it to a lower value.
Invoice Message 1, 2:
Enter up to 40 characters in each box. This message will print out on most invoice formats supported for
all transactions through the POS system.

Change User Passwords Every x Days:
This will globally change the time between password changes for every user. See User Profile or Change
User Preferences for their own fields. Each User can have an overriding time.
Minimum Password Length:
Enter a minimal password length that the user has to enter to be valid. Maximum is 8 characters.
Background Screen Color:
You can change the background screen color from the standard green to any other color - simply click on
the ... icon to select a color. This is handy if you are running two or more databases on the same server for
different divisions or companies. It will allow different colors to show you which database you are

working in.
Use Clock In/Out?:
Selecting this will activate the clock in/out function. Employees that are flagged for "Must use Clock
In/Out" will be required to sign in and out recording their times in the database for further security.
Do Not Allow Invoicing:
Selecting this will prevent users from creating invoices, affecting inventory and accounts recievable.
Check this off when doing your monthend so that your figures are not affected by staff entering invoices
after reports have been done.

System Setup Printers

Invoice Printer Type: Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will
be using for your regular POS transactions. Your printer under Windows 95/98 MUST be named
"Invoices" (and use the Generic Printer Driver supplied with Windows 95/98 if you are printing to the dot
matrix printer.)
When using Windows 2000 or XP, use the LPT Only option and enter the Printer port to print to.
Select a separate printer type for each copy that you would normally print. At the Point of Sale Printout
screen, you will be able to change this choice. As well, you can reconfigure this in the User Profile for
each user.
Sales Order Printer Type:
Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will be using for your sales
orders.
Rent Form Printer Type:
Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will be using for your rentals.
Loaner Form Printer Type:
Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will be using for your
loaners.
Suppress Kit Item Details?:
Select this if you want to default to always suppress kit item details. You will have the ability to change
this on
Open Cash Drawer for Debit/Credit Card Receipts?:
If you have a receipt printer connected to a cash drawer, this option will allow you to cancel the opening
code when a credit card tender option is used. The default is for the drawer to open on ALL tendered
invoices.
Pole Display Type/Port:

Choose the type of pole display used and the applicable port that the pole is connected to.
Cheque Format:
Choose from the formats available for laserprinter cheques. "Top" will print the figure/amount and payee
on the top 1/3 of the cheque, and the cheque stub below in two parts. "Middle will print the stub on top,
figure/amount in the middle and accounting backup on the bottom.

System Setup Defaults
Default Information:

ETA DaysAhead: The number of days ahead that it NORMALLY takes for most product to arrive at your
location after the purchase order is placed.
Print Receipts Report First:
If you would like the receipts report option to automatically show up when the Receipts Printout form
comes up, check this box.
Use Logo (cologo.bmp):
If you are going to use your company logo, you must convert it to a file called
cologo.bmp (Windows BitMap graphics file type), and store it in the data directory called PRDATA.
Then check this box to activate it for statements and other forms that would use it. If you don't use a logo,
all forms will print your company name instead of printing the logo.
Qty Decimals:
There are two possible entries here. 2 Decimal places allows you to enter partial quantities and all
quantity figures will show as 99.99 (ie. qty of 1 shows as 1.00). Put a 0 in here to NOT have decimal
places. (ie. qty of 1 shows as 1)
Cost Decimals:
Default for costing is 2 decimals as per normal. But you have a choice of 3 or 4 decimal places as well.
This is useful when your part costing is represented in per / 100 or per /1000 and each piece is a small
price such as .0375 cents. Almost all screens such as POS, Quotes, Service and Purchasing are converted
to show the increased decimal points - as well as numerous reports.
GST#:
This is your GST number to be printed on all transactions.
PST#:
This is your Provincial Sales Tax number to be printed on all purchase orders
Optional Credit Card Name:
If you wish to use a credit card that is not normally in the system, enter it here. This can also be used for
in-house credit cards. It will appear on the Point of Sale Tender Options screen as a payment option. It
will be listed in the Cash Reconciliation Report separately.
Do Currency Conversion?:
When receiving product and the purchase order is flagged as Foreign Currency, then convert all incoming
prices to current currency using the following Currency Conversion Factor.

Purchasing Conversion Factor:
Enter the factor used to convert foreign currency to current currency. For example: 1.34 (To convert US to
Canadian)
Sales Conversion Factor:
Enter the factor used to convert Canadian to foreign currency for customer invoices. For example: .65 (To
convert Canadian to US funds)
Ask for Password (POS):
When selected, all users will be required to enter their user ID AND password before doing any
transaction in the Point of Sale entry.

Loyalty Name:
Enter your loyalty/reward points name. ex: NCIBUCKS
Loyalty Points / Dollar Sale:
Enter the number of standard points that you'll give a customer for each dollar sold to them. This can be
altered by inventory and customer overrides.
Redeemed Points / Penny:
This is how many points will be redeemed to create one penny of credit to the customer. For example - if
you enter 50 points, then when the customer redeems 10,000 points, they'll receive $2.00.
Currenty Loyalty No:
Enter the starting Number you will assign to a customer automatically or adjust the number that's in there
if needed.
Loyalty Stock Number:
You need a stock number created (Service type) - that will be used to redeem the loyalty points. The cost
and price should be 0.00
Automatically generate Loyalty No:
You can have the loyalty number automatically generate itself when creating a new customer by checking
this off. Otherwise, you'll have to click a button to create the next loyalty # available.
Loyalty Milestone:
Enter an amount that you want to display to the clerk ringing in a new sale to show that the customer has
reached a reward level where you want to redeem their points.

LEASE INFO:
Primarily used for presenting lease rates on quotations. Enter the term (Text format) and lease rate per
$1000 per month. The quotation program will use these rates to calculate leases for the terms specified
and print out on applicable quotations.
SerialNumber2 Description:
Enter a label for the 2nd serial number displayed on the inventory maintenance screen and on the serial
number input screen.
SerialNumber3 Description:
As above for the 3rd serial number.
Inventory Description Label:
Enter a label to describe the description field (If nothing entered, defaults to "Description" in the
inventory maintenance screen.
Inventory Description2 Label:
Enter a label to describe the description2 field (If nothing entered, defaults to "Description2".
Quote Stockno1/2:
Enter one or two stock numbers to automatically be entered on each quote when they are created..
Convert Quote to:
Normally, Quotes convert to sales orders, but you can specify that they convert automatically right into
Invoices instead by selecting it here.

Generate Automatic Barcode:
When inventory items are created, an automatic random barcode will be generated, unique to any other
barcode in the inventory file. This is used for internal barcoding separate from the stock number.
Add Warranty Line:
When the warranty field is filled in Inventory Maintenance, checking this will automatically add that
warranty line on any invoice where you enter the inventory item associated with it.
Add Ordered Items to Work Orders from Purchase Orders:
This option will automatically add the line items from a purchase order that have not already been added
to work orders, and that have a work order # assigned to that line item... to the work order# entered. This
allows you to create purchase orders direct from technicians instead of them putting the items on the work
orders and then creating the purchase orders.
Update Cost/Price on WO/SO (& Inventory) from PO:
Product costs from vendors varies from time to time and the standard costs and costing in sales orders and
work orders might not reflect the latest costs. Therefore, when placing an order (creating a new purchase
order), and this option is selected, the costing in any sales order or work order for this item ordered will
be updated when you save your purchase order.
Update WO/SO Average Cost from Receipts:
When receiving items that are on work orders or sales orders - the current costing might have changed
since the sales orders or work orders were created. This ensures that sales orders and work orders are
updated with the latest average cost. When they are turned into invoices, the current average cost at that
time will be calculated, but this will keep your costing up to date.
Note: If you don't want the average costs to be updated (for miscellaneous generic stock items that you
buy using a generic stock number), then put MISC in the status code field.
Force Entry of Clerk ID:
If you select this option, then when the user tries to close a Point of Sale entry on a machine that they have
not logged in on, such as a front counter machine or someone elses terminal or perhaps they are using
another person's ID for a sale on their machine, they will be asked for their security code. Once entered,
their initials will appear in the Clerk ID field on the second page of the POS entry screen. This will show
who actually performed the sale, other than the person with the user ID entered.
Search for Previous Refunds:
If this option is selected, then when an item is refunded for a customer, the system will search for the
identical item being refunded previously for this same customer. This will prevent duplicate credits being
issued. Note that it might take up to 30 seconds to search on large databases.
Warning when Reorder Point is exceeded:
If this option is selected, then when entering an item on an invoice about to be sold - if the reorder point is
exceeded, it will issue a warning that should allow the user to notify whoever is in charge of ordering to
order the item as soon as possible. See how to setup reorder points in Inventory Maintenance
Update Standard Cost in Inventory with New PO Costing:
This will update ONLY the standard cost in inventory maintenance with the new price in the purchase
orders when a new purchase order is saved.

Show The Price per Field/Column:
If you are using the Sell Per field in inventory maintenance and would like it to show on the point of sale
entry form, check this box here.
Show The Qty Requested Column:
If you would like to have a column in work orders and sales orders that shows what the customer
requested originally against what was actually sold or still on order, then select this option.
Require Invoice# in Receipts Entry:
When entering receipts in Receiving Entry Form, this option will require the user to enter an invoice# as
well as a date when receiving.
Allow Deposit on CASH Account:
To prevent users from mistakenly putting a deposit credit on the cash account (creating a sales order
instead of invoice and receiving payment for it, or putting a down payment in CASH instead of the actual
customer), uncheck this checkbox. Otherwise, it defaults to being able to put a deposit on the CASH
account.
Copy PO Number on Templating:
When templating a document in Point of Sale or Service, the PO Number is usually copied over. Uncheck
this if you do not want the previous PO Number to appear on the new document.

System Setup Text Defaults

Loan Document Text: Enter the legalese for your loan documents that is printed on the invoice form (if
there is room for it and it is required).
Rental Document Text:
Enter the legalese for your rental documents that is printed on the invoice form (if there is room for it and
it is required).
Statement Message:
Enter any message that you want to have appear at the bottom of your statements.
Service Disclaimer Text:
Enter the text that you want to appear on the bottom of the work order printout for the customer to read and
sign off on.
Sales Disclaimer Text:
Enter the message that you want to appear on the bottom of sales orders for the customer to read and sign
off on.
Purchase Order Text:
Enter a message that appears on the bottom of all purchase orders for your suppliers to read.
Quotation Lease Text:
This message will appear in the LEASE OPTIONS box at the bottom of all quote printouts that have
chosen Lease Info as an option. Terms of the lease options, etc can be entered.
Quotation Message Text:
This message will appear at the bottom of all quotes.
RMA Form Text:

This message will appear at the bottom of all RMA form printouts.
SHIP VIA DESCRIPTIONS:
Enter up to 12 descriptions of methods of shipping. This list will appear on the POS screen 2, in the SHIP
VIA box so that you can select it without typing in the entire text.

System Setup G/L Codes

Current G/L Period: Select the current G/L Period for the Accounts Payable Entry system. This will be
the default G/L Period selected for each new document (It can be changed at time of entry)
GL Codes
Enter the G/L Codes for each major account field. Each of these G/L Codes will enact as the default G/L
Codes in different sections of CISPro. In several modules they can be changed to different codes.
Deposit Bank
Used for all tendered amounts in the Sales G/L Distribution Journals.
Chequing Bank
Default G/L account for Accounts Payable payments. This can be overridden by the GL Code for
each Bank ID (See Bank ID Maintenance)
Accts Rec (Regular, Account, Gift Cards)
Enter the same GL Code in all three if you don't have them separated. Otherwise, the GL Code will
be used in the Sales G/L Distribution journals for each of the different A/R types. See Customer
Maintenance to change an A/R Type for a particular customer.
Inventory
Enter the G/L Code for the inventory used in processing Point of Sale entries and displayed in the
Sales G/L Distribution reports.
Accts Payable
Default Accounts Payable G/L Code for the Accounts Payable G/L Distribution report (and
importing into General Ledger). This can be changed in Vendor Maintenance to a different G/L Code.
Taxable Sales
Default G/L Code used for all Sales entries in the POS Entry module for revenue. This can be
overridden by the Department G/L Code of each line item, or the Customer Maintenance G/L Code
default for each customer. It can also be changed in Sales Order notes in the G/L Codes dropdown
for G/L Sales Code.

System Setup Custom Tab
USER DEFINED FIELD DESCRIPTIONS

Customer: 20 extra fields are available as custom fields to be defined by the user. Enter the appropriate
labels for these fields and they will appear on the Customer Maintenance screen. The files that designate
"Memo" refer to an unlimited text field (the same as "Notes" field available as standard). These fields
appear on the "USER DEFINED FIELDS" in Customer Maintenance
Inventory:
10 extra fields are available as custom fields to be defined by the user. Enter the appropriate labels for
these fields and they will appear on the Inventory Maintenance screen. The files that designate "Memo"
refer to an unlimited text field (the same as "Detailed Description" field available as standard).

System Setup Marketing Tab

E-MAIL INFORMATION
Server:
Enter the Internet Service Provider (ISP) or domain email server (ie. mail.shaw.ca). This is usually the
same as the Outgoing Email Server that you would setup inside your Email Account properties
Username & Password:
Enter the username/password registered for retrieving/sending email. This can be any email - it's not
shown when sending out emails.
Marketing Name/E-Mail:
When using the Email Out program, this is the name and email that recipients see when email arrives
from you. You also have a chance in that program to change it. It's also the internal email when sending
internal receiving updates, etc.
A/R Statements Name/E-Mail:
When using the email option for Accounts Receivable Statements, this is the name and email that
recipients see when email arrives from you. You also have a chance in that program to change it.
Service Dept. Name/E-Mail:
When using Service Entry, this is the name and email that recipients of the technician Work Order updates
see when email arrives.

System Setup Email Text Tab

EMAIL TEXT DEFAULTS These fields provide default text for the various emails that are sent with
PDFs in Sales, etc. Do not leave the first line blank as it will not work. These same text defaults can be
changed for each user with the Change User Preferences form.

Taxes Maintenance

This form allows you to setup 9 taxes and their rates.
Tax Name: You are allowed 6 characters to enter a short tax name that will appear on all invoices,
quotes, repair order printouts and on the tax lookup screen. For example: GST and PST.
Tax ID:
Each record in the file is assigned a tax ID. This cannot be changed.
Tax Rate:
Enter the percentage of tax that is charged. Enter 5% as 5.0 (not .05)
Charge This Tax on Tax:
If this tax is charged not only on the subtotal, but on another tax - then enter the tax that it is charged
on. The system first calculates the taxes on the subtotal, then adds any tax calculated on other taxes
for the total tax amount.
GL Code for Tax Collected:
Enter the GL Code for this tax. It will accumulate the tax collected on invoices into this code on
monthend reports and GL import.
GL Code for Tax Paid:
Enter the GL Code for this tax where it is to be paid to vendors. It will automatically tag a GL Code
when using the tax in Accounts Payable Entry and the posting afterwards, including the Import to
General Ledger.

Tax Code Maintenance
Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Tax Codes
Main Entry... Page
You can setup unlimited tax codes in here based on the taxes you have entered in the Taxes Maintenance
form. Each tax code will be Exempt or Not Exempt from each tax. Be careful how you setup this up - as
you have two variables in the system - the customer taxcode and the inventory taxcode. They will
compare to each other and figure out a new taxcode for that line item. You must have tax codes for every
possibility.

For example:
Assume the following taxcodes and exemptions:
"Y" - both PST and GST
"G" - GST taxable, PST exempt
"P" - PST taxable, GST exempt
"N" - GST and PST exempt
"H" - HST taxable only
If the customer has PST only and the inventory item has "Y" - the final tax code for the line item will be
PST.
If the customer has PST only and the inventory item has GST only - then both taxes are exempt and the tax
for that line item would be "N" - as this matches the criteria.
Note: For new customers or inventory, there must be a default tax code - set this up in System Setup after
you have established all of the possible tax codes here.
Force Tax for Customer? :
If you select this, whatever tax code you enter for the customer will override the inventory taxcode
regardless of what it is. For instance, you can enter "H" for HST for a customer and even though the
inventory item is coded "G" for GST, which would normally end up as no taxes (they cancel each
other out), the "H" will remain.
Force Tax for Inventory? :
See the above explanation
Change Tax Codes... Page

To facilitate the change of tax codes in a jurisdiction, this page will allow mass updates.

Change INVENTORY Tax Code:
Select the current tax code to change in the left dropdown and the future one you want in the
right dropdown. Inventory can be subject to ALL tax codes, so be careful in what you select.
The customer taxcode is what will control whether some taxes are exempt. For example, if you
selected ALL TAXES - PST, GST, HST, ABC , etc... and your customer's tax code was GST,
then then final tax on invoices, quotes, etc... would only be GST. You could have another
customer that pays PST and GST - since the inventory is taxable for both these, the appropriate
tax code for just those two taxes would be selected.
Change CUSTOMER Tax Code:
Select the current tax code in the customer maintenance file to change in the left dropdown and
the future one in the right. This will ONLY affect the customer file itself - It will not change
previous invoices, quotes, work orders.
Change QUOTATIONS Tax Code:
Selecting the current and future tax code will change the tax code for ALL quotes, even the ones
that have been Sold or are inactive - so that if they are templated or re-used, they will have
proper tax codes for the POS entry.
Change SERVICE (UnBilled) Tax Code:
Selecting the current and future tax code will change the tax code for any work orders that are
not "Billing Complete", so that when they are billed out in POS, the tax codes brought over will
be correct. If you happen to change a billing complete back to a Repair Complete in the future
for corrections, you must be aware of the tax codes that need to be changed or not.

Country Code Maintenance

You can setup unlimited country codes, along with their names and country calling code. This calling code
is displayed when you hover over a company code in customer and vendor lookup/maintenance forms.
Country Code: Type in the Internationally recognized country code for the countries that you deal
with.
Country:
The name is limited to 25 characters and is what you desire to be displayed when the user hovers
over the country code.
Calling Code:
The calling code is when this country is called long distance either within the country or
internationally. For example, "1" is the code for long distance within North America. "011" + a
country specific code such as "52" for mexico is valid here.

Modify Reports

Report Name: Select a report name from the drop down selection, and click the MODIFY button to
modify the report. See Using the Report Designer to understand how to modify your reports for your own
use.

User Profile

Search For Page This page will allow you to search for Users by the User ID.
Main Entry Page
All main information regarding the User can be edited on this page.
Defaults Page
Enter Printer and Search defaults on this page.
Wage Rates Page
Enter Wage rates for each wage designation as setup in Payroll Setup. This is used in the Job Costing
module. Leave them empty if not using the module.
Additional Security Page
You can designate additional security parameters that override the default security level established on
the main page.

User Profile Main Entry

User ID: Enter a three letter/numerical code to designate each salesperson or user.
Password:
Passwords can be 7 characters long, a mix of numbers and characters, all upper case. This password can
also be blank if you do not require passwords and are not using the security levels.
First/Last Name:
The name will show on all invoices and quotes as well as the buyer name on purchase orders.
E-Mail Address:
If an email address is entered, it will show on quotation printouts. It will also be used for notifications
such as technician assigned work orders, received entries for sales orders, etc.
Custom Info:
Any text that you enter into here will appear on the top of the quotation printouts. For example, phone
extensions, alternate cell phone#, or professional designations.
Designation:
Select the correct designation for each user. If "Technician" is selected, then the Service Entry form will
open first upon logging in. If "Purchasing" is selected, then the Purchase Order Entry form will open.
Combination, Sales and Management will default to the Point of Sale Form opening at the start.
Sales Commission Type:
This field is purely for reference only. Not used in CISPro reports.
Default Job Code:
Setup Job Codes in Job Code Maintenance. Designate each person under a job code for reporting
purposes.

Security Level:
Security Levels are a numerical value from 1 to 9, where 1 is the highest security access and 9 the
lowest.
YOU MUST HAVE SECURITY LEVEL 1 TO EDIT THESE USERS. ASSIGN SECURITY LEVEL
1 TO SOMEONE IN CHARGE.
Each of the forms that are accessible from the menu are assigned a security level. It is noted on the right
side beside the menu item name as [Sx]. If you have a security level that is the same or higher than the
menu item, then you have permission to use it. If your security level is lower, you will be denied access
and informed that you require a higher security level.
In some forms, certain data is also security level protected.
Security Levels by category:
Sales/Service Entry: 9
Purchasing: 5
Inventory Maintenance 3
Accounting: 2
Owner/Operator: 1
Allow View of Other Salesperson's Data :
Defaults to ON. If you wish to deny this user access to the details of sales that other salespeople have
made in the Point of Sale screen, then uncheck this.
Show Add On Part Option?:
Will show any ADD ONS for inventory items in the quotation system that have been setup. This is used
for selling accessories for main products or cross-brand selling. See Inventory Maintenance for a full
explanation.
Password Required on POS? :
If want to password protect a user's ID/password when using the Point of Sale entry, then check this off.
This will prevent other users from using this user's ID when entering refunds, voids, etc.
Must Use Clock In/Out? :
To force a user to use the Clock In/Out feature to track their time, check this off. It will force the Clock
In/Out form to popup when signing in.

Default to Cash Sale? :
When this user uses the Point of Sale forms, it will default immediately to Cash Sale, bypassing the
customer entry... for fast counter sales where there is no concern for collecting customer data.
Minimum Price :
Enter a price level that the user cannot go below, and they will be prevented from doing that in the Point
of Sale when entering an invoice/rental.
Change Password Every x Days :
Enter the days until the next password change for this user. 10 days before the date comes up, the user will
get warnings.
Next Password Change :
The deadline date for the next password change - usually updated when the above field is changed.
Able to see Client Password in Service? :
There is a Password field on the Labour page of Service Entry which can be used to store private
passwords for computers and other items. Check this option to allow this user to unlock the field to view
the passwords entered in there.

Allow Cost On POS?:
When checked off, this allows the user to see the cost on any item when they press the F3 key on the POS
system screen. They will also be allowed to use the F4 key to bring up the costing/margining adjustment
box form.
Show Cost All the Time?:
When checked off, the cost will be displayed as a default. It can be turned off with the F3 key.
Allow Credit Limit to be Exceeded on POS?:
If checked off, then the user will be allowed to charge to a customer that has exceeded their credit limit.
Allow refunds in POS?:
Defaults to ON. Allows refunds to be generated by the user in POS Entry. If not, then another user with
that option can override the security warning.
Do Not allow deposits on Sales Orders?:

The user will not be allowed to take a deposit on any sales order that is generated by them. This is to
prevent mistakes from happening on sales orders only.
Allow Invoicing on POS?:
Defaults to ON. Allows invoices to be generated by the user in POS Entry. If not, then another user with
that option can override the security warning.
Allow Editing of other user's Sales Orders?:
Defaults to ON. Allows users to edit other user's sales orders. This is handy when the original
salesperson is not around to deliver the sales order, but can be turned off to prevent mistakes being made.
Allow VOIDing in POS?
Defaults to ON. Allows user to VOID an invoice or cancel a sales order. If not, then another user with
that option can override the security warning.
Allow Tax Changes in POS?:
Defaults to ON. Allows user to change the PST/GST on the Point of Sale form if needed.
See Secure & Bank Info in Customers and Vendors?:
There are two special fields in customers and vendors. One is the secure field where credit card and
financial information is stored in the customer file. The other is the direct deposit bank information in the
vendor file. Both of these can be seen only when this is checked off as a security feature.
Can Change Inventory Fields in Information Screen?:
This allows the user to change certain fields when they popup the Inventory Information screen in POS,
Quotes, etc. After they change the fields, it updates the Inventory table with the new information. Should
be allowed to those users who don't have access to normal inventory pricing etc, but can update the
descriptions and detailed specs of items.
Allow updating of Service Documents?:
This option will allow the user to update any service documents already created. Any user can create a
new service document, but to update older ones - they need this checked off. See Service Documents for
more information.
Allow Deletion of Purchase Orders?:
This will allow the user to delete purchase orders if they need to. If it's unchecked, all the user can do is
VOID purchase orders. It is checked by default, allowing deletions.
Due Date Notification?:
If checked off, when there is a rental or scheduling item past due, a message will be shown to the user
upon logging in.
Stay on Screen after Email PDF?:
By default, the POS Entry Print screen will close after an email is sent from it. If a user requires the form
to stay open to do other actions, click this on.
Check for Receivings and send Email Out?:
When the person who receives items from purchase orders saves the receiving data, they are asked

whether they want to send emails to all salespeople who have ordered product that was just recieved.
This is normally the default, but if you have technicians, administration staff, etc who never order goods by checking this off, you'll save some time for the receiver.

User Profile Defaults

Invoice Printer Type: Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you
will be using for your regular POS transactions. Your printer under Windows 95/98 MUST be named
"Invoices" (and use the Generic Printer Driver supplied with Windows 95/98 if you are printing to
the dot matrix printer.)
When using Windows 2000 or XP, use the LPT Only option and enter the Printer port to print
to.
Select a separate printer type for each copy that you would normally print. At the Point of Sale
Printout screen, you will be able to change this choice. This selection OVERRIDES the System
Setup selections
Sales Order Printer Type:
Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will be using for your
sales orders.
Default Location:
Overrides the Location ID selected in system setup. Use this field to default to the correct
location/branch that the user is mainly associated with. If there is only one location setup, no options
are displayed.
Default RegisterID:
Overrides the default Register ID selected in system setup. Use this field to default to the correct
register ID that the user is mainly associated with.
Automatic Location ID (No Prompt):
If you want to limit the user to just their own location, select this to automatically log them into the
location specified.
Default Document Type:
This designates that either the Invoice type or Sales Order type will be displayed when initiating a

new POS Entry. If this user is a salesperson that mainly generates orders with someone else doing
the invoicing, then default them to Sales Orders to prevent them from invoicing by mistake.
Print Lease Information on Quotes:
By default, the 'Print Lease Information' is not checked off on Quotation Entry. You can force it to be
checked off and the option to be selected for each user.
Default Quotation Printout:
Choose the primary quotation printout that you would prefer. When printing out a quotation, the
system will initially settle on the type that you prefer, but also allow you to change to another type if
you wish.
Default Vendor XRF Lookup:
When using the Vendor Cross Reference Lookup feature in POS, Quotes, etc, you can designate the
default search lookup field to start with.
Default Customer Search:
When starting the Customer Maintenance screen, you can designate the default search lookup field to
start with.
Default Inventory Search:
When starting the Inventory Maintenance screen, you can designate the default search lookup field to
start with.
Default Receipts Maint. Search:
When starting the Receipts Maintenance screen, you can designate the default search lookup field to
start with.
Autoload Dashboard:
On startup, you can have the Dashboard automatically load and display.
Purchase Order Limit:
Assign an amount of a purchase order that this user is limited to. When the purchase order reaches
this limit, it will warn the user and will have to be overridden by a user with either a blank limit or a
limit exceeding the amount of the purchase order.
Generate New Pin#:
You can either generate a new random PIN#, or type one in that does not conflict with others in the
system. This PIN# can be used instead of UserID and password at any security screen.
Reset Form/Grid Prefs:
This will set all custom column placements in the grids in each form that you've moved around or
altered the width of back to the original. It will also reset any form placements on the screen back to
standard placements (the position of forms when you login after logging out with them open).
Output File Folder:
If you do a lot of Excel outputs from reports, and want to have a default directory other than the
CISPro main folder, just use the browse button to find the directory you want to store your files in.

User Profile Wage Rates
Wage Rates: Enter the wage cost for this user for each designated Wage Rate that are setup in Payroll
Setup. These wage costs will be used in the Job Costing Module.

User Profile Additional Security

Selecting Alternative Security Parameters: Select the form name in the drop down box. Then select
FULL (able to look at and change), NO ACCESS (will be denied access to the form), or READ ONLY
(Will be allowed to view the information but not change it.
Click on the Add/Modify button to either add this new parameter to the security for this user or to modify
the security for a form that's listed. Click on the Remove button to take the form selected off this security
matrix.
Reset To Default:
This will take all the forms and set them to the default security levels as defined by the users main
security number.

User Profile Email Text

EMAIL TEXT DEFAULTS These fields override the default text setup in System Setup for the various
emails that are sent with PDFs in Sales, etc. Do not leave the first line blank as it will not work.

Change User Preferences
This form allows each user to modify the defaults that are setup by the system to their own specifications.

E-Mail Address:
This email address is used by the system in sending out notifications in sales and service, as well as
displaying on the standard quotation forms.
Invoice Printer Type:
Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will be using for your
regular POS transactions. Your printer under Windows 95/98 MUST be named "Invoices" (and use
the Generic Printer Driver supplied with Windows 95/98 if you are printing to the dot matrix
printer.)
When using Windows 2000 or XP, use the LPT Only option and enter the Printer port to print
to.
Select a separate printer type for each copy that you would normally print. At the Point of Sale
Printout screen, you will be able to change this choice. This selection OVERRIDES the System
Setup selections
Sales Order Printer Type:
Choose from the formats available for the invoice/document printer that you will be using for your
sales orders.

Default Document Type:

This designates that either the Invoice type or Sales Order type will be displayed when initiating a
new POS Entry. If this user is a salesperson that mainly generates orders with someone else doing
the invoicing, then default them to Sales Orders to prevent them from invoicing by mistake.
Default Quotation Printout:
Choose the primary quotation printout that you would prefer. When printing out a quotation, the
system will initially settle on the type that you prefer, but also allow you to change to another type if
you wish.
Default Vendor XRF Lookup:
When using the Vendor Cross Reference Lookup feature in POS, Quotes, etc, you can designate the
default search lookup field to start with.
Default Customer Search:
When starting the Customer Maintenance screen, you can designate the default search lookup field to
start with.
Default Inventory Search:
When starting the Inventory Maintenance screen, you can designate the default search lookup field to
start with.
Default Receipts Maint. Search:
When starting the Receipts Maintenance screen, you can designate the default search lookup field to
start with.
Autoload Dashboard:
On startup, you can have the Dashboard automatically load and display.
Due Date Notification?:
If checked off, when there is a rental or scheduling item past due, a message will be shown to the
user upon logging in.
Stay on Screen after Email PDF?:
By default, the POS Entry Print screen will close after an email is sent from it. If a user requires the
form to stay open to do other actions, click this on.
Output File Folder:
If you do a lot of Excel outputs from reports, and want to have a default directory other than the
CISPro main folder, just use the browse button to find the directory you want to store your files in.
Change Password and Next Password Change are for information only. They are controlled by
settings in the System Setup module.
Change Password Only:
Enter your old password, and the new one followed by a repeat of the new one to verify. The
password will be immediately updated.
Reset Form/Grid Prefs:

This will set all custom column placements in the grids in each form that you've moved around or
altered the width of back to the original. It will also reset any form placements on the screen back to
standard placements (the position of forms when you login after logging out with them open).

EMAIL TEXT DEFAULTS
These fields override the default text setup in System Setup for the various emails that are sent with
PDFs in Sales, etc. Do not leave the first line blank as it will not work.

Dashboard Maintenance
This form allows you to setup the dashboard formulae for each or all users. The Dashboard is a quick
way of showing comparison figures such as year to date sales this year and last, gross profit this month
compared to last month, etc.

Login ID: Enter the login ID (user ID) of the person where this item will show up on their
dashboard screen.
Code:
Select from the codes determining the first figure to view - whether it's sales, gross profit, A/R or
other.
Description
The system has automatic descriptions, but you can alter them to fit your own requirements.
User ID:
For some of the comparison figures, they can pertain to a single user ID, such as all YTD sales for
XYZ sales person. Normally this would be entered if the Login ID is a manager and they wish to
view the progress of all of their salespeople.
Loc ID:
Enter the Location ID to further filter the Code selection above.
Compare Code & Description:
For the code indicated above, select the appropriate code to compare to, and the description you
want to show on the dashboard.
Compare Amount:
If you are not comparing to any of the codes available, you can also enter an amount to compare to...
such as a sales goal for the year.

User Job Code Maintenance

This form allows you to add, delete or edit different jobs, tasks or locations where work will be
performed.

Time Keeping Maintenance

This form allow company to view and keep track of all the Jobs and the Reps that have performed them. It
allows you to track time and date and print reports of all Job activities.

Line Code Maintenance

This form allows you to setup Default, Priority, Defect or Contract Codes. These codes are used in POS
and Service modules to identify the importants or association to the transaction.
For example: in POS if you would like to let your buyer know that the item sold is Priority then you
would add letter "P" in the POS CODE column which will change that Line item to Blue and notify the
buyer that this item is priority.

Field Options Setup

By clicking the approprate checkbox you will either make the field or option mandetory, Bold or
Invisible.
For example by Clicking BOLD on Address it will display all customer address' in BOLD.

Field Lists Maintenance

This table maintains the list of custom and special fields in the customer and inventory files that have
dropdown fields with optional parameters.

For the customized fields, you can specify a different Display Name (rather than UF1).
Enter the option list (unlimited), with each option on a separate line. This list will appear in the drop
down fields like the example below. You are still able to type in a different value, though.

Location Setup

This form allow you to setup multiple store, branch, or warehouse locations.
You should put brief description of each location for example street name or city.
You can also change color of the background to be different for each location.
Ask for Register or Location ID
By checking this off, you activate the location module. Each user will have to select the location and
register ID that they will work with. You can also set them up with default locations in User Profile
Defaults
Automatically recieve Stock Transfers:
When processing a stock transfer in POS Entry between two locations, normally the user is asked
"Receive items in other location?". This checkbox will automatically do the receiving without
asking. It is useful for internal location departments where there is no actual shipping involved of
product.
Print Location ID as Header:
When selected, the company information on the invoice to the customer will pull from the customer
record for the location, as entered into the Acct ID field. If not selected, all invoices will show the
company default information in System Setup on all invoices.
Do Not Ask to generate receiving records on stock transfers:
This option will not only NOT do receiving automatically as the other option above, but will not ask
whether the user wants to do it or not. Prevents users from mistakenly receiving items when doing a
stock transfer and the other branch also doing a recieving on the same items.
Each location has to be setup with a valid Customer Account number therefore you will have to
setup your multiple stores as your New customers. see Customer Maintenance
Description
The system has automatic descriptions, but you can alter them to fit your own requirements.
See Multi Location Setup for more information on this option.

This form allow you to setup multiple registers at your location. This would be used in a retail sales
environment to track Individual Register sales.

Custom Form Defaults

Enter Custom Form fields that will be used in the Custom Form in the Point of Sale Screen.
Form/Report Caption:
This will be shown on the top of the screen when the user needs to enter the custom information. It
should be a title that is understandable. This will also show on the Custom Report.
Field Type
Select the appropriate field type for the data being entered. The most common is Alphanumeric
which covers many fields. Enter a numeric type if you need to have the user enter ONLY numbers,
with proper decimal positions, etc
Name
This is the name that appears on the form. It should be short but easily understandable
Length
Enter the maximum length you believe this field will be in all cases.
Input Mask?
This will allow you to limit how the user enters the information. For example, to format a phone #,
use 999-999-9999
Example
This will show you an example of the input mask.
Preview
Click this button to preview what the form will look like to the user.

Inventory Data Transfer

Create Transfer File: Enter a the earliest date for any changes to the present inventory file to be
transferred. For instance, if you want all inventory items that have been added or changed for the last
month, enter a date a month back to collect all items.
This will create two files on your hard drive:
PRTRANSFER.DBF
PRTRANSFER.FPT
Copy both of these files over to the system that you are updating into the PRDATA folder. You will
have to copy on top of the present PRTRANSFER files in the folder.
Update From Transfer File:
If you want the list prices to be changed to match the other location, check it off. The same goes for
costing. This will only change the standard costing, NOT the average costing.
Fields affected are the descriptions, all coding information and detailed description. Fields not
affected are all the quantity fields and average/last cost and the sales fields.

File Import
The File Import routine allows you to populate customers, vendors and/or inventory with external data,
possibly from other accounting or POS programs. We have found that the most consistent and reliable
import format is .csv or comma delimited format. It is easily readable in a spreadsheet to correct any
errors and does not add any formatting that might cause issues in the import routine.

Select Import File and File Format
Prior to beginning the import process, it is highly recommended to open your import file in an
application associated with its format and review the file's contents. This allows you the opportunity
to discover any inconsistencies within the file that could cause undesired results. This could include,
but is not limited to, data rows with unrecognizable characters within columns, extra information
within the file obviously not related to the data being imported (manufacturer signature block for
example), or other information irrelevant to your import data. Common problems with data are the
quotation marks used for inches (") - these should be replaced with (in), and $ signs which can be
reformatted to be without.
To begin the import process, start by choosing the type of import you wish to perform. Then select
the format your import data is in. The import is able to handle files in CSV, TAB Delimited, and
Microsoft Excel formats. Please choose your data file type prior to selecting the import file. This
will filter the Open File dialogue box for those types of files.
Important: Ensure your import file is in the format specified by the Data Type setting.
You can decide to update parts already in the system with the new information. This is done by
ensuring there is a check in the box next to "Update Existing Parts". It is common for data files to
have their first row be a Header Row, naming the data contained within the column. We want to
ignore this information during the import process. If your file has a Header Row, ensure there is a
check in the box next to "First row are headers?" and this information will be omitted.
With that done, select the file you wish to import.

Blank columns need to be represented. For example, a CSV file with only 2 columns populated
out of a total of 5 columns needs to represent the empty columns so all fields for each row are
captured. This behavior is the same for tab delimited files.
If importing Customers or Vendors, please skip to Configure Import Data.
If you choose to import inventory data, you will be presented with a secondary window to define
more parameters of the import environment. The format of the window will depend on whether
locations have been enabled for your install. However, both are covered here.

Load Into 1st Location and Replace All Quantities: load all items into inventory and replace
values existing (if update parts is checked) and add corresponding values to the first location. It will
not match for existing items in other locations. Another import affecting those alternate locations
needs to be run to update those locations. If you wish to Update or Add to existing inventory
quantities, see Load into Location.
Load into Location: presents the option to choose the location inventory is imported into as well as
choices on how inventory quantities are handled. This option will present you with two options
related to inventory quantities.
Update (add to) existing quantities: Inventory quantities are increased by the import file quantity
Replace existing quantities: Existing location quantities are replaced with import file quantity.
Configure Import Data
The following screen allows you to map the columns in your import file with the pertinent data fields
associated with the type of import you are using. The format of the screen will depend on whether
you select "First row are headers?" when you began the import process.
The "ignored" header row is presented here to aid in mapping your import data.

No Header row present for the example below.

No matter the format of the screen, the column on the far right will display the first couple rows of
your import file vertically. From the "Available Fields" column on the left, select the field that
corresponds with the field from your import data. The fields you have selected will appear in the

"Selected Fields" column.
If your import file has a header row, and you define it as so in step one, you will see the screen with
a "File Headers" column between the "Selected Fields" and "Data Being Imported" fields. Hopefully
this will aid in aligning your import data with the available fields.
All fields in your import file must be accounted for. If it is a blank field and a field you do not wish
to use, simply use to the "**Skip Field**" selection to omit the data field.
Notes on Import Types:
Inventory: Stock Number must be present when importing. New inventory items will need this
defined as future updates will require it to update parts and prevent duplicates.
Vendor: Vendor Code must be present when importing. New vendors will need this defined as future
updates will require it to update vendors and prevent duplicates.
Customer: Account ID is required for updating existing customers. If it is not present, existing
customers will not be updated and random Account IDs will be generated for the import data.
Once you are happy with your data mappings, click the "Next" Button.
Confirm Data
The generated preview is the result of the previous steps taken.

If you see undesirable input here, exit the form and start the routine again making the appropriate
changes. If, at this stage, you are still seeing undesirable results, exit the form and inspect your
import file with an application appropriate for viewing its file type. Correct and discrepancies and
start the routine once again.
Once you are satisfied with the results of this stage, click the "Import" button to commit your data.

Error Maintenance
This maintenance form displays any critical errors that were recorded.
If you do have errors, you will be asked to bring up this form and talk to technical support.
You have the option to print out either one error record printout or all of them, as well as email the error
report in a PDF format to CISPro support.

Registration

Enter the Registration Code from the Packaging or you registration card. Type it in EXACTLY as shown
on your registration card or packaging. Press OK when completed. You must shut down CISPro and
restart to activate the code.

Payroll Setup

This setup screen is used primarily for the Job Costing System. The payroll module is not finished as of
yet.
Enter the wage rate labels that will appear on the User Profile for each employee. Usual wage rates are
Regular, Overtime, Double Overtime, etc.
The Payroll Burden is the amount of benefits, etc added onto a wage in an average percentage format.
Again, this is used primarily in the Job Costing System.

Employee Maintenance
The Payroll Module is not finished yet - This will be updated when available.

Payroll Entry
The Payroll Module is not finished yet - This will be updated when available.

Payroll Reports
The Payroll Module is not finished yet - This will be updated when available.

PROCEDURES
This section deals with the procedures for running your business. Each section relates to a different
business function and links back to the specific forms and data entry pages required to accomplish the
task.

Accounts Payable Reconciliation (w/o A/P)
Setup: If you do not have the A/P module use the Receipts maintenance screen to keep your purchase
orders reconciled with your A/P information that you have posted manually or into another accounting
system:
Click on the header of the column that will sort by the order in which you have your AP invoices.
Use the "DISPLAY Not Checked" drop down box below to just show those that are not checked yet.
Check off each item where it matches the packing slip with quantity and price. If the price does not
match, enter the actual price in the Actual Price Column. If you have an invoice that does not
match, then you have not received it into CISPro.
After all packing slips for the accounting period are checked off, print the Receipts Not Checked
Report under Purchasing/Receiving Reports. Enter the range of received dates you would like to
check. This report will then indicate which packing slips received do not match to your
Accounts Payable.
All detail information for each received item(s) can be altered to reflect the actual received quantity,
price, etc. This alteration will NOT change the average costing or quantity in inventory - those fields
must also be changed if necessary.

Addons - How to Implement and Use Effectively
Addons are items that are suggested at the time of sale (or quote) that are compatible with the product
being sold or quoted. For instance, Ink Jet Printers would have black and colour cartridges as addon
items.
Addons are setup in Inventory Maintenance. Simply select the Addon button next to the item type, and
enter up to 30 items to display (Press the MORE>> button to see the 2nd 15).
Select the Automatically Add Items checkbox to automatically pull in these items when selecting this
stock number in Point of Sale or Quotations.

When you enter the stock number in quotes, point of sale or service entry, the Select Add On Item popup
screen comes up.

It allows you to select any of the items to add to the order underneath the original stock number entered.
You must have room to add all of the items selected. If you do not, then use the INSERT key to create
enough empty lines to fit.
There are a few rules to using Addons:
1. There is a checkbox in each user that indicates whether they will be shown the addons or not. Check
this in the User Profile to enable Addons for that user. The default is checked on.
2. If the item that you have included as an addon has addon(s) within it's own inventory structure, they
will NOT be displayed. In other words, only one level of addons is permitted.
3. Inventory Kits cannot be an addon item. If you do include a kit item, it will only display and addon just
the kit primary stock number itself, not any of the kit items included with this. You can however include an
item with addons within a kit - they will display and allow to be selected as per your choice.
Automation of Fees Where you are required to include an automatic item such as an environmental fee
along with your normal addon upgrade stock numbers, you must do the following:
Use Inventory Maintenance to create the fee item that is to be added automatically to the regular item. In
that screen, click the addon button and click the "automatic" checkbox. DO NOT add any addon items in
here.

In the regular item, simply add the fee item as an addon. It will NOT be displayed in your addon list - but
will be added right after the regular item, before the rest of the addons. You can add up to 10 of these
automatic addons along with your other addon skus.

Accounts Payable Reconciliation
The Accounts Payable module integrates with the purchasing/receiving module to give you an audit trail
and reconciliation of packing slips to invoices. Using the linked method below, you will be able to find
out quickly overcharges, lost shipments, lost invoices, etc and run your business better.
You should know the basics in the following sections:
Vendor Maintenance Accounts Payable Entry
Receiving Entry
Receipts Maintenance
Vendor Setup
To have automatic linking between Accounts Payable and Receipts entry, you must check off the
"Auto Lookup in A/P" checkbox on the Accounts Detail page.

Receiving Product
Whoever does the receiving of the product should make sure to enter the invoice date (or estimated
invoice date) and a reference #. This reference # can be the sales order, packslip or invoice# off of
the packing slip/invoice that came with the shipment. It is very important that the receiver circle the
number they have used so that the A/P Entry accounting person will know what to put into the invoice
field. This does NOT have to be an invoice#. As long as it is a reference #, the A/P system will pull
in the right detail lines.
Accounts Payable Entry
Enter the Vendor code and then enter the reference# (this could be the invoice # or packslip or sales
order - whatever is circled on the packing slip). If the autolookup is working, the system will find
the items in the receipts file and pull them into the detail lines in A/P.
If by chance, it doesn't pull them in automatically, you can click the
items.

to try to manually find the

In addition, you can type in the PO# and click the
. Note that this might bring in more receivings
(multiple shipments with that PO), so you would need to delete those lines that do not appear on the
invoice.
When you post the A/P invoice, all line items for that invoice are marked as reconciled in the
Receipts Maintenance file... as below (column called "Checked").

Reconciling non-matched Entries

There are circumstances where you cannot match the A/P invoice directly to the line items. In this
case you can post the A/P invoice using "M" stock numbers as placeholders. (It's important to
realize that the stock number and line items do NOT affect inventory in any way. They are simply
there for placeholders for the GL Codes or reference to the original received items). Once you
post the A/P invoice, search for the items in the Receipts Maintenance and click the "Checked" box
to show that they are reconciled against A/P.
End of Month Reconciliation
Run the Receipts Not Checked Report when you have entered all invoices for the month and matched
as many as you can. This report will tell you all the items that have been received but never matched
to an invoice. You will be able to tell whether you need to simply mark the item as reconciled or get
the invoice copy from your supplier to match.

Accounts Receivable Procedures
Setup:
Setup each customer that will have an account with a credit limit. See Customer Maintenance. If an
invoice is charged to this customer and the amount including any previous amount charged exceeds
the credit limit, a warning message will display. The user can bypass this message if allowed. See
User Profile to see how to set the user options.
If Credit Hold is selected, then nothing can be charged to this account. The user cannot bypass the
message that will be displayed, unless they enter a tendered amount equal to the invoice amount.
Use the Customer Comments field to enter tracking notes on each customer. When you enter this
field, your user ID and date is automatically entered.
Reports:
WEEKLY or BIWEEKLY:
Credit Limits Exceeded: This report will show which customers have exceeded their credit limits.
It is useful in making sure that cash customers have not been charged by mistake and that credit
customers are not exceeding their established limits. It should be run on a biweekly basis.
Overdue Report: You can choose an overdue period of time with which you will contact the
delinquent accounts. If you want to make sure you are on top of your receivables, shorten the days
overdue. The report will show all of the comments on the account. This report should be run weekly
or biweekly, depending on your mix of accounts. If you pay special attention to the notes, you can
keep promises of payments on record and look back at the history of each client when contacting
them for current payments.
MONTHLY:
A/R Exception Report: Run this report before the other monthly reports to make sure your account
balance field in the customer record is balanced with all of the detail records in the accounts file.
Correct any that are not.
Aged Trial Balance: The detail version of this will give you full aging and all detail relating to the
payment of each invoice, cheque numbers, etc. One of the monthend procedures is to clear all 0
balance invoices, so this report will be your historical backup of payment application. The summary
version can also be printed as a quick reference or for your accountant.
Monthly Transactions: Show this report on the screen for the month you have just finished (enter the
correct date range). The On Acct Total, when added to the previous month's A/R Trial balance
figure, should equal the current A/R Trial Balance figure. If it does not, then there is a problem with
one of the charge invoices not being posted to the account file. Compare each On Acct detail line

with your A/R trial balance items to see which one is missing.
Statements: These should be run BEFORE you do your monthend procedures if you wish your
customers to know how you applied payments. If you want to have JUST the outstanding amounts on
their statement, run it AFTER your monthend procedures. See Monthend Procedures .

Equipment Costing
Large Items like RV's and Boats can have their costs tracked for eventual sale. This section also applies
to used trade-in equipment.
First, you must setup an internal customer account to bill your internal work orders to. At the end of each
month, an opposing Refund entry to clear them off must also be done - usually through an inventory
service item with the proper GL coding.
CREATE INVENTORY ITEM

Note: The Item Type is "Equipment". Enter the original cost from the landed cost invoice from your
supplier. Enter qty:1 in on hand or do the proper purchase order/receiving method.
PERFORM SERVICE

Note: Enter the proper stock number of the equipment item so that it can be tracked. Enter regular
labour, parts, etc on the other two tabs and close the work order.
INVOICE SERVICE TO INTERNAL

Do a normal service>invoice, charging your internal account. At the end of the Save Routine, the
system will ask you "Add costs to Equipment?" - say yes. This will then reflect the loaded costs as
below in the average cost field:

Later on, you can call up the service history of the equipment item to review the costs and work
orders associated with it, including later repairs after it's sold.

Foreign Currency
Setup:
SUPPLIER FOREIGN CURRENCY
System Setup: Under the "DEFAULT INFO" tab, check off "Do Currency Conversion"
If you have suppliers that you purchase from in foreign currency, enter the conversion factor. This is
the Canadian equivalent. For instance, 1.60 would translate to $1.60 for each $1.00 of foreign
currency.
Vendor Maintenance: Check off the foreign currency checkbox for each vendor that you purchase
product in foreign currency.
Inventory Maintenance: The standard price will be considered the foreign currency cost and the
average cost will be the Canadian equivalent.
When you receive product from these vendors, enter the amount from the invoice and the
system will convert this to the equivalent Canadian cost as your landed received cost, which is
entered into the average cost field in inventory.
CUSTOMER FOREIGN CURRENCY
System Setup: Under the "DEFAULT INFO" tab, check off "Do Currency Conversion"
If you have customer that requires invoices to show the amount in a foreign currency, enter the
conversion factor in the "Sales Conversion Factor" field. Enter a factor that would convert the
Canadian amount entered to a foreign currency amount. For instance, .65 would convert a Canadian
amount of $1000 to $650 of foreign currency that would print out.
Customer Maintenance: Check off the foreign currency checkbox for each customer that requires
invoices to be printed with foreign currency pricing.
Inventory Maintenance: For all products sold to foreign currency customers, enter the foreign
currency amounts for price levels A,B,C,D.
When you generate an invoice using normal Canadian pricing, and have checked off the foreign
currency checkbox for the customer, each line item will convert to the foreign currency amount
when printing out. IF there is no foreign currency amount entered for that item in the inventory
file, then the system will use the conversion factor entered to calculate the foreign currency
amount to be printed.

G/L Coding for the Service Module
This topic outlines how to make sure the revenue, inventory and costing on work order labour and parts ,
once they are billed out, are distributed to the proper General Ledger accounts. These codes will override
the normal department codes in inventory.
Setup GL Codes See the accompanying topic General ledger Coding Structure on how to setup G/L
Codes.
Create inventory items that will match up to the work codes entered later <> glcodes
Use Inventory Maintenance to setup new inventory items. For example, if your work code is "LABD" for depot labour, create a new inventory item called LAB-D, with a description of "Depot Labour
per/hour", the proper department number, Service item type and the price per hour. Enter a flat rate
charge if it's a flat rate type work code.
Create work codes that connect to the inventory items.
Use the Work Code Maintenance screen to enter your work codes. Connect them to the appropriate
stock number so that when you convert the work order to invoice, the general ledger codes from the
stock number will come through. IF you want to have separate general ledger coding for a particular
work code, enter those codes here. They will override the coding that is associated with the
inventory department and stock number shown.

General Ledger Coding Structure
Enter GL Codes Enter the general ledger accounts in the G/L Code Maintenance screen that you'll
be using in CISPro. If you are just using the basic or small business version, then you really only
need cash, accounts receivable, inventory, sales and cost of goods codes along with any tax
collection codes. If you have the Enterprise Version, enter all of your G/L codes from your
accounting system.
Assign G/L Codes to System Defaults
Use the System Setup G/L Codes form to insert general ledger codes for banking, accounts
receivable, inventory, revenue and cost of goods, etc.
Assign G/L Codes to Taxes
Use the Taxes Maintenance form to insert general ledger codes for all taxes collected (and if you are
using the Accounts Payable or General Ledger module - taxes paid as well).
Create/Edit Inventory Departments
If you want to have separate revenue/costing codes for each department you can use the Inventory
Department Maintenance form to create or edit department codes for revenue, inventory and costing
G/L codes relevant to each department. Otherwise, the system will use the default system setup
codes.
When you have all of the above setup, each Point of Sale document will default the correct general
ledger codes by starting with the system setup default code and overriding it with the department
codes, and finally - if edited by the user, override everything with the code entered directly into each
line item on the document.
To change the General Ledger code in the document, use the Edit Sales Order Notes icon to show the
popup form and change the Cost and Sales G/L codes as shown.

Gift Certificates & Gift Cards
Overview:
CISPro handles Gift Certificates and/or Gift Cards using a special customer account call "Gift
Certificates" (Account ID: GIFT).
When a gift certificate is purchased by a customer through the Point of Sale Entry (choosing Gift
Card/Certificate as the Type), a credit is put onto the account. This represents money that is owing to the
client until they redeem the gift card.
Upon redeeming the gift card/certificate, there is a debit put on the account cancelling the credit. All gift
card transactions can be tracked in this account.
Selling Gift Cards/Certificates

Using the Point of Sale Entry screen, choose "Gift Card/Certificate" as the Type of transaction.
Enter the customer's name or CASH.
Enter the amount and a reference # if available. This can be used to verify which gift card was sold.
Choose the method of payment that the customer is using.
Upon completion you can print out a receipt for the customer. This can be considered the gift
certificate itself. Special formatted forms for gift certificates can be designed for you. See Custom
Forms for Point of Sale. Otherwise, isse the gift card or certificate to the customer.
Redeeming Gift Cards/Certificates

Enter the sale as per normal in Point of Sale Entry. Click the Gift Certificate box and enter the gift
certificate amount. If the gift card/certificate has a greater value than the amount being purchased,
you must do one of the following:
1. Enter the amount used on this transaction and then issue another Gift Card/Certificate for the
balance - taking the one from the customer in exchange, but NOT recording in CISPro.
2. Do a second transaction as a Payment on Account, and use the gift certificate balance as the tender

option. This will give the customer a credit on their account to use in the future. (Use Store Credit
when paying for goods in the future)
Extra Notes
If you have started off with your Gift Certificate Account reflecting the outstanding gift
cards/certificates to be redeemed, then you can look at the Customer account Balance for the "GIFT"
account ID to find out how much liability you still have outstanding each year. This will represent all
outstanding gift cards/certificates that can be redeemed in the future (if in the negative).
The Gift Card reference that is entered in the Point of Sale Entry screen is recorded inside the
accounts file, which means that you can view it within Customer History for the "GIFT" account to
match up your sales and redemptions of gift cards.
Cash Back: If your policy allows cash back on unused portions of gift certificates, then you must use
the "GIFT" account ID as the customer, and enter a negative payment on account, then choosing the
tender option the customer wants the money back in (cash, visa, etc). This will put a positive amount
on the GIFT account, balancing the negative amount that originally appeared on there when the gift
certificate was purchased.

Inventory Counting and Adjustments
There are many ways of taking inventory. We will deal with the most straightforward and easiest to
understand. A good suggestion would be to count PART of your inventory previous to a total count giving you time to clean up any problem areas, do some small adjustments, etc. Counting by department,
category, bin location or any other definable area can be done through the various reports in Inventory
Reports.
To do a proper count and reconciliation, use the following procedure:
1. Choose an inventory report that works for your business and the parameters that you want. Most
companies choose the Physical Inventory Report-On Hand Only - simply because it's the most
straightforward report and does not show costing in case you are having a third party taking inventory for
you.
2. On the Report screen, check off Produce Count File before you print the report. This will create a
count file which contains all the on hand information from the report within the file. Just before the report
is output, you will be given a file name which should be recorded so that later on you can retrieve it.

3. Take your physical count. We suggest that if you have more than one person counting, create copies of
the report and after all is done, record the other sheets onto the one with the most entries - but in a
different ink to distinguish them. You can then tell who actually counted the stock. Another suggestion is to
have shorthand for the actual location you counted the item if you have more than one location it could be
within. A sample count sheet is below.

4. Run the Inventory Count Reconciliation menu item and follow the directions to adjust your inventory
count. You can print out the differences report and investigate any variances that do not seem to be
correct.
5. Once you've entered the correct amounts, you can update your inventory quantities at any time. The
program will adjust for anything that has happened between now and when you took the inventory at any
time in the past. For example, if when you took inventory, you had 4 on hand on the system, but counted
only 3 - and you sold 3 of them in the meantime, then the program takes the current qty of 1 - 4 + 3 to
arrive at a correct amount of 0.
6. Print out the differences report after the update is done to get your inventory adjustment for this count.
This value difference is based on average cost (or, if average cost = 0, then standard cost). It can then be
posted to the general ledger account for inventory in your accounting system.

Marketing to Clients via Email
This topic outlines how to configure and test the Email Out marketing module.
Create Categories and Add to Clients First, review the procedure titled Marketing to Clients using
Categories to setup your categories, insert them into contacts (NOT customers) that have emails.
Testing the Email interface
Once you have entered the appropriate email server and user account information under System
Setup, you are ready to test the email mailout. Create a category called "EMAIL TEST". Insert this
category into a contact that has an email you can verify - preferably not the same one you use to send
the email with.
Then open Email Out, and click on category, select "Email Test", verify the emails selected is just
the test email, enter a subject and body and click Send.
Verify the email has gone through with no errors (see below). Once this is accomplished, you can
send out the marketing email to your designated category(ies).

Marketing to Clients Using Categories
This topic outlines how to setup categories, attach them to your clients and use them to market your
products and services to those clients.
Create Categories Create your categories (sometimes known as User Defined Fields) in the
Category Maintenance screen. They are displayed alphabetically, so if you have a common category
you want to appear at the top when attaching, use "a" or "1". You can enter an unlimited amount of
categories

Add Categories to Clients
You have two options - add to your customer or add to your customer contact. If you add to your
customer, you can generate mailing labels and lists by customer name only. If you add to your
customer contact, you are then able to send out marketing material directly to the contact name (with
Company name as secondary) AND are able to do a mass email.
Add categories to each by editing the customer or the contact and pressing the INSERT key to pull up
the category list.
Create Your Marketing Mail-Out
Use the Customer Reports and choose Customer Address Labels or Contact Address Labels.
Select Category Code as the range and select your category code for start and end.
Print out the labels or save to an excel sheet for printing on different formats or for use in another
program.

Using the Email Out Program
Select the Email Out screen and create your own email marketing message, either in text or in
HTML. Select the category you want and check to make sure it's selected email addresses. Send out
the email.

Notes: You must setup the email server parameters, etc in the System Setup screen.

Monthend/Yearend Procedures
Typical Monthend procedures involve the following reports previous to performing the actions on the
Monthend Procedures form.
Customer Detail Trial Balance
Customer Summary Trial Balance
Inventory Valuation Report (Detail and/or Summary)
Sales by Department Report (or optional Sales by Dept and Registerid)

Monthend - Clear Monthly Figures:
This routine will go through the entire customer table and inventory table and clear all MTD figures to 0
including sales, cost, received goods, etc. You should print out all of the reports you need before you do
this!
Monthend - Clear 0 Balance Documents:
This routine will go through the entire accounts table and clear all detail items that have been paid or
credited where their balance is equal to 0.
Save Inventory File to Disk:
Will save a copy of the quantities and costing to a file in a location you specify to be used by the Audit
Reconciliation feature in the Inventory Reports menu. By saving the file now, you can compare it to a file
saved at the end of the next month and reconcile to the sales and the receipts that were transacted in the
meantime.
Save Accounts Receivable File to Disk:
Will save a copy of the current A/R balances of your clients. This then can be used in the A/R
Reconciliation Report to determine any balancing errors that could happen.
Yearend:
This procedure will clear all MTD and YTD figures from both the customer table and the inventory table.

You should print out all the reports you need before you do this!
All sales history is kept for future reference to inventory and customer history.

Purchasing/Receiving Methods
This section deals with purchasing and receiving of goods, and if problems... returning the goods.
To create a purchase order in the system, use Purchase Order Entry. You can create a purchase order from
scratch, or use the options to create suggested orders that you can alter. The options are on the Search
page of the Purchase Order Entry, and consist of either or both of customer orders and inventory reorder
points.
You setup the reorder points and the quantity that you should order, in the Inventory Maintenance screen
for each stock item. You can set 0 as the point to reorder from if you want to just keep one on hand at all
times.
You have the option then of adjusting these purchase orders (shown in RED) and then setting them
ACTIVE. The stock ordered will not show up on any status reports until the purchase order is made
Active.
You have a choice of Alpha-Date or Numeric Purchase Order numbers generated automatically. See
System Setup to select your option. If you do choose Numeric, then the system will look at the highest
purchase order number filed, and add 1 to it to generate the new one. Otherwise, it will generate a P.O.
based on date. (ie. XX121508 = Dec 15th, 8th PO of that day.). We suggest that you change your XX every
2nd year - it comes from the Store ID in System Setup, so that purchase orders don't get duplicated.
Once the product arrives, use the Receipts Entry form and enter either the Vendor (this will pull in ALL
PO's outstanding) or the purchase order number only. Enter the quantity received and as much invoice
information as possible (it will duplicate on subsequent lines for faster entry). Serial Numbers will be
requested for those inventory items that have Serial No. checked off in Inventory Maintenance.
Note: For foreign Currency suppliers, refer to the Foreign Currency procedure. Receiving prices are
automatically converted (freight is not) using the Conversion factor in System Setup Defaults.
If you need to return a product, use the RMA Entry to setup the request. If you have received the product
into the system, you can do a quick lookup to get invoice numbers, etc without having to go searching for
them physically. Once you have an authorization number from the vendor, enter that number and turn the
RMA request into a request for Credit or Exchange. When you save this, it will deplete on hand for the
item, and move it to the RMA qty field.

Rebates and Reports
Rebates refer to the credits or actual cash applied for and received from certain manufacturers for selling
their products. The fields can also be used for other purposes, taking into account the notes below.

Rebates can be entered as shown above through the Edit Sales Notes and Rebates screen in the Quotation
or the Point of Sale screen for each line item. Reports can be run with or without rebate information. As
well, there is a Rebate Report which can be run to be reconciled against the actual rebates received from
manufacturers.
Notes:
When viewing the cost of an invoice on the Point of Sale screen, it does NOT take into account the rebate
amount, but on the Quotation Entry screen, you can specify to turn it on or off.
For certain sales reports, an option to run the report including rebates or not is available.

Reversing a cheque in Accounts Payable
In situations where you've printed a cheque and it's incorrect or damaged and you need to issue another
one or just cancel the original, you can reverse the posting of the cheque by following the procedure
below:
Search and find the cheque document in Accounts Payable Entry.
Click on the
to create a reversing entry. All adjusting entries will be setup in a document to be
posted by yourself in the current batch.
All you have to do is post this entry (don't modify it!), and it will reverse the cheque and all of the
invoices that it paid.
The reversing entry for the cheque is in the format C#999999VD
The invoices will be reversed and the payment details will show how (as below)

Be aware that the reversing entry will have the original G/L Period and it will post into that G/L
Period. You might have to print some of the reports out again, or do adjusting entries.

Security Levels
Setup: Setup each user's security level in their User Profile. Level 1 is the highest level, Level 9 the
lowest. As well as the main security level, you can setup specific security levels for each form that the
user accesses (Full, No Access and Read Only).
Level Types:
Level 1: Gives access to ALL menu items. Used by the primary administrator or business owner.
This level is needed to change user profiles and other security levels. There must always be at least
one User ID with this security level.
Level 2: Accounting level. Used for access to customer maintenance for credit levels, credit holds
and other accounting items. Needed to apply payments to invoices and to update the receipts file
with costing, invoice numbers, etc.
Level 3: Inventory maintenance and costing. This level is primarily for all inventory adjustment
actions, including changing quantities, costing and pricing.
Level 5: Purchasing and Receiving. This level should be assigned to your purchasing and receiving
person.
Level 6: Service Administration - allows changing of work order status from complete
repair/billing back to other statuses and to do a billing complete on the work order as well as other
admin tasks not allowed for normal technicians.
Level 8: Assigned to salespeople who are allowed to view sales report costing. Used mainly in the
sales report detail menu items.
Level 9: Anyone with this can access the POS Entry screen, Quotations and Service Entry.

Sending Statements Via Email
Sending Statements via Email
The following should be done prior to running the Customer Statements in the Accounts Receivable
Reports.
1. Create a Customer Category and name the category "AREMAIL" or something related to Accounts
Receivable Email reports.
2. Each customer should have a contact that has an email (preferably the accounting contact) in the
Customer Contact Maintenance. Open up each contact and insert the category above (AREMAIL) into that
contact. Inserting the category into the Customer Maintenance Form will not trigger the emailed statement,
it has to be entered in Customer Contact Maintenance Form.

3. You can uncheck "Send Statement" in the Customer Maintenance record so that you're not sending both
a paper copy and email copy of the statement.

4. Make sure you have setup your Email Information in the Marketing Tab of the System Setup screen.
Email Server IP address or URL, the username you will use to send emails, password, Display name for
emails going out and the email address that you will get replies back to. As well, you can setup a standard
message to send out to all clients under System Setup - Email Text.

5. Now run the Statements in the A/R Reports, with the Email option.

In the Email Form, type in the appropriate subject line (for instance: Northern Computer Statement of
Account Dec 31st, 2006).

Click on the Category button

Click on the Email button

and select the "AREMAIL" category.

to verify that it's chosen the emails that you've selected.

Click send to send out the emails.
A blind copy of EVERY statement sent will be sent back to the Reply To email address.

Reward Program Implementation and Usage
Use System Setup to set up the loyalty program.

First, setup a loyalty stock number that will be used to redeem the points. See the sample loyalty program
called NCI Bucks above.
Stock number = NCIBUCKS
Description = "NCI Bucks Redeemed"
To give back 2% of purchases, setup the following:
100 points / dollar sale
50 points / penny
So... you sell $500.00 to them, they earn 50000 points, redeemed at 50 points /penny = $10.00.
Enter as shown, and start your loyalty number at 100 or something. You can give EVERYONE a loyalty #
automatically (when create a new customer), or decide who gets it, who doesn't. And the milestone is
simply a reminder when they purchase something... a message will flash to remind the clerk that they have
reached it.
When they have enough points, you can then REDEEM THEM.

Track the loyalty $$ through the Reward Program Maintenance form under the customer menu.
To setup CURRENT customers with a number, use Customer Maintenance and click on the #PTS button to
generate a number for them.

Creating Manufactured Items from Stock
There are many cases where you want to create a new item out of the parts that you have in stock or have
ordered in. Examples are assembled drills, computer systems and even gift baskets.
To track where each item of the manufactured item came from and in the case of serialized product, to
trace back to the original vendor - you can use the following method:
First, create the manufactured item in Inventory Maintenance as either an Equipment type (for
custom builds), or Inventory type. Calculate the exact cost from the total of the costs of the items
that will be put together for it.
Create a Stock Transfer document in Point of Sale Entry - the customer will be an Internal
Account that you setup for this kind of transaction where there are no sales to record.
Enter all of the parts as sale items individually - and price them at 0. Keep the costing open (F3
anywhere in the grid) so that you can see that it all balances at the end.
Finally, enter the new manufactured sku that you created above as a negative quantity. The NET
cost and price should be 0. Save this and what it will do is remove the detail items from inventory,
and put the new part into inventory.
Later on you can look at the history of this new item - you'll see a ST (stock transfer) and if you click
on it, you'll find all the original parts that created it with their serial#'s. Taking history on the parts
will show you where they were ordered from for RMA purposes.
An Example of a stock transfer is below:

Service Segment Option
The Segment Option for Service work orders is an organized way to divide parts of the job into segments,
which are then summarized on the Repair Order for the client. This is very handy for shops that have a
multitude of things that are done, but don't want a work code for every single one of them. Instead, you can
number each part of the work separately and have it summarized.
Steps to Create the Segment Option System
Work Code Setup Set up numeric work codes (1, 2, 3, etc) with a generic description (which can
be changed in the work order)
Repair Order Setup Use the Service Setup Maintenance to designate the Segment Format as your
default Repair Order format.
Create Work Order: In the Complaint/Problem area list your segments numerically as the example
shows below:

Enter Labour Use the segment labour work codes for each part of the project. The FIRST
description that you use in a work code will be the description on the Segment Repair Order format.
The details you put in the others under that same work code are ignored, so it's usual to put in the
complete details for the work performed in the first one.
Enter Parts Use the segment labour work codes for the parts belonging to that part of the project.
They will then be detailed under the segment group on the Repair Order printout, as the example
below shows.

Tax Codes - How to Configure for Accurate Taxes
Consumer Taxes
The Inventory and Customer files control the taxes charged on each individual item. Each customer and
inventory item has a tax code which designates the taxes that are payable. See Tax Code Maintenance to
understand how to setup a tax code.

There should be a tax code that encompasses ALL taxes. This tax code would be applied to inventory
items that are subject to any taxes that are valid, according to the customer's Tax Code.
To clarify this, here is an example (Assuming the province of location is BC):
Tax
PST - BC PST
GST - Federal GST
BC HST - BC HST
NB HST - NB HST
Tax Code
A - ALL taxes
Y - PST & GST
G - GST only
P - PST only
N - No Taxes
H - BC HST only
NB - NB HST only
GH - GST, BC HST and NB HST
PH - PST, BC HST and NB HST
All inventory items that are subject to all of the taxes (Perhaps not at the same time, but subject to them),
should have a tax code of "A". All inventory items that are exempt PST, but subject to GST or HST should have "GH". And items that are exempt GST but subject to PST or HST - should have "PH"
The combination of exemptions in both the inventory and customer will determine the final tax code and
the taxes charged.

EXAMPLE 1.
Inventory item tax code is "A"
Customer tax code is "Y"
The only taxes charged are PST and GST. The tax code that matches that combination is "Y" and that will
be the final tax code for the line item.
EXAMPLE 2.
Inventory item tax code is "G". (Exempt from all taxes except GST)
Customer tax code is "Y" (Subject to PST and GST)
The only tax charged is GST.
EXAMPLE 3.
Inventory item tax code is "A"
Customer tax code is "NB"
The only tax charged is NB HST.

Using the Report Designer
This topic outlines how to use the report designer to alter the standard report, invoice and service forms
provided with CISPro. You can have a customized report available only for yourself OR for all users.
This guide is not meant to be in-depth. Rather, it's for doing slight adjustments in size, fonts, and
placement.
Modifying Reports
For all normal reports (Sales, Customer, Inventory, etc), open the usual report screen, select your report
and select MODIFY option in the "Send Report To" box and click the Do Report button.
For invoices, service work orders and other internal reports, pull up the Modify Reports screen under
Utilities and select your report from the dropdown box to edit it.
Using the Report Designer
Report Controls: To access a "control" on the report do the following:
Labels: Click on the
control and then highlight the text of the label that you want to change. To
insert a new label, simply click in an area where this should go and start typing.
Fonts, etc: Select the text that you want to format, then pull down the "Format" menu and use the
selections to alter the font size, color, type and the alignment, etc.
Fields: To alter a field (these are the controls that have a box around them and a name inside),
double-click on it. The dialog box below should appear:

You have the option of putting another field name in there or a calculation. As well, you can change
the formatting and alignment. Field names that can be added to a report will be variable - please
contact CISPro support for the names available to use for that specific report.
Some fields are conditional - they will only print if certain paramters are met. Click the "Print
When" button to see if the field has such a condition. This is especially important if you copy an
existing field to create a new one. An example of such a condition is below:

Fields also can be expandable, like the sales disclaimer. They are designated as "Stretch with
Overflow". The fields beneath it should have a field position of "Floating" so that they move down
as the field above stretches to accomodate the data as below:

Lines, circles, rectangles: These controls are as simple as they look. Just click on one of them and
then click on the report to start drawing. To alter them, click on the graphic and you can resize using
normal methods.
Graphics: - You can insert and change images on the report by using the
control. To insert, click
on the "OLE" and click on the place in the report to insert the graphic. Hold the mouse button down
while you stretch the box to size the graphic inside.

Browse to the graphic you want and select it. You usually then specify "Scale Picture, retain shape"
which retains the proportional dimensions of the image. If you want it stretched to fill a certain area,
select "fill the frame". You can then use the mouse to stretch the box that surrounds the image to
whatever size you want.

Sections: The report is made up of a Title section (printed once on the first page), Page headers
(printed on each page), Detail lines (printed every time for each record in the output file), Page
Footer (printed at the bottom of each page) and Group Header/Footers (usually summary totals for
each type of group). Unless you're an expert in report design, it's best to leave all fields within the
section that they are in. You can expand the room of a section by grabbing hold of the bar and pulling
down.

TIPS and TRICKS
This section has many topics that will show you how to perform certain functions or to make processing
certain items faster.

Correcting Deposit on Sales Order
If you have incorrectly made a deposit on a sales order (entered an amount in the Tender Option of the
Point of Sale Entry), you have the following options:
Sales Order Not Posted OR Delivered If nothing has been done with it yet, you can simply cancel
the sales order. This will remove the credit from the customer's account and mark the sales order as
cancelled, eliminating all detail on that document. You should template it, create a new sales order
and then cancel the old one if you want to keep the information intact.
Sales Order Posted or Delivered
You must refund the deposit using the following method:
Create a new Payment on Account document under the customer's name.
Enter a NEGATIVE amount equal to the incorrect deposit
Save this and when the Apply Payments screen comes up, simply ignore.
Afterwards, use the Apply Open Credits to clean up this account. There will be two entries the original credit from the incorrect deposit and the deposit refund.

Changing Date/Time in CISPro

Changing Date and Time in your OS also has an impact on your CISPro Dates and Times. Close CISPro
BEFORE changing the Date and Time and once you open CISPro again the new Date and Time will be in
effect. Always remember to set it back to the original Date and Time. ALL modules Date and Time run
from your System Date and Time properties.

Correct Provincial or Federal Taxes entered incorrectly
To properly correct Provincial and/or Federal Taxes, you can do the following:
1. Make sure you have a non-inventory stock number to use setup with NO TAXES. (Recommended 1
letter code ("N", so that the system tabs to description and you can enter your reason right away)
2. Create a new invoice for the client
3. On Line#1, enter the non-inventory stock number with the description "Correct Taxes Only" and a -1
quantity and the Sub Total amount of the invoices WITHOUT taxes. For the Tax Code, enter the
original tax code ("P" or "Y" or "G"). This will effectively refund the entire invoice.
4. On Line#2, enter the same non-inventory stock number with the same description and a +1 quantity
and the Sub Total amount with the appropriate correct Tax Code.
5. You should find at the bottom that the subtotal is 0, and the taxes are corrected only.
6. Process the invoice as you would any other transaction - if a credit, then you can apply to the
original invoice.
An example is shown below:

Correct Voided Payments in Accounts File
If you have entered a wrong payment AND applied it to invoices, you have two options:
1. 1. VOID the payment and it will put the voided payment on the account as a positive amount,
representing all the invoices that the payment was applied to. It will NOT reverse the applied
payments. When you receive the correct payment, you will then apply it to this document.
2. 2. VOID the payment, and then go into the accounts file and correct all documents. The following
diagrams will show how this is done.
**** WARNING ****
Use caution in doing this - every action you perform must have an opposite action to balance
the accounts. If you increase the balance in one document, it must decrease or be eliminated in
another.
Open Account Maintenance and search by the account ID to find the latest invoices and payments.

First, go into each document that you have applied the payment to, and put the balance back to what it was
before the payment applied. (5875,5876 in the example)

Next, DELETE all the "PA" documents that are associated with the payment against the invoices.
(5875,5876 with "PA" Type in the example)
Finally, DELETE the "PY" documents that represent the original payment and the voided payment. (5877
(original) and 5877 (voided one with balance) in the example)

Determining Customer Payment History
Prior to the next version, where you will be able to track each payment on each invoice, the following has
proven to be the best method to track payment from a customer.
Use the following search screen in the Point of Sale Entry and search by the Account ID. You will be able
to see the invoices, the date they were billed and the payments that were made. In at least half of the
cases, the payments will match up to the invoices, or a number of invoices - giving you a rough estimate
of time to pay.

Discounting Items by Percentage
In General, the discount stock number is put underneath all of the items that it needs to discount, counting
down from the LAST discount stock number. This means that you can enter a couple of items, discount
them 10%, then enter some more items, and discount ONLY those items by 15%, etc.
Tax Codes
You cannot discount items with different tax codes. The system will not allow you to. instead,
arrange all the items with similar taxcodes, then enter the discount item, then enter the rest with the
other tax code, and discount those separately. Remember that the INS key (in the stock number
column) can be used to insert some lines if you have entered them already. You can insert above the
lines, put your odd taxed item up there and the discount line in just underneath it.

How can I print all contacts for one company?
There's no direct way of doing this, but if you have access to Excel, use this method:
Use Customer Reports / Contact Address Labels. Leave the range as is (selects ALL contacts) and check
off "Sort by CompanyOrg?".
Save this to an excel file.
Open the file using Excel and find the company name in the list.
Copy the lines of the contacts for that company and paste into a new sheet, format it the way you want and
print it out.

How to Find out what was on a Sales Order
There are occasions where you want to find out what you had originally ordered for a customer and the
prices... before it was converted to an invoice.
Simply call up the customer on the Point of Sale Screen, and ask for the history (the small button with
"Cust" and a page icon at the bottom). Then click on "Include Sales Orders"
See Customer History for more information.

How to create a Professional Quote
Create a professional looking quote using Headers, Page breaks, and Subtotal options within the
Quotation Entry screen.
^H - Header - Used to highlight sections of your quote
^P - Page Break - All text/products entered after pagebreak will display on the next page.
^S - Subtotal - Displays the sum of all inventory item up to that point from start of your quote or the last
subtotal entry.

Adding additional product information: You can add additional detailed product information under each
product you have entered on your quote by Double clicking on the description of the product (or selecting
the Sales Notes button).
See Add/Edit Product Detail Information
Cut/Copy and Paste stock numbers, descriptions or entire row:
You can highlight any line item, stock number, description, price and copy and paste it. You can also Cut
or Copy the entire Row and paste it to a different line within your quote or to another quote. Right click
on any row you would like to copy and select Cut or Copy ROW, then place your mouse on another line in
this quote or another and right click again to Paste Row.

Leasing Option:
You can specify your lease rates and terms if your company is currently working with a specific leasing
company. The Rates/Terms must be set up in System Setup. Select Print Lease Information as pictured
below and the monthly lease amount will be automatically calculated based on your quote amount.

Printing Quotes:
Quotes can be printed to Printer, Screen (for display only), Excel, as well as Adobe PDF. See Sample
Quotes

How to find all Customers who bought the same Product Line
If you have designated a Manufacturer Code in the inventory previous to the sales period you are
analyzing, then you can determine all the customers that you've sold that product line to.
Use Sales Reports/Inventory Sales History] and export it to an excel file. Sort by customer name to get
your customer list. Delete the duplicate entries. Then flag each of those customers with a category or use
the excel sheet for marketing purposes.
If you do flag the customers with a category, you can mail or email them based on that category. See
Marketing to Clients Using Categories

How to Setup a Layaway Plan
Although CISPro does not have a specific "Layaway" document type, you can achieve the same result
with the "Payment on Account" document type in the Point of Sale Entry
When the client puts money down there are two options:
Create a sales order to hold the goods (Puts a quantity into the Presold field in inventory) and accept
a deposit.
Put a payment on account using the "Payment on Account" document type.
Either method results in the same credit being posted to the customer's "account".
Viewing the customer's Info screen will show the credit as a negative balance on their account. Looking at
the account details will show each payment on their account.

When the customer finally picks up the goods, the credit on account should be put into the "Store Credit"
on the billing page and the balance (if any) as a normal tender option to add up to the total of the purchase.
If you have a sales order, go through the "Deliver Sales Order" option - if not, then do a standard invoice.
In both cases, the system should notify you of the credit on account to apply to the balance of the invoice.

Looking up Customer Order Status
Bring up the customer on the POS screen by typing in the Customer ID or Name on a new document.
Click on the Customer Information icon [
Screen.
Click on the Sales Order Status icon [

], or CTL-I to bring up the Customer Information
] or press CTL-I. This will bring up any customer orders.

Double-clicking on the document number will bring up the sales order and you can view the status of
each of the inventory items by selecting the lines and clicking the Inventory Information icon [
]
or pressing CTL-I. This will show the overall status of the inventory item in summary form.
Select the Sales Order Status Icon [
] or press CTL-I again.
This will present the following screen which shows the customers who have ordered the item, the
purchase order number and date it was ordered and where it was ordered from.

Paying out a credit on Account
This situation arises when a customer has a credit on account (a refund was issued that exceeded the cash
in the till, or other situation), and is requesting that you issue them a cheque (from your A/P).
1. Post an invoice in the Point of Sale for the amount of the credit using an inventory stock number setup
for this purpose with "N" tax code and linked to a G/L code that is used for internal transfers.
2. Post an invoice in the A/P system using the same stock number and G/L Code.
3. Issue a cheque using the A/P system, to the customer.
Note: You must setup an inventory stock number that is attached to the Suspense account G/L Code
(through a separate dept number). This is the inventory number you would use on both the A/P and A/R
side to balance out.

Processing NSF cheques Through Point of Sale
NSF cheques that are returned to you can be processed in the following manner. To make sure you have
all the right stock numbers and G/L Codes, do the following:
1. Setup a department called "NSF". (This is so that you can deduct any "NSF" revenue from your main
revenue codes.
2. Setup an inventory stock number using Inventory Maintenance called "NSF" and link it to the above
department. Use a Non-Inventory type and keep the cost and price at 0 and no taxes.
3. IF YOU HAVE THE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SYSTEM: Post an invoice to the customer that gave
you the NSF cheque. This will then be outstanding until it is paid in cash, etc. When they bring in the new
cheque or cash, apply it to this invoice.
4. You can also simply wait until the customer comes in and create an invoice with "NSF" as the single
detail line item.

Re-Doing an Invoice entered Incorrectly
Since invoices cannot be physically changed (except for certain fields detail in Point of Sale
Maintenance), you must generate a new invoice to replace the old one, and void the old one. You can only
void invoices that have not been posted in the Cash Reconciliation Screen.
To do this, follow the directions below:
1. Find the Invoice and retrieve it to the screen.
2. VOID the invoice.
3. Click on the Template Button to template the information on the screen. This will capture all serial
numbers and sales order notes as well as all pricing, shipping, billing information.
4. Correct the invoice and process as per normal.
Note: If you void an invoice with a payment, the payment will be voided, so enter the payment again on
the new invoice.

Transferring Credits from A/P to A/R
There are situations where a supplier will give you a credit on their A/P account and you have debited
them through the A/R, or where they have sent a cheque instead of a credit and you have to deposit
through the A/R system.
In either case you can do the following:
1. Post the invoice or credit in the A/R system through the Point of Sale.
2. When the credit or invoice arrives for A/P, post a refund or invoice through Point of Sale to eliminate
the original document, then post the A/P document to counterbalance it.
Example: (This is a warranty billing to a manufacturer, who then sends a credit note back instead of
payment)
> Charge Invoice in A/R (Warranty bill to manufacturer)
> DEBIT to A/R, CREDIT to SALES (This is the sales G/L code you want)
> Credit Note in A/P
> DEBIT to A/P, CREDIT to Suspense Account
> Refund in A/R (This clears the original invoice in A/R
> CREDIT to A/R, DEBIT to Suspense Account
Note: You must setup an inventory stock number that is attached to the Suspense account G/L Code
(through a separate dept number). This is the inventory number you would use on both the A/P and A/R
side to balance out.

Frequently Asked Questions
A compilation of many of the questions users have asked us over the years and the answers to those
questions with links to the relevant topic within the help system.

Can we scan multiple items faster?
Question: When we are scanning multiple items we have to move the mouse down to the next line to
enter the second item. How can we fix this?
Answer:
If you want to speed up the POS, use the F9 key. Just remember to Press F9 every time on startup. It will
then default to moving down one line automatically, but you still have the ability to use the mouse to go
up.

Why can't you select Store Credit when doing a Refund?
Question: Why can't you select Store Credit when doing a Refund?
Answer:
If you are doing a refund and want to leave it on account, don't put ANYTHING into the Tender options.
This is for cash or credit COMING IN.
When the customer then comes in later to buy something, you can put the credit amount into the store credit
field and use it as partial or full payment for the sale.
The balance of the credit, if any, will stay on the account.

Missing Invoices on Cash Reconciliation
Question: What if invoices are missing/lost?
Answer:
If you are missing invoices when running the cash reconciliation with a certain date range, but you can
find the invoice in the Point of Sale screen, check the date of the invoice.
If the computer that entered the invoice has a bad clock, or someone on that computer changed the date the CISPro invoice will reflect that date. When doing the Cash Reconciliation, it selects by date only and will ignore any document outside of that date.
You will have to add that invoice information into your cash reconciliation for the date range you
selected, or select a larger date range and reconcile using that.

How do you split a sales (commission wise)?
Question: How to split commission on a sale?
Answer:
Use the salesperson split button on the bottom of the POS screen. Enter the split between a maximum of
two salespeople in the following screen.

If you forget, then edit the sales invoice (you have limited editing capabilities) using the Point of Sale
Maintenance menu item under Sales.

Transferring stock- when we transfer stock by creating
Question: Transferring stock- when we transfer stock by creating a transfer file we cannot enter the exact
amount transferred.
Answer:
If you use the STOCK TRANSFER option on POS, you can transfer the number of items you want. This
will show as stock transfers and will not affect your sales or customer files. Create an internal account at
each store for the other one to do this. At the other end, you'd simply update the qty's in inventory from the
stock transfer report.
What you're referring to is the inventory UPDATE transfer files, which simply take the updated inventory
information from One location and updates it to Another location - but don't alter any quantities at all.

How can I set up the staff to receive orders from PO but not
Question: How can I set up the staff to receive orders from PO's but not let them into the inventory
maintenance?
Answer:
Give the staff member security level 5 access, not level 3. Or, alternatively, use the additional security
options in User Profile to give them access to this one form, without changing their security clearance.
For more information about Security Levels please see User Profile/Securities. For more information
about Additional Security functions please see User Profile Additional Security

Adding/changing Courier in CISPro
Question: CanPar is one of the most common freight companies we use , but it is not on the shipping list.
Can we add them?
Answer:
Go to Utilities/System Setup / Defaults page... Just Add/Edit/Delete all the Courier Companies in fields
to the way you want them... Most popular at the top....

Using RMA
Question: I have to return some inventory to a supplier for credit. Do I just do up a PO with negatives?
Answer:
Use the RMA Entry to do these returns. You need an RMA or reference# from supplier. You will see your
inventory move from the on-hand to the RMA field... When the supplier finally gives you the credit you go
back into the RMA and mark COMPLETE. In the meantime, use the Purchasing/Receiving Reports to print
off the RMA's outstanding to make sure suppliers are providing you with proper credit.

How to change items in Service to one department
Question: In the invoice form there is a field to "Change all to departments"...
Can you explain what is happening there when we use that feature.
Answer:
It allows you to take an invoice that has many different parts/sections to it, combining labour, parts, etc
and code it to a single Department.
Parts can only be setup with a single GL Code - so they default to standard Parts Counter.... but if used for
a specific project, then can be coded outbound that way... thereby satisfying the financial statements
requirements.

How to delete Service Documents
Question: If you add a document and then delete it, will it delete the actual document or just the shortcut?
Answer:
If you add a document in the service docs, then delete the document from the service docs, it DOES NOT
delete the actual document, just the shortcut to it.

How do I use Inventory Matrix
Question: How do I use Inventory Matrix
Answer:
These are instructions for developing a matrix for Blonde. You can establish it as a topic under the
"Procedures" section... with links to the actual forms under "Data Entry". The actual forms simply have
the graphic of the form, each field listed with a brief explanation and some possible links, the same as
other forms.
If you have a better title for below, change it.
------------------------------------------------USING THE INVENTORY MATRIX METHOD
------------------------------------------------First, go into Inventory Menu/Inventory Matrix Maintenance Form
Create a matrix following the example below:
Matrix Code: A reference name for the code. For instance "TSHIRT"
In the stock number that is created, the Y label will come first, the X label second. For example L8902RED-XL. Enter the labels for the Y and X axis.
The separators can be one of 4 choices between the X and Y labels within the stock number.
Enter all of the choices for the Y label (Note that there are 20 possible choices - so always choose Y for
the most choices in this matrix) and the X label. Save this matrix code.
Run Inventory maintenance (link)
Select the SML button at the bottom to create a matrix. IF you already have a product entered and simply
want to add more items to it, select the product and then select the Matrix button, answering YES to the
question "Do you want to use current inventory item as a template?", otherwise answer NO to create new
items.
This will bring up the Create Inventory Matrix form. (link - probably in the popup forms section ).
Enter the base stock number, so for the example above, "L8902", and the relevant information as per
normal inventory parameters.
Enter the matrix code you will be using for this item.
Click in each of the boxes that you want to inventory. Click a separate column or row to turn off or on, or
click "ALL" to have them all selected.
Click on "Create Inventory Matrix" to create all of these new part numbers. The form will close and you'll
see the list of part numbers created.
In each part number, there is a field on page 2 that shows the BASE stock number and matrix code that this
is derived from. At any time, you can select this part number, select the Matrix button and add more

"size/color" combinations that you would like to. (( Graphic to show part of the form where base stock
number and matrix code are)

How do I setup Test/Training CISpro
Question: Is there a way to setup a "test" CISPro environment where we could enter test data and track
costs, sales and inventory?
Answer:
Best way to do this is to just copy the entire directory to your C: drive and run CISPro from there. CISpro
code is inside one directory only, even the .DLL's needed to run it.
My suggestion: Wait until everyone off CISPro. Open up my computer, browse to the shared drive where
you can see the CISPro folder. Edit/Copy, then browse to your C: drive, paste.
Then go into the folder on C: drive and rename the cispro.exe file to Test.exe or something. Create a
shortcut for it on your desktop.
When you run it and login, go into the system setup and rename the company name to ******** TEST
************

Is there an easy way to to find the ETA of a particular part
Question: Is there an easy way to find the ETA of a particular part without having to go through each
individual PO number?
Answer:
Here is an example:
Customer calls... you go to the sales order or work order. click onto the line item you would like to find
eta for and press CTL-I, CTL-I ... or Inventory Info, S/O buttons.
or open up POS, type in customer name and while your cursor is sitting on the product name press CTL-I,
CTL-I, CTL-I, CTL-I ... This will display different information about the inventory which will also
include ETAs.

When moving from a workstation peer to peer to a server env?
Question: When moving from a workstation peer to peer to a server environment, what do I have to do
with CISPro?
Answer:
just move the CISPro folder from the workstation that is sharing it out to the server. Then alter or create
shortcuts on all of the workstations to point to the shared folder on the server. Best is to map the P: drive
to the shared folder on the server.
Basically, no re-installation of the product, registry settings, etc have to be made (as is the case in
Maximizer and many others).

Adjusting inventory count
Question: Inventory adjustments - whether it's plus or negative quantities or adjusting the cost - how and
where does this affect the G/L and how do I account for it at the time?
Answer:
You adjust the inventory in inventory maintenance. It will record this in the Audit File. At month end, you
can run an audit report, which will print out a detail/summary of all changes done and the total
debit/credit at the bottom to post to your G/L. At the moment CISPro does not have a true Inventory
Adjustments Journal - although it's planned.

How do I reprint invoices?
Question: How do I reprint certain invoices?
Answer:
Use the FIND function in POS Entry, find the document/invoice you are looking for, click on the print icon
on the Middle bottom of your CISPro Screen and this will reprint your invoice/SO.

Can you edit an invoice that is already saved? (closed)
Question: Can I edit an invoice that has already been saved?
Answer:
You cannot change many of the invoice fields, especially the tendered and amount fields. This prevents
staff from invoicing a customer and then altering it later for their own benefit (esp. cash transactions). The
VOID will ask for staff initials too.
You can alter some, but not all of the invoice fields.
You have two choices:
1. You can VOID the invoice, then while it's on the screen, Template it (button at the bottom) and
redo it under today's date. When voiding, The system will reverse all of the entries in each of the
database tables including the accounts, customer records and inventory. You then re-establish those
entries when re-doing the invoice.
2. Some of the fields such as costing, purchase order and sales splits are alterable using Point of
Sale Maintenance. Use this form to do those changes which will affect the invoice directly.

Can you add or delete items from a Sales Order?
Question: Can I add or delete items to a Sales order?
Answer:
Use the Deliver/Edit Sales Order document type to both Edit the sales order previous to billing ... and to
actually deliver the sales order to the Invoice.
Simply select this type from the drop down list (or press 'D'), press ENTER and select your sales order
from the list. Specify whether you are simply editing the sales order or actually delivering. Whatever you
are NOT delivering at this moment, you can delete and it will stay on the sales order.

TROUBLESHOOTING CISPRO issues
CISPro has been design to be as troublefree as possible. We are continually updating and improving
CISPro but as with all software products, problems do arise from time to time.

Error Loading Form or Class Registration Error
When Windows updates or computers are updated, sometimes CISPro will give errors when loading the
forms or will have a class registration error. This means that Windows has deregistered the two active
classes for email and the calendar, mscomm32.ocx and msmapi32.ocx.
CISPro Support can provide you with a batch file that runs the registration program to re-register these
two active classes. It's called PRREGISTER.BAT.
Alternatively, you can create your own batch file with the commands in it as follows:
regsvr32.exe mscomm32.ocx
regsvr32.exe msmapi32.ocx
regsvr32.exe can usually be found in the windows directory or online. The above commands can also be
run from the Command prompt from within the CISPro folder.
Windows VISTA and Windows 7
The above batch file and commands might not work with the Vista and Windows 7 operating systems. If
that's the case do the following:
1. Create a new shortcut on the desktop (Right-Click on the desktop, select New>Shortcut) for
CMD.EXE. Simply type in CMD.EXE in the "Type the location of the item" section. Click on Next,
then Finish.
2. Rightclick on this shortcut, and access the properties. Click on the "Advanced" button and choose
"RUN as Administrator" and save changes.
3. Run this program and go to the cispro directory by entering: CD C:\CISPRO or the directory
name where cispro is. For example, if it's on another drive like "L", type in CD /D L:\CISPRO. Use
My Computer to determine which drive letter the cispro folder is in. If it's a shared folder with it's
own letter, then type in CD P: with no CISPRO after it.
Note: If your CISPro database is on a network server, it might not be able to get to it. If that is the
case, copy the PRREGISTER.BAT file and the two .ocx files to the C: drive. Then you can simply
run them.
4. Once you are in the proper directory, you can type in PRREGISTER. If it doesn't run, it might not
be there. To check if it is there, type in DIR. It should register the classes. If you don't have that file,
you can type in the commands as noted above on separate lines.

Common problems and the fix
Two special programs have been written to support the smooth operation of CISPro. These programs are
PRCLEANUP.exe and REINDEXP.exe . (You should find them in the CISPro Folder or CISPro\Utils
Folder)
Note: Both programs MUST be run from the main CISPro folder.
SHUT DOWN CISPro and backup your data BEFORE running PRCLEANUP and REINDEX.
PRCLEANUP will remove any corrupt or damaged files from CISPro. This program takes about 1-10
minutes to complete and will shut down on its own when it is finished. Select the PACK option if you
want to reduce the dead space in your files that might have built up over time (making it slightly faster).
REINDEXP rebuilds the indexes for CISPro's data files. This program can take about 1 minute to 30
minutes depending on your database size to complete. After it has reindexed the files, press the OK button
to shut down REINDEX.
SHOULD YOU EVER HAVE ANY PROBLEMS WITH CISPRO, RUN BOTH PRCLEANUP AND
REINDEXP. This will clear up 90% of all critical errors with CISPro.

Vista Operating System Problems
Problems connecting Vista remote machine with CISPro
Go into the Vista User Accounts as administrator and turn USER CONTROL OFF.
Uncheck Use User Account Control To Protect Your Computer.
Save and the restart your machine.
CISPro loads but cannot load forms or do reports
You need to turn UAC off. Similar to the above solution. If this does not work, download the
program TweakUAC.exe from any of the common download sites on the internet. Run it to turn off
UAC.

Invoices leave large space and print totals on next page
Because of the variety of taxes and tender amounts, the printing routine tends to skip over a page when
approximately 14-20 lines are printed using the normal POS Customer Copy.
You can alter the Invoice printout (Using the Report Designer) to work better by doing the following:
Reduce the Font Size To reduce the font size, you must do this on each detail line - and you could
eliminate the second description line (the one that starts with SUBSTR), and have the first description
line extend to 60-80 characters (just put that number after the comma). See the Customer Document
format.
Tax Fields
Delete all tax labels and fields for the taxes you are not using. Tax1 is GST, Tax2 is PST as standards.
Move the tax fields up closer to each other.
Tender Fields Eliminate any extra tender fields and labels that you are not using such as the CCard and
Amex... or just eliminate all fields and have one field that adds all the different tender types up together
into one field with a label named "Tendered".

Receipt Printer Problems and Fixes
The standard printer for use in CISPro is the Epson TM88. The format to use within CISPro is the Epson
Receipt Printer 2008. (If you are using another receipt printer, then try using the other formats - working with the one that fits
best with your receipt printer output.)

The proper driver for the Epson printer should be installed as per normal Windows procedures. Rename
the printer to "Invoices" and uncheck the "Print bidirectional" under the Ports tab.
If you are accessing the printer from a network or want to name it something else, then take the exact name
as it appears when trying to print from any Windows software (for example: "Invoices (redirected 1)"
might appear as the printer name from a Terminal Services session) and insert that name into the user
profile of the user (2nd page - Receipt printer name) that is going to sign onto that terminal with that
printer.
Note that if someone signs on with another user ID that does not have this exact printer name, the printer
will not work.
Also... the name might change if a server reconfiguration happens - in that case, find out the new printer
name and change in the user profile.
There are instances where the printer will say "Not Ready" or will behave erratically. We've found that a
reinstall of the correct printer driver and a reboot of the computer several times will finally correct this
behaviour.

Cannot access Help File
Some operating systems and/or some computers have software that prevents you from accessing the Help
file from the menu bar. You can still access it through a shortcut.
The file to open is called CISPRO.chm
It is located in the CISPro folder. Simply create a shortcut on your desktop to it, or use the START/RUN
and browse to the CISPro folder to run it.
Recently, security updates have prevented this file from being accessed over a network. Please copy the
file to your own desktop. It should work fine from there.
Alternatively, access our online help at cispro.ca/help

